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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the translation phenomenon of fantasy fiction in 
Taiwan, with the help of Pierre Bourdieu's sociological model. The application of a 
sociological approach to translation studies allows an examination of the social and 
cultural nature of translation by locating this activity within social structures. One of 
the aims of the thesis is to discover to what extent Bourdieu's sociological model can 
elucidate a translational phenomenon when compared with other models in translation 
studies. To fulfil this aim, the similarities and differences between Bourdieu's 
theoretical framework, Even-Zohar's polysystem model and Toury's concept of 
translational norms are discussed. It is postulated that the imposition of the concept of 
norms on Bourdieu's notion of habitus would reinforce the explanation of translation 
agents' practices in both the micro-structural and macro-structural investigation of the 
translation of fantasy fiction. 
The micro-structural investigation was conducted by employing a parallel corpus 
study of fantasy translations: J. R. R. Tolkien's The Hobbit, C. S. Lewis's The 
Chronicles of Narnia, T. H. White's The Sword in the Stone and Philip Pullman's 
Northern Lights. The aim of this comparison is to examine translation agents' textual 
translatorial habitus when dealing with culture-specific items (CSIs). The results 
revealed a source-oriented tendency when translating CSIs. The evidence from the 
textual analysis was interpreted and discussed in terms of the interaction between the 
translatorial habitus and the constraints and opportunities determined by the literary 
field. 
This thesis also aims to understand the production mode of fantasy fiction translation 
in Taiwan by means of a macro-structural investigation. The focus in this phase of the 
research is on how translation agents tend to develop particular choices and directions 
for texts, and which socio-cultural determinants govern their decision-making process. 
Bourdieu's concepts of field, capital and habitus were deployed in placing the 
translation activity within the broader and complex social and institutional network in 
which translation agents operate. The strategies of the producers of fantasy fiction 
translations and the tensions exerted in this cultural field were examined through 
in-depth interviews with translation agents. The data indicated that the production of 
translation of fantasy fiction in the literary field in Taiwan was conditioned by the 
logic of the market which is inherited by the heteronomous struggles from other fields 
outside of the literary field, so that a tendency toward prioritising the profitability of 
the translated products emerged. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Initial Remarks 
This thesis, through the lens of Pierre Bourdieu's sociology, seeks to investigate the 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation that has appeared in Taiwan since the late 
1990s. The topic itself suggests that the research will extend to more than one subject 
area. Its main focus is on translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan, but since it is 
dealing both with works of translation and a social phenomenon, theories from 
Translation Studies (TS) and sociology may also need to be called upon. 
The appeal of a study of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan 
follows the recent proliferation of fantasy fiction translations following the success of 
The Lord of the Rings (Rings, hereafter) and the Harry Potter translations. The craze 
for fantasy fiction has had considerable impact on the literary world in Taiwan, as 
there have been numerous translations of fantasy fiction published after 2000. The 
establishment of publishing companies specialising in fantasy fiction, such as Fantasy 
Foundation (j) and the Muse Publishing Company is one of the most 
notable repercussions of the emergence of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction 
translation. This phenomenon has also extended its influence into academic research 
areas such as TS: for example, translation researchers and students have started to 
investigate translation quality or other problems in Taiwanese translated fantasy 
fiction (see Huang 2003; Lai 2000; Li 1998; Peet 2000; Tseng 2002). 
To date, however, studies focused on Taiwanese translated fantasy fiction have been 
confined to the examination of linguistic problems at the textual level and thus to 
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macroscopic analyses of translational phenomena, with limited attention given to 
cultural and social perspectives. Similarly, relatively few studies focusing on fantasy 
fiction translations have elaborated on the cultural and social nature of translation in 
the West. This means that the majority of current studies on fantasy fiction translation 
have not considered translation as a social and cultural act. However, as any kind of 
translation is both an enactment and a product, it is inevitably embedded within social 
contexts and is undeniably carried out by individuals who are members of some social 
system (Wolf 2007a: l). Consequently, there is a need to develop a perception of 
translation as a socially situated practice, in this case by conducting a holistic 
investigation into the history of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, the 
socio-cultural factors that govern the production and presentation of fantasy fiction 
translation, and the distribution of power among translation agents (e. g. translators, 
editors, publishers, etc. ). 
The theoretical framework proposed here seeks to explain translation agents' literary 
and extra-literary practices by placing them in a social space, and to investigate the 
socio-cultural factors that dictate the modes of production specific to this particular 
social space. Through this investigation it is hoped that the range of practices 
occurring in the literary field for the production of translations of fantasy fiction can 
be understood by considering the role of agents involved in the translation activity. 
The thesis is in response to the emerging perception, which is still in its 
developmental stages, of a more sociological approach to translation research in 
recent years. In particular, Pierre Bourdieu's sociology is adopted as a theoretical 
model for the investigation of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
Pierre Bourdieu was a professor of sociology at the College de France before he died 
of cancer. He has been considered as one of the most influential thinkers in the 
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twentieth century and is famous for his attempts to challenge traditional dichotomies 
between subjectivism and objectivism pervasive in the Western philosophy. 
Gouanvic (2005: 148) advocates the suitability of adopting Bourdieu's sociology in TS 
by stating that translation activity is a "sociology of the text as a production in the 
process of being carried out, of the product itself and of its consumption in the social 
fields, the whole seen in a relational manner. " Gouanvic's proposition can be viewed 
as a perception that translation is a socially-situated practice and can reify the idea 
that cultural products are constructed through the participation of multiple mediators. 
In response to Gouanvic's suggestion, the adoption of Bourdieusian sociology can be 
regarded as an extension of the existing analysis of source and target texts to the study 
of the behaviours of agents in the fields in question. This would suggest that more 
attention be given to the role of agents and institutions involved in translation activity. 
Therefore, this thesis has two goals. First, an empirical analysis of the general 
tendency of translation agents' textual behaviours will be conducted. This may then be 
used to examine how the socio-cultural determinants constitute translation agents' 
practices, which, in turn, contribute to the construction of social structure. Translation 
agents referred to here include translators, editors, publishers, literary agents - to 
name just a few. It is believed that the presentation of a cultural production may 
involve different agents' mediation, intervention or co-operation. It is hard to identify 
whether evidence revealed at the textual level is derived solely from the work of the 
translator. Therefore, a collective term, "translation agents", is used to refer to the 
human agency involved in the production process of a cultural product. Second, 
within the framework of Bourdieu's sociology, translation agents' production 
practices for translations of fantasy fiction will be explored. Bourdieu (1977: 86-87) 
emphasises that translation agents' behaviour is the product of a series of structuring 
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determinations and is subject to restructuring of all later social experiences. Therefore, 
the exploration of translation agents' production practices could also reveal the social 
experience of the translation agents and provide an overview of the socio-cultural 
determinants circulating in the production of fantasy fiction translation. 
This introductory chapter covers some fundamental issues of the thesis. First, the 
definition of fantasy fiction is discussed, as fantasy fiction is the area that this 
research will be attempting to explore from the angle of translation. Second, the 
history of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan is also reviewed to lay the groundwork 
for a further discussion of the sociology of fantasy fiction translation. Third, _ the 
research questions that the study attempts to answer are outlined. Fourth, a rationale 
of the methodology for the research project is provided.. Finally, an overview of the 
organisational structure of the thesis is given. 
1.2 . Definition of Fantasy Fiction 
The literal meaning of fantasy, according to the Oxford Dictionary of English, is 
something that is imaginative or fanciful, remote from reality (Soanes & Stevenson 
2005: 625). However, if it is thought of in the context of a literary genre, how would 
people define fantasy fiction? Although it is difficult to define this type of literary 
genre precisely, some literary scholars (e. g. Hume 1984; Jackson 1981; Manlove 1975; 
Mathews 2002) agree at least on some aspects. According to their definition of fantasy 
fiction, deviation from reality is the first prerequisite for this literary genre. As Hume 
(1984: xii) suggested, fantasy fiction can be defined as a literary genre which creates a 
deliberate departure from the limits of what is normally accepted as real and normal. 
Along similar lines, Jackson (1981: 2) proposes that fantasy fiction is a kind of 
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literature transcending reality, escaping the human condition and constructing a 
superior alternative. Therefore, fantasy fiction can be viewed as a literary genre that 
moves beyond what people think of as ordinary and rationally predictable. 
Furthermore, magical content is expected in fantasy fiction. Both Manlove (1975: 1) 
and Mathews (2002: 2) consider fantasy fiction as a type of fiction that evokes wonder, 
mystery or magic, and consists of substantial and irreducible elements of the 
supernatural. That is to say, readers of fantasy fiction would find that the "startling 
actions or twists of character and plot" (Mathews 2002: 3) are not always explained in 
a novel of this genre, because such events may simply be viewed as magical and 
therefore a logical explanation is not necessary. In this sense, fantasy fiction portrays 
some obvious deviation from reality, which readers are willing to accept without 
question. 
Fantasy fiction is strongly related to myths, legends, fairy tales and folklore from all 
over the world. Manlove (1975) claims that fantasy fiction is a highly localised form 
that is peculiarly expressive of the country where it develops. According to Kratz 
(1990: 3), classical Greek literature, which is the foundation of the Western literary 
tradition, drew its artistic subjects from the realm of mythology, which can be viewed 
as early fantasy fiction. Without doubt, much Western fantasy fiction is permeated by 
Greco-Roman myth and legend and, even today, a substantial portion of 
English-language fantasy literature still remains more or less unreadable without a 
knowledge of classical mythology and mythopoeic history. 
Indeed, fantasy fiction with mythopoeic elements is a pervasive form of literature in 
every culture (Mathews 2002: 2), including those of India, China, Egypt, Norway, 
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England and so on. It may also be safe to say that fantasy fiction is inseparable from 
the mythological and legendary elements of the local culture where the stories 
developed. The heart of stories in fantasy fiction may sometimes be derived from the 
author's imagination and creativity. An example can be seen in one of the four 
Chinese classical novels written by Wu Cheng'en in the 1590s, Journey to the West. 
The story depicts the Buddhist monk Xuan Zhuang's pilgrimage to India with his 
three disciples, Sun Wukong, Zhu Bajie and Sha Wujing, and their battles with 
magical creatures and monsters during the journey. Another Chinese example is 
provided by Liaozhai Zhiyi (also known as Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio), 
written by Pu Songling in 1679. This is a collection of nearly five hundred mostly 
supernatural tales drawn from Chinese folktales. The elements in the stories include 
ghosts, fox-spirits, Taoist exorcists and abnormal human experiences (Zeitlin 1993: 1). 
The bizarre subject matter of the tales is a vehicle for Pu's self-expression, which 
speaks what is foremost in the author's mind (ibid.: 27). While Pu described the 
supernatural beings as bold and trustworthy in Liaozhai Zhiyl, human beings were 
considered as easily manipulated and indecisive. The foolishness and 
simple-mindedness of human beings are actually the manifestation of Pu's 
dissatisfaction with society, which irresistibly leads Liaozhai Zhiyi to become a social 
satire (ibid.: 90). These Chinese examples show that fantastic elements had already 
permeated Chinese literature during the Imperial China period. 
Another point worth discussing is the suggestion that fantasy fiction can be a platform 
for its author to put forward his/her viewpoint of the real world. As Manlove states: 
the presence of the supernatural is of a piece with dislocated plots, 
frenzied passions, the use of chiaroscuro and underground passages 
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and vaults containing guilty secrets...: it expresses the revolt of a 
purely human subconscious against reason, figured in organized 
religion and social civility. (Manlove 1975: 6) 
Manlove's definition of fantasy fiction has two implications. On the one hand, a given 
type of literature may overlap with neighbouring types of literature, for instance with 
Gothic fiction. According to Baldick (1992: xi), Gothic fiction is a literary type which 
has elements "of the macabre, of the supernatural, or the uncanny. " The plot of a 
Gothic novel is usually akin to those of ghost or horror stories. The content of a 
Gothic novel is likely to create dark or delusional images. Since the supernatural and 
horror are the two most distinctive elements in its storylines, Gothic fiction may be 
considered as part of the genealogy of fantasy fiction as these two elements are also 
key elements in fantasy stories. An example can be seen in the Harry Potter novels, in 
which J. K. Rowling deployed the sense of death and horror throughout the whole 
series, thus bringing out its Gothic heritage. On the other hand, the supernatural in 
fantasy could be seen as an extension of the human mind. In this sense, although 
fantasy fiction consists of marvellous plots, it is not something that is merely a 
figment of the imagination or an illusion; instead, it is something that actually reflects 
the writer's opinion or his/her critique of the real world. This may be demonstrated in 
the Liaozhai Zhiyi stories mentioned above. When Pu Songling depicted human 
nature as weak, indecisive and easily manipulated, he revealed his disappointment 
with society. 
It is also worth noting that fantastic stories may be set in the empirically known world, 
but that world might be either juxtaposed with or transfigured by the presence of the 
supernatural (Manlove 1975: 3). In other words, the fantasies portrayed in fantasy 
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fiction could be strange creatures or beasts with magical powers, but existing in the 
world empirically known to humans. Examples can be seen in The Chronicles of 
Narnia (Narnia, hereafter) by C. S. Lewis and the Harry Potter novels by J. K. 
Rowling. In the introduction to the second novel in the Narnia novels, The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe, Lewis first mentions that the four children, Peter, Susan, 
Edmund and Lucy, were sent away from London to escape the air-raids during the war. 
This is an indication of the real world. As the story develops, the four children enter 
the magical world, Narnia, via the Wardrobe, and encounter some supernatural beings, 
such as the Lion, the Faun, the White Witch, to name just a few. Similarly, in 
Rowling's Harry Potter novels, the main character Harry Potter lives in the 
empirically known world that had no knowledge of wizards and witches. Only when 
his identity as a wizard is revealed to him by Hagrid, the gamekeeper at Hogwarts 
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry in the magical world, does Harry enter the magical 
world from platform nine and three-quarters at London's Kings Cross Station. These 
two examples show that humans' lives are juxtaposed with the magical world through 
a "port key". 
Many other authors of fantasy fiction do not attempt to clearly define a real world and 
a magical world in their storylines. For instance, in Northern Lights (Lights, hereafter), 
the first novel in Philip Pullman's His Dark Materials trilogy, Lyra and her daemon 
Pantalaimon reside at Jordan College, Oxford. It seems that Lyra lives in the 
empirically known world because Pullman features the real geographical place of. 
Oxford in the storyline. More than that, he also depicts some other known 
geographical places in the later part of the novel, for example Ireland, Denmark, 
Geneva, Bristol, etc. Those geographical places are in the empirically known world, 
but, according to Pullman in the preface of Lights, he describes the world Lyra lives in 
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as a world like ours, but different in many ways (Pullman 1995). 
The examples of Narnia and Harry Potter show how fantasy fiction can juxtapose the 
real with the magical world. However, it should be noted that many fantasy authors 
(e. g. J. R. R. Tolkien, author of Rings, and Ursula K. Le Guin, author of the Earthsea 
series) invent a background setting for their fantasy stories, in an act of "sub-creation", 
by creating an "independent, self-consistent world", or, in other terms, a "Secondary 
World" (Mathews 2002: 58). This will be an imaginary world with its own order and 
without the ordinary historical time periods to which humans are subject. In fact, the 
making of such a "sub-creation" is sometimes a revelation of humanity's godlike 
potential; that is, it is a religious act undertaken in reverence (ibid. ). For instance, an 
overt Christian belief appears in Lewis's Narnia novels. In addition, although Pullman 
is famously opposed to organised religion, an implicit religious trait appeared 
throughout the His Dark Materials trilogy. 
Fantasy fiction is therefore defined here as a genre written in a highly localised form, 
arising out of the country in which it has developed, and having a content that either 
deliberately portrays the world empirically known to humans as existing in parallel 
with supernatural elements or one that portrays an independently existing world that 
deviates from reality. 
1.3 The Development of the Translation of Fantasy Fiction in Taiwan 
13.1 Early Fantasy Fiction Translation in Taiwan 
As mentioned above, fantasy fiction is a literary genre that may be viewed as a kind 
of fiction that brings out wonder through elements of the supernatural or the 
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impossible. Fantasy fiction was a mainstay of Western literature until the Renaissance 
(Mathews 2002: 2), and it was mainly about Western classical mythology and 
mythopoeic history, such as The Odyssey, The Iliad, King Arthur and the Knights of 
the Round Table, etc. These stories emphasised moral and historical content, so as to 
socialise readers in the culture of their times. During the Age of Enlightenment, 
because of the prevailing concept of realism in ideas, fantasy fiction was transformed 
and was eventually subsumed into children's literature: for instance, in Charles 
Kingsley's The Water Babies, Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventure in Wonderland, L. 
Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, etc. (Tan 2004). The elements of the 
supernatural or impossible in modem fantasy fiction were developed during that 
period of time, and are clearly discernible in children's fantasy stories. 
Fantasy fiction has been reaching new heights since the 1950s because of the success 
of C. S. Lewis's Narnia and J. R. R. Tolkien's Rings. The huge success of Tolkien's 
Rings has led to many authors of fantasy fiction following Tolkien's formula 
(Jakubowski 1990: 224). By doing so, an author would invent a so-called "Secondary 
World", in which the scenes, characters, and actions correspond to those in the real 
world, but are indeed separate from reality (Mathews 2002: 83). As well, Rings 
appeared in the market as a trilogy and it set up a fashion for trilogies in fantasy 
fiction. Ursula K. Le Guin, for example, followed the techniques and characteristics 
of Tolkien's formula in her writings of fantasy fiction. Because of the popularity of 
trilogies, her work, Earthsea, first appeared as "the Earthsea Trilogy", A Wizard of 
Earthsea, The Tombs ofAtuan and The Farthest Shore, published between 1968 and 
1972 (ibid.: 136). Philip Pullman's His Dark Materials is another example influenced 
by the fashion for trilogies. Pullman divided the series of His Dark Materials into 
Northern Lights (Lights, hereafter), The Amber Spyglass (Spyglass, hereafter) and The 
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Subtle Knife (Knife, hereafter). Tolkien and his writing formula have had a great 
influence on the development of fantasy fiction. His works have led to a revival of 
fantasy fiction, which had gone out of fashion during the Age of Enlightenment. 
Publishers such as Ballantine Books published a series of "Adult Fantasy" (ibid.: 83) 
and new fantasy writers, inspired by Tolkien's formula of sub-creation in the 1960s, 
demonstrated the evident revival of fantasy fiction. 
The development of modem fantasy fiction in the West had been going on since the 
1950s, but translated works only appeared in Taiwan from the late 1970s onwards. 
When Chang-Qiao Publishing House (Ain) translated and published C. S. Lewis's 
Narnia novels in 1979 and Bufbook Publishing House (7* 4: ) translated and 
published L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz in 1980, they were the very 
first translations of fantasy fiction published in Taiwan. The source texts of the two 
sets of translations were already widely recognised and appreciated in the West by the 
late 1970s, and were clearly categorised as "fantasy" fiction. Although the high level 
of recognition the source authors enjoyed was probably the main driving force for the 
selection of the texts for translation, the concept of a translated fantasy genre did not 
emerge at that time in Taiwan. 
Neither Chang-Qiao nor Bufbook introduced the concept of fantasy fiction to their 
target readership when they published the above translations; in fact, their publishing 
strategy was to select children's books with some educational value for school pupils 
to read instead of introducing a new literary genre. Accordingly, books of high literary 
value or award-winning children's books were their priorities when considering books 
for publication. Following these publishing principles, they published the translations 
under the umbrella title of The Series of Contemporary Children's Books (, {-tjW 
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&$) and The Bufbook Library of Children's Books (*J) 
respectively, both giving a clear indication that the books were targeting children or 
young adult readers. 
13.2 The Emergence of Fantasy Fiction Translation as a Literary Genre 
In the early 1990s, Western fantasy computer games were imported to Taiwan by 
some software companies, such as AcerTWP (MEN), Soft-World (t) and 
Unails (), and introduced in special columns in computer game magazines. Some 
computer game lovers gradually developed their interest in fantasy through playing 
these games and started to read foreign fantasy fiction (Tan 2002). Those computer 
game lovers might have been the first group of fantasy fiction readers in Taiwan. 
What is important about the Western fantasy computer games with regard to the 
emergence of fantasy fiction translation in the literary field in Taiwan is that these 
games cultivated a group of people keen to absorb the knowledge of fantasy fiction. 
The development of translations of fantasy fiction had a breakthrough in the late 
1990s when both Linking Publishing Company (If kq) and Variety Publishing 
Company (MI) translated and published J. R. R. Tolkien's The Hobbit (Hobbit, 
hereafter). The Linking Publishing Company published a translation of Hobbit in 
1996 and entitled it The Little Dwarfs Adventure (if %M kffj 5, while the Variety 
Publishing Company published a translation in 1997 entitled Huo-Bi-Te s Adventure 
(f'i't 
, 
M: O- It is interesting to note that the Linking version was published in the 
series "The World's Classical Children's Literature" while the 
Variety version had the subheading "The Lord of the Rings Series" ()}y, ýý J). 
Regrettably, there were still no indications of the fantasy genre in either translation. 
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The same two companies also published the translation of the Rings trilogy in 1998 
respectively. For Linking's version, the publisher simply adapted the translation of 
Rings published in Mainland China. Yet the style and diction of Chinese used in 
Mainland China and in Taiwan are sometimes completely different. The acceptance of 
Linking's version in Taiwan was therefore not good. In fact, the translation of the 
Rings trilogy published by Linking sold only about 3,000 copies (Lau 2008), which is 
an indication that work by Tolkien did not reach its potential in Taiwan. Besides the 
stylistic problem, the unclear publishing strategy also directly brought a negative 
effect on the two Chinese versions so that they did not make a great impact in 
Taiwanese cultural circles, although the source text enjoyed high status and is 
regarded as part of the canon of fantasy literature in the West. 
What came to Taiwanese fantasy fiction readers' notice was the translation of 
Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman's Dragonlance Chronicles, published by AcerTWP, 
and the translation of Peter Archer's Rath and Storm, published by Sharp Point 
Publishing Company (' `i) in 1998 (Lai, 2004: 17). It is important to note that the 
translation of Dragonlance Chronicles was the first-ever translation that advertised 
itself as a translation of fantasy fiction in Taiwan and its translator, Xue-heng Zhu (* 
41'A), has became one of the most important agents in promoting translations of 
fantasy fiction. Previously, both AcerTWP and Sharp Point Publishing Company 
specialised in animations, comic books and computer games rather than literary works. 
Nevertheless, they somehow became the pioneers in publishing translations of fantasy 
fiction in Taiwan. 
The above discussion reveals the early development of translations of fantasy fiction 
in Taiwan. Despite the fact that fantasy fiction had already been published as far back 
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as 1979, the concept of fantasy fiction as a literary genre had not emerged at that time. 
It was not introduced to readers until 1998, when AcerTWP advertised the translation 
of Dragonlance Chronicles (, ý) as a translation of "fantasy fiction". On the 
advertisement, the translation was introduced as "it has sold 2.5 million copies in the 
United States and was on the Bestseller List in the New York Times. The series was 
translated into twelve languages worldwide. It is the first-ever translated fantasy 
fiction in Taiwan" (' Iýý-f- ºi, $jtý ý'ý 7 ffiaT-+ 
-H ä Mi (see Appendix II). 
Although there was some famous Chinese literature with fantasy elements, Taiwanese 
readers' perception of fantasy was shen-guai [mythology] (') or wu-xia [martial 
arts] (2 f ), rather than qi-huan [fantasy] (3 Li ). They had difficulty in 
understanding the elements of fantasy fiction imported from the West, and considered 
fantasy fiction as a kind of classical literature, as shown by the examples of Journey 
to the West and Liaozhai Zhiyi, instead of as a separate literary genre. In fact, 
AcerTWP was to play an important role in the early development of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. Between 2000 and 2001, AcerTWP published a series of 
translations of fantasy fiction, such as Dragonlance Legends, Dragonlance: The 
Second Generation, The Dark Elf Trilogy, etc., targeting fantasy fiction fans (Lai 
2004: 18). The Dragonlance series was translated by Xue-heng Zhu, and some fantasy 
fiction fans formed a fan club, named the Thaumaturgic Discipline Society (TDS), to 
sponsor and initiate the translation of The Dark Elf Trilogy and the localisation of 
fantasy computer games, such as Baldur S Gate (Tan 2004). 
In the middle of 2000, Crown Culture Corporation ( H) published Harry Potter and 
the Sorcerer's Stone, the first novel in the Harry Potter series, and achieved a huge 
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success in Taiwan. By October 2007 the translations of the first six Harry Potter 
novels had sold more than 6 million volumes in Taiwan (Lee 2007). This is a record 
for Taiwan's publishing market. Together with the translations of the Harry Potter 
series, the retranslation of the Rings, published in 2001 by Linking Publishing 
Company, these helped the development of fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan to 
reach a climax. The Rings trilogy was retranslated by Xue-heng Zhu and by 2001 had 
sold more than 800,000 copies in Taiwan, helping the translator earn 30 million New 
Taiwan Dollars (approximately half a million British pounds) (Lau 2008). The 
retranslation may partly have benefited from the success of The Lord of the Rings film 
in that same year and so became a hit in the market. Ever since, readers of fantasy 
fiction translations have not been limited to fantasy fiction fans but have extended to a 
wider range of readers. 
13.3 The Flourishing of Fantasy Fiction Translations in Taiwan 
The huge success of the translations of the Harry Potter series and the Rings trilogy 
caught the attention of various commercial publishing houses, which then started to 
publish translations of other fantasy fiction in Taiwan. For example, Guang-lei Tan 
because of his extensive reading of fantasy fiction and his active 
membership of fantasy fiction fan clubs, worked as a literary agent for Gobooks (Aly) 
and Yuan-Liou Publishing Company ( ). Having fantasy fiction fan club members 
participating in the selection of work to be translated and published also opened up a 
new mode of text-selection for publishers. Furthermore, the unprecedented 
commercial success of the translations of fantasy fiction even contributed to the 
establishment of two fantasy-based publishing companies, Fantasy Foundation and 
Muse Publishing Company, in 2002. 
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In 2002, Muse Publishing Company published the translations of Ursula K. Le Guin's 
Earthsea and Philip Pullman's His Dark Materials trilogy. Moreover, many other 
publishing companies published young-adult type translations of fantasy fiction 
catering to both adult and child readers' demands. For instance, translations were 
released of C. S. Lewis's Narnia novels by Titan Publishing Company (ký), of 
Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events by Global Kids Books of 
Darren Shan's The Saga of Darren Shan by Crown Culture Corporation, and so on. 
According to Tan (2004), this publishing phenomenon indicates that the success of 
the Harry Potter translations motivated publishers to publish a literary genre they had 
never published before. 
Taking notice of this translation phenomenon, translations of fantasy fiction published 
by 2002 in Taiwan could be divided into two groups: sword and sorcery fantasy 
fiction (e. g. the Rings and the Earthsea series) and young adult fantasy fiction (e. g. 
Harry Potter and Narnia). It is also interesting to note that most of translations of 
fantasy fiction published by 2002 were of books from English-speaking countries, 
such as the U. S. and the U. K. However, as Tan (2004) states, some publishers started 
to search for fantasy fiction in other languages because of the flourishing of fantasy 
fiction translations after 2003. For example, CAEA Publishing Company (E) 
published the translation of Children of the Rune, which was written by a Korean 
author, Min-hee Jun, in 2003, while Muse Publishing Company published the 
translation of Onmyoji written by a Japanese author, Yumemakura Baku, in 2003. 
This section has discussed the development of the translation of fantasy fiction in 
Taiwan since 1979. It was found that, although this literary genre was introduced to 
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Taiwanese readers in the late 1970s, the visibility of this genre was very low and was 
subsumed under the genre of children's literature. This situation lasted until 1998, 
when the vocabulary and concepts of fantasy fiction were introduced by publishers. 
The success of the Harry Potter series and the Rings trilogy played a pivotal part in 
increasing the interest in, and consequently the sales of, translations of fantasy fiction 
in Taiwan. It was also found that the market trend, led by noticeable commercial 
success, created other phenomena associated with the translation of fantasy fiction: 
the establishment of publishers specialising in fantasy fiction; the participation of 
fantasy fiction fans in the selection of texts to be published; commercial publishers 
attempting to publish translations of fantasy fiction; and translations of fantasy fiction 
being introduced from languages other than English-speaking countries (see Section 
5.3 for more discussion about the production modes of publishers). 
Moreover, it can further be inferred that the flourishing of fantasy fiction translation 
in Taiwan is driven by "the global system of translations" (Heilbron & Sapiro 2007: 95) 
which is characterised by a set of hierarchised relations among national states, 
languages and even literaratures. Translation is considered as a transnational transfer 
that is closely linked with international relations. Bourdieu (2002, in Heilbron & 
Sapiro 2007: 95) claims that translation activity is based on the social conditions of 
international circulation of cultural goods so that power relations among nations and 
languages are crucial socio-cultural determinants for the production of translation. 
Considering the aspect of power relations among nations and languages in the 
international circulation of cultural goods, globalisation seems to play an important 
role. According to Steger (2009: 8-9), globalisation is a concept that shifts forms of 
human contact and it signifies a social condition characterised by close global 
economic, political, cultural and environmental interconnections. Globalisation 
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therefore has increased the interdependent nature of social life. The international 
circulation of cultural goods is thus the product of the close interconnections among 
borders and boundaries, which may have directly contributed to the phenomenon of 
fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan (see Chapter 5). 
1.4 Research Questions 
In the last decade, Pierre Bourdieu's sociological model has become influential in TS, 
resulting in a broader view of translation as a sociologically and anthropologically 
embedded activity. This thesis therefore attempts to study the translation of fantasy 
fiction as a socially situated activity by drawing on Bourdieusian sociology. The 
initial and foremost question posited here, in terms of investigating the phenomenon 
that the translation of fantasy fiction in Taiwan has become, is: 
1. To what extent can Bourdieu s sociological model elaborate a translational 
phenomenon compared with other models in TS? 
By questioning the absence of the role of human agents in the theoretical models that 
emerged from the period referred to as "cultural turn" in TS, this question is in line 
with the current development of sociological research in TS. In addressing this 
question, the relationship of Bourdieu's sociology to TS will also be justified. In fact, 
it is vital to know how Bourdieu's sociological model can complement Even-Zohar's 
notion of "system", with his notion of "field", and Toury's notion of "norms", with his 
notion of "habitus" (see Chapter 2). This is because the call for a "sociological turn" 
in TS is based on the perceived need to address the depersonalisation in translation 
research during the cultural turn of TS. Through a review of these theoretical models, 
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this thesis seeks to demonstrate the viability of using Bourdieu's sociology in the 
study of the social implications of fantasy fiction. 
2. Is there any collective behaviour revealed in the translation of fantasy fiction? If 
so, what kinds of socio-cultural determinants govern the translation agents' 
textual behaviours? 
The second question proposed in this thesis covers two interrelated sub-questions. 
First, in order to find whether different translation agents consistently show a 
preference for adopting particular translation procedures in the same socio-cultural 
context, an investigation into the linguistic repertories is necessary. From a social 
point of view, the enquiry into whether behavioural regularities exist in the translation 
of fantasy fiction in Taiwan can be answered through an empirical investigation of the 
textual evidence, which will help to find out translation agents' collective behaviours 
at the textual level. Second, an agent's preference for using certain translation 
procedures is conditioned by socio-cultural factors so it is important to discover the 
determinants that govern translation agents' textual behaviours through studying 
translational phenomena. Addressing this sub-question brings in Bourdieu's claim that 
the practices of human beings are the products of an individual's history or a 
collective history of family or group. Therefore, the behavioural regularities if 
scrutinised under Bourdieu's term habitus, are "the generative principle of responses 
more or less well adapted to the demands of a certain field" (Bourdieu 1990a: 91). The 
translation agents' textual behaviours may be to a certain extent "pre-determined" or 
pre-adapted" (ibid.: 136) by the previous experiences they encountered. Therefore, the 
collective behaviour in the translation of fantasy fiction is revealed in the social 
experiences. In the present thesis, it is supposed that the translation of fantasy fictions 
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reveals the habitus of translation agents. From this perspective, Bourdieu's framework 
can assist in the investigation of the relevant social practices within a particular field 
and so any relational socio-cultural features of the forces involved in the construction 
of translation acts are also expected to be discovered. 
3. How can Bourdieu's sociology help to explain the production of translations of 
fantasy fiction in Taiwan? 
This question aims to account, at the macro-level of the production modes of fantasy 
fiction translation in Taiwan, for translation agents' tendencies to make particular 
choices and directness of texts, and what socio-cultural determinants condition their 
decisions. The translation agents considered at this level of the translation process 
include not only translators, but also editors, publishers, literary agents and so forth. It 
takes a macroscopic view to study the structure of the cultural field, the strategies of 
the producers of the cultural product and the tension exerted in the cultural field. In 
fact, Bourdieu's sociology attempts to explain the strategies individuals adopt when 
producing cultural products. The constructions of human behaviours are regulated 
based on the social conditions imposed by and specific to the field. To better 
understand the function of a social structure, Bourdieu (1990a: 87-88) proposes that 
the existence of a field is correlative with the existence of specific stakes and interests, 
which are produced by power relations and struggles that are constitutive of the field. 
An exploration of translation agents' stakes and interests encodes the production 
practices of translated fantasy fiction in the literary field in Taiwan. The tension 
between the agents involved in the field in question is seen in the conflict between 
two types of production modes: one regards fantasy fiction as a special literary genre 
that is expected to develop its own linguistic repertoires in the translation process, 
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while the other has economic profit as its priority. By adopting Bourdieu's concept of 
field of production, the study covers a historical and social review of the cultural field 
to expound how tension emerges and affects agents' practices within that particular 
cultural field. 
This section outlines the three main research questions in this thesis and highlights the 
advantages of applying Bourdieu's sociology to answering them. The phenomenon of 
fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan is being studied guided by the research questions 
and will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
1.5 Methodology Rationale 
This thesis aims to investigate the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in 
Taiwan via both microscopic and macroscopic analyses. In terms of the microscopic 
analysis, it sets out to understand translation agents' collective behaviours in 
translating culture-specific items (CSIs) of fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan's 
literary field and to explore which socio-cultural determinants govern translation 
agents' textual collective behaviours. To meet this goal, this study includes a parallel 
corpus study (see Section 4.2) to reveal translation agents' textual practices. 
On the other hand, the macro-level analysis aims to reveal the production modes of 
fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. Therefore, face-to-face interviews with 
translation agents were conducted to gather information about their practices when 
producing translations of fantasy fiction. The function of the interviews was to collect 
empirical data directly from the translation agents involved and to get first hand 
information about their productive practices and behaviours. Twelve publishing 
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houses/companies have each published more than three translations of fantasy novels 
between 1979 and 2008 in Taiwan; three of them, Chang-Qiao, AcerTWP and Variety, 
have closed down, while CAEA has mainly published fantasy fiction translations from 
Japanese and Korean writers. Therefore, managing editors from the eight remaining 
publishing houses/companies were initially approached to participate in face-to-face 
interviews. However, only five managing editors were willing to be interviewed: i. e. 
the managing editors from Fantasy Foundation, Muse, Crown, Titan and Global Kids 
Books. Furthermore, due to limitations on the suitability and availability of translators 
for interviewing, five translators were initially invited to participate in face-to-face 
interviews. However, two translators refused to participate and one translator 
preferred to give feedback via a questionnaire instead of taking part in a face-to-face 
interview. Although some setbacks were thus encountered, the remaining eight 
translation agents can still be considered to provide a reasonable picture of fantasy 
fiction translation as they are all active in this particular translation activity in the 
literary field of Taiwan. 
All the interviews were recorded with a digital recorder and all were conducted in the 
subjects' mother tongue, Mandarin Chinese. The recordings were all transcribed by 
the researcher. One of the advantages of conducting interviews is that they provide the 
researcher with in-depth information about translation agents' practices, and thus 
compensate for not being able to observe the translation activity directly. All the 
interviews were conducted as "semi-structured interviews", with open-ended 
questions (Hunan 1992: 149). The interviewer came armed with a set of topics and 
issues rather than a fixed and predetermined list of questions for the interviewees. 
To sum up, the thesis combines quantitative data from the parallel corpus study and 
qualitative data from the face-to-face interviews for investigating the phenomenon of 
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fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, and the data have been interpreted using 
Bourdieu's sociological framework. 
1.6 Organisation of the Thesis 
The organisation of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, previously popular 
theoretical models (i. e. polysystem theory and translational norms) for the 
investigation of translation phenomena, and the current development of the 
Bourdieusian sociology in TS, are discussed. The purpose of revisiting previously 
popular theoretical models is to justify the niche value of Bourdieu's sociology. The 
discussion of works that have adopted Bourdieu's sociological framework in TS 
provides insights into the current development of this approach and offers a chance to 
examine the limitations of those studies, which themselves may be considered 
complemented by the present thesis. The theory of the Chinese philosopher and 
translator Yan Fu is also covered in Chapter 2 because his theoretical model has 
heavily influenced translation agents' textual behaviour in Taiwan. The discussion of 
Yan Fu's theoretical model can lay the foundation for a sociological perspective for 
studying the production of translation in this thesis. 
In Chapter 3, a review of Bourdieu's sociology, which is a fast-growing theoretical 
model of influence in TS, is provided. Emphasis is given to the tenets of Bourdieu's 
sociology in relation to the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
Hence, Bourdieu's concepts of "field", "capital" and "habitus" are discussed, along 
with examples of fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan. 
In order to understand and describe the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in 
Taiwan, translation agents' textual practices in translating CSIs of fantasy fiction were 
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studied. This is an attempt to account for the collective behaviour of translation agents 
in translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan through a systematic investigation of a parallel 
corpus. The corpus study of translation agents' textual behaviours and the findings of 
the corpus analysis are presented in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the corpus study and the implications of the 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation from the perspective of human agents. 
Particular emphasis is given to the socio-cultural factors that govern the production 
and publication of fantasy fiction translation. Finally, a summary and the conclusions 
of the thesis are provided in Chapter 6. This is followed by a discussion of the 
limitations of the present study and suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter 2: 
Moving from the Past to the Present: 
The Emergent Sociological Approach 
2.1 Initial Remarks 
When it comes to the study of the sociology of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, 
the reasons for adopting Bourdieu's sociological framework should be clearly stated. 
The basic tenets of Bourdieusian sociology are able to describe and explain both the 
individual and collective practices found in the literary field of fantasy fiction 
translation. It is deployed to elaborate from the perspectives of the economic and 
socio-cultural factors the production practice both at the textual and extra-textual level 
of translations of fantasy fiction. 
This chapter aims to explore recent developments and their applications in TS to 
prepare the ground for further justifications for the application of the Bourdieusian 
framework in the investigation of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in 
Taiwan. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to present a general picture of how the 
sociological approach taken in TS has been arrived at. 
The direction of TS has undergone some changes in the 20th century. It once was 
viewed as a branch of literary, then linguistic study; therefore, its objects of study 
were mainly focused on the linguistic constraints translators faced during the 
translation process and the ultimate objective was to find solutions to overcome those 
constraints. One of the most obvious examples of evidence for this can be seen in 
Roman Jakobson's article, "On Linguistic Aspects of Translation", published in 1959. 
He proposed three types of translation: intralingual translation (the interpretation of a 
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verbal sign is transferred by other signs within the same language), interlingual 
translation (the interpretation of a verbal sign is transferred by signs of a different 
language) and intersemiotic translation (the interpretation of a verbal sign is 
transferred by signs of nonverbal sign systems) (Jakobson 1959: 2). Undoubtedly, of 
these three types of translation, interlingual translation is the most common model in 
translation practice. Jakobson's proposed typology has the connotation that translation 
is an activity prompted by the fact that different forms (i. e. in different languages) 
express potentially the same meanings and the objects being investigated are mainly 
lexical items or grammatical structures. 
Within the linguistic branch of TS, the concept of equivalence, is most often discussed. 
Eugene A. Nida made a significant contribution to the development of the notion of 
equivalence by proposing the terms "dynamic equivalence" and "formal equivalence" 
(Nida 1964). What is striking about Nida's notion of equivalence is that it altered 
scholars' perception of equivalence, making them pay attention to the long forgotten 
dimension of "receptor", by emphasising that "one must respect the features of the 
receptor language and exploit the potentialities of the language to the greatest possible 
extent" (Vida & Taber 1982: 4). The scope of translation studies was confined to 
linguistic perspectives, and its non-linguistic aspects - namely socio-cultural and 
political ones - were neglected. This was a crucial limitation of the traditional 
linguistically conceived branch of TS, and was perhaps the major impetus behind the 
shift from a linguistic focus to a cultural one in TS. 
The transformation of the traditional linguistic approach was followed by a 
macroscopic scrutiny of translation as a cultural production, a cultural phenomenon, 
taking place at a given time and in a given society. The emergent perception of the 
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cultural nature in studying translation led TS to take a cultural turn. This 
transformation of the research focus became even more obvious after the advent of 
Even-Zohar's polysystem model (Even-Zohar 1978) and Toury's concept of 
translational norms (Toury 1978,1980) in the late 1970s and early 1980s respectively. 
The issues raised by the polysystem model and translational norms in the context of 
translation led to a broadening of the perspective of TS via a consideration of its 
historical and cultural dimensions rather than its linguistic elements. Bassnett and 
Lefevere (1998) therefore suggest that translation is not just the substitution of words 
or sentences in one language for those in another, but is both emblematic of its 
cultural context and a cultural entity emerging from two divergent cultural universes. 
A turning towards culture in TS is important to the development of translation 
research in terms of its interdisciplinarity. Methodologies used in other social sciences 
were deployed to examine different aspects of translation phenomena, such as cultural 
studies (e. g. Even-Zohar 1978,1990,1997; Toury 1978,1980,1995), postcolonial 
studies (e. g. Niranjana 1992; Robinson 1997; Tymoczko 1999), gender studies (e. g. 
Flotow 1997), etc. By implementing several methodologies to observe translation 
phenomena, the analyst seeks to view translation as a cultural production and to 
describe it contextually instead of prescribing solutions for microscopic linguistic 
problems at the textual level. The emergence of a cultural turn in TS therefore 
revealed the possibility of TS signalling a tendency to become an "interdiscipline" 
(Snell-Homby, PBchhacker, & Kaindl 1992). Translation scholars should therefore 
realise the fact that there is no single approach that "can provide the answer to all the 
questions raised in the discipline nor the tools and methodology required for 
conducting research in all areas of translation studies" (Baker 1998: 280). Baker 
further underpinned her viewpoints by arguing that the resistance of integrating 
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various approaches into translation research brings fewer advantages to TS so that 
translation scholars should "draw on a variety of discourses and disciplines" and 
"encourage pluralism and heterogeneity" to increase the opportunities for further 
development of TS. 
With the field of TS becoming interdisciplinary, translation scholars have attempted 
to adopt theoretical frameworks eclectically when facing limitations in their research 
rather than setting various approaches in opposition to each other. For instance, 
Bourdieu's theoretical framework is one that translation scholars have borrowed from 
sociology and applied to TS to address the limitations of the polysystem model and 
theory of translational norms (e. g. Gouanvic 1997; Inghilleri 2003; Sela-Sheffy 2005; 
Simeoni 1998). The integration of Bourdieusian sociology into the realm of TS is 
evidence that translation scholars have followed the trend of interdisciplinarity and 
have started to think of new potentials for the investigation of translation phenemona. 
Seen in this light, the limitations of Even-Zohar's polysystem model and Toury's 
concept, of translational norms are probably the main reason that the sociological 
approach was integrated with and emerged in TS. A brief account of the two 
theoretical frameworks will therefore be provided in Section 2.2 to illustrate their 
relationship to Bourdieusian sociology. Particular attention will be given here to 
Even-Zohar's notion of "system", which is strongly linked to Bourdieu's notion of 
"field", as well as to Toury's three levels of "translational norms", which is 
encompassed in Bourdieu's notion of "habitus". 
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2.2 The Cultural Turn of Translation Studies: The Perspectives of 
Even-Zohar and Gideon Toury 
2.2.1 Even-Zohar's Polysystem Theory 
Building on the groundwork of Russian Formalists, Itamar Even-Zohar developed his 
polysystem model in the late 1970s. Using the explanation of systemic relationships 
between literary systems, polysystem theory enables a better understanding of the 
function and evolution of literary systems than other theories (Shuttleworth 1998: 176). 
The advent of polysystem theory and notions derived from it, such as translational 
norms, agents of power, ideology and translation, led TS in a new direction. In this 
section, the main concepts of the polysystem model will be discussed. 
2.2.1.1 A Concept Derived from the Russian Formalists 
Even-Zohar's polysystem model builds on the foundation of the theoretical works of 
the Russian Formalists and is influenced by their notion of system. The Russian 
Formalists reformed traditional literary research and started to scrutinise literary 
works with scientific methods and an objective attitude. They believed that literary 
works should not be viewed as a type of production merely following a set of rules, 
but should be viewed as comprising the collection and convergence of numerous facts 
that are hierarchical in their structure. In particular, Tynjanov (1929, in Shuttleworth 
1998: 176) argues that a system is a multi-layered structure of elements, which 
interrelate with each other. He further posits that a literary fact consists of several 
relational entities - for instance, individual literary works, whole literary genres, 
traditions and even the entire social order - and that these entities can ultimately be 
regarded as systems. 
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2.2.1.2 The Theoretical Aspect of Literary Evolution in a Polysystem 
Borrowing from Tynjanov's concept of system, Even-Zohar invented the polysystem 
model to observe literary facts or the totality of literary production and consumption 
and to analyse their relations through a systemic approach. Viewing human 
communicative activities and patterns, i. e. culture, language, and literature, as 
sign-governed phenomena within a particular period of time, polysystem theory 
regards a system to be understood as "both the idea of a closed set-of-relations, in 
which the members receive their values through their respective oppositions, and the 
idea of an open structure consisting of several such concurrent nets-of-relations" 
(Even-Zohar 1990: 12). The theory itself aims at a detailed investigation of a system 
operating in time, emphasising the historical aspect and nature of a system. 
Even-Zohar suggests that "both synchrony and diachrony are historical"; therefore, 
"synchrony cannot and should not be equated with statics, since at any given moment, 
more than one diachronic set is operating on the synchronic axis" (ibid.: 11). This 
means that a system can be viewed 
, 
from either a synchronic or a diachronic 
perspective. 
Underlining the idea that a polysystem involves "multiplicity of intersections" and 
"greater complexity of structuredness" (Even-Zohar 1990: 12), the polysystem model 
is "a multiple system, a system of various systems which intersect with each other and 
partly overlap, using concurrently different options, yet functioning as one structured 
whole, whose members are interdependent" (ibid.: 11). In Even-Zohar's use, the 
polysystem is a hierarchically structured system, with the hierarchical relations not 
being static and closed but dynamic and open. Gentzler provided a rationale for the 
concept and ambition of the polysystem model by indicating a polysystem as "the 
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entire network of correlated systems - literary and extraliterary - within society" 
(2001: 114). Polysystem theory can therefore be used to explain the function of all 
kinds of literary works within a given culture, whether it is from the central canonical 
one or the most marginal non-canonical one. 
The substance of Even-Zohar's research refers to the complex interrelations among 
different systems and particularly emphasises the complex interrelations between 
major systems and minor subsystems. The fundamental concept of the polysystem 
model views culture as a system of systems with dynamic hierarchical relations 
existing between these systems. In this sense, Bourdieu's notion of field bears some 
resemblance to the notion of a polysystem. He believes that a society is composed of a 
hierarchically organised series of fields: for example the cultural field, the political 
field, the economic field, etc. Each field is defined as a structured space with its own 
laws of functioning, and its structure is determined by the relations between the 
positions agents occupy in the field (Bourdieu 1993a: 6) (See Section 3.2.1). 
Even-Zohar uses the term "system" to underline the concept of culture as a structured 
entity comprising various systems, while Bourdieu adopts the term "field" to stress 
the nature of society as a structured social space. Both Even-Zohar and Bourdieu 
inherited the fundamental idea of structure from structuralism; what makes their 
theories different is found in the notion of struggle. 
For Even-Zohar, the main tenet of polysystem theory holds that a culture is a multiple 
system, or a system of systems, with systems intersecting with each other but 
functioning as one structured whole (1990: 11). Bourdieu, however, argues against the 
notion of a system as being one of "internal cohesion, and self-regulation" (Bourdieu 
& Wacquant 1992: 103). Some may argue that Even-Zohar did mention that each 
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literary system has to compete with every other to assume the central position in the 
literary polysystem, but Even-Zohar gives little attention to any network of relations 
between texts, that is, the relationships between a network and other systems 
functioning in the literary polysystem (Bourdieu 1993a: 33). Therefore, the notion of 
conflict remains intangible. 
Moreover, when talking about the evolution of literary systems, Even-Zohar proposes 
that literary systems are never equal, but hierarchised, taking up central or peripheral 
positions in the literary polysystem. The position of a literary system in the literary 
polysystem can be examined from the literary repertoires of that particular literary 
system under study. The repertoires referred to here should mean the conglomerate of 
laws and elements that govern the production of texts. The definition of literary 
repertoires is comparable to that of linguistic repertoires. Linguistic repertoires are the 
conglomerate of grammar and lexicon of a given language, while literary repertoires 
are the aggregate of rules and items that enable a specific text to be formed and 
understood (Aveling 2006). The evolution of literary systems should therefore be 
unravelled as follows: on the one hand, the peripheral and secondary literary system 
in the literary polysystem would follow the repertoires of the centralised and primary 
literary system closely in order to attract more readers' interest - for instance, in the 
translation of children's literature; on the other hand, the centralised and primary 
literary system would endeavour to maintain the central position of the literary 
polysystem by modifying its repertoires. If the modifying procedure fails to succeed, 
both the literary system and its repertoires that once occupied the central position will 
be pushed into a peripheral position, and the centre of the polysystem will be taken up 
by other literary systems and repertoires. 
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Again, despite the concept of literary evolution in the polysystem model seemingly 
carrying the implication of "struggle". Even-Zohar's work remains on the textual 
level of description and results in an abstract definition of "relationships between this 
network and the other systems functioning in the "system-of-systems" which 
constitutes the society" (Bourdieu 1993a: 33). What is described in the polysystem 
model regarding literary evolution therefore tends to be too deterministic and fails to 
give prominence to the fundamental factor that actually manipulates literary evolution, 
the human agent. The depersonalisation of the polysystem model is therefore 
criticised by many other translation scholars (for example Gentzler 2001; Gouanvic 
1997; Hermans 1999). Unlike Even-Zohar, Bourdieu's concept of field brings the role 
of agents into play: 
More concretely, they forget that the existence, form and direction of 
change depend not only on the `state of the system', i. e. the `repertoire' 
of possibilities which it offers, but also on the balance of forces 
between social agents who have entirely real interests in the different 
possibilities available to them as stakes and who deploy every sort of 
strategy to make one set or the other prevail. (Bourdieu 1993a: 34) 
From this perspective, Bourdieu's notion of field seems able to explain a complex 
network of relations including both human agents and institutions. This limitation of 
the polysystem model can therefore be supplemented by Bourdieu's sociology when 
he proposes an examination of the struggles existing between agents in a field in order 
to shed light on the actual social and political power relations between institutions or 
agents in a particular field. In this vein, if fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan is 
studied from the perspective of the polysystem model, only a general idea of the 
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evolution of such a literary system can be revealed without a critical understanding of 
the social nature of translation activity. For example, Liang (2007a) studied the 
children's fantasy fiction translation between the period of 1996 and early 2006. The 
data show that 347 translated children's fantasy fiction books were published in 
Taiwan within that ten-year period, with the translation of the genre reaching a peak 
in 2003. If the data are looked at more closely, it is found that 75 items of children's 
literature of various genres from English-speaking countries were translated in 2000, 
with 28 of these belonging to the fantasy genre, while fiction dealing with emotional 
and family issues came second with 11 items and fairy tales third with nine items. 
Another example is provided by publishing data from 2004, showing that 154 items of 
translated children's literature of various genres from English-speaking countries were 
published in 2004; 53 of these were translations of children's fantasy fiction, 
accounting for more than one-third of the total, while fairy tales and fiction with 
emotional and family topics came second and third, with 26 and 21 items published 
respectively. From the perspective of the polysystem model, the data suggest that 
translated fantasy children's literature is the most active literary system, and that it 
occupies the central position in the literary polysystem of translations of children's 
literature in Taiwan. Yet, who actually takes part in the manipulation of literary 
evolvement is not ascertainable from Liang's study due to the scant attention given to 
studying human agents or institutions. The lack of consideration of individuals 
involved in the production of translations is the main driving force for the need of a 
more agent-oriented research. This is why Bourdieusian sociology is attracting more 
and more attention when describing and explaining translational phenomena in IS. 
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2.2.2 Gideon Toury's Concept of Translational Norms 
Gideon Toury is another prominent scholar who shone in the period when the focus of 
TS had shifted to culture. The depersonalisation of the polysystem model has turned 
some translation scholars' attention to Bourdieu's sociological approach and, as in the 
case of the polysystem, the concept of norms has been linked to Bourdieu's notion of 
habitus. In the following discussion, Toury's concept of translational norms will be 
examined to prepare the ground for a further discussion of how and why Toury's 
theory is being incorporated into Bourdieu's notion of habitus. 
Toury's theoretical thinking is inspired by Levy's (1967) proposition that translation is 
an activity involving decision-making. This concept stimulated Toury's descriptive 
approach and allowed him to introduce the notion that translational norms govern the 
decision-making process in translating. In particular, Toury's concept of translational 
norms scrutinises what translators do. Therefore, certain regularly repeated features 
are observed, and the observed patterns are regarded as social norms that constrain 
translators' behaviour. It becomes obvious in this sense that what interests Toury is 
whether there is any regular translational behaviour in translations and what factors in 
the translation activity govern these regular behaviours. He further emphasises the 
functions and concepts of norms by saying that the notion of norms is the basis for 
accounting for the "social relevance of activities", and that the existence of norms can 
ensure the establishment and maintenance of social order (Toury 1995: 55). 
The centrality of translational norms is to presume that norms, reflecting the social 
relevance of activities, can establish and maintain social order. Consequently, 
translational norms can serve as a basis for the formulation of laws that govern the 
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establishment of regular translation behaviour and the control of the parameters of 
function, process and product (Toury 1995: 16,55). 
2.2.2.1 Toury's Classification of Translational Norms 
To account for different levels of decision-making in the translation process, Toury 
(1978,1995) proposes three classifications of translational norms: initial norm, 
preliminary norms, and operational norms. 
(1) Initial Norm: the initial norm determines whether the translator should subject 
her/himself to the source cultural norms or the target cultural norms (Toury 1978, 
1995). If the translator opts for the source culture norms for a given translation, 
the final production will be more inclined towards the source text, language and 
culture. According to Toury (1995: 56), the translation in such a situation will be 
more adequacy-oriented. Inevitably, one must connect this notion with 
Even-Zohar's proposition that if a translation system assumes a central and 
primary position, it will constantly innovate and evolve new elements to be 
incorporated into the existing system, to prevent the system from becoming 
petrified and being pushed towards a peripheral and secondary position. As a 
result of constant evolution, centralised translations will to a certain degree 
introduce source text elements and become more adequacy-oriented. When a 
translator is in a position to choose whether to adopt source or target cultural 
norms, he will have to depend on the position of the literary system of translation 
in that particular society. On the other hand, if the translator chooses the target 
cultural norms, the translation will be acceptability-oriented. 
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(2) Preliminary Norms: preliminary norms account for two main concerns with which 
the translator must deal: the choice of text to be translated and the directness of 
translation (Toury 1978,1995). Toury's term for the choice of text to be translated 
is "translation policy" (Toury 1995: 58). Translation policy refers to factors that 
influence the selection of source texts to be translated into a particular 
culture/language at a certain period of time (ibid. ). It is normally extra-literary 
factors (i. e. elements outside of actual literary words) which govern the choice of 
source texts to be translated into a given culture. Regrettably, Toury did not 
specify what kind of extra-literary factors are involved in this stage. It is assumed 
that normally "patronage" (Lefevere 1992) - for instance, governments, 
publishers, etc. - plays a major role in determining translation policy. 
Alternatively, it can be said that power relations govern the selection of texts to be 
translated. This perspective is also something needing further study so that a 
clearer understanding of preliminary norms can be acquired. The second concern, 
the directness of translation, involves "the threshold tolerance for translating from 
languages other than the ultimate source language" (Toury 1995: 58). 
(3) Operational Norms: operational norms are presumed to direct the decisions made 
during the translation process and usually include "matricial norms" and 
"textual-linguistic norms" (Toury 1995: 58). Matricial norms govern the very 
existence of target language material, its distribution and manipulations of 
segmentation on the micro-structural level. Specifically, matricial norms have 
normative force to guide "the very existence of target-language material intended 
as a substitute for the corresponding source-language material (and hence the 
degree of fullness of translation), its location in the text (or the form of actual 
distribution), as well as the textual segmentation" (Toury 1995: 58-59). In contrast, 
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textual-linguistic norms, on the macro-structural level, govern "the selection of 
material to formulate the target text in, or replace the original textual and 
linguistic material with" (ibid. ). Textual-linguistic norms may be general, 
applying to translation as such, or particular, applying to a particular genre or 
mode of translation (ibid. ): for instance the translation of drama either as text or 
for the stage may have different textual-linguistic norms. 
Toury's notion of the three classifications of translational norms implies that the 
relation between preliminary and operational norms is linked to the initial norm, and 
that the three classes intersect to determine whether a translation inclines more toward 
adequacy or acceptability. Furthermore, it is important to stress that the regularities 
tracked in texts, which are the outcome of a translator's choices and decisions, cannot 
reveal the motivations lying behind the textual evidence. What Toury (1995: 65) 
suggests regarding the motivations of translators' choices and decisions is the 
evidence obtained from paratextual and metatextual materials, e. g., prefaces by 
translators, editors, publishers and any other person involved in this activity, reviews 
of translations from other documents, etc. Although Toury offers sources where one 
can observe regularities of translators' behaviours, he does not further discuss the idea 
that the conceptualisation of norms should largely depend on certain socio-cultural 
factors in a given social community. The investigation of translational norms should 
therefore extend its scope from textual evidence to the socio-cultural evidence that 
governs a translator's behaviour. 
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2.2.2.2 Habitus - Imposed or Contesting Translational Norms 
Given the richness of the substratum out of which Even-Zohar developed his 
polysystem model, Toury has expanded this model to include the possibility of a 
sociological approach. The theory of translational norms starts from the perspective of 
human behaviour since translation is, without doubt, a form of human behaviour and 
its centrality focuses on the investigation of various socio-cultural factors which 
constrain translation behaviours. In fact, these constraints have an impact on 
extra-literary factors and so will influence the decision-making process. As Hermans 
(1996: 36) states, norms are derived from literary and extra-literary systems, which 
create conflicts for translators in determining the application of certain norms in 
translations. This is because of "the stratified social context, and the hierarchy of the 
power relations in it" (ibid. ). In other words, some power relations have greater power 
in terms of normative control while others have less power. Accordingly, the 
translation activity governed by translational norms is controlled by power relations 
from extra-literary systems. Hermans' argument is in accordance with Toury's 
(1999: 17) claim that "shifts of validity and potency have a lot to do with changes of 
status, and hence with power relations". Regrettably, although Toury did bring out the 
concept of power relations in his theoretical framework, he did not pursue this issue 
further, making his claim no more than an interesting idea. 
The concept of power relations is an important one in Bourdieu's sociological 
framework. Bourdieu considers a field to be a state of power relations among the 
agents or institutions involved. This is to say, a field is a state of the distribution of the 
specific capital which has been accumulated through previous struggles and which 
orients subsequent strategies - collectively referred to as habitus (Bourdieu 1993b: 73) 
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(see Section 3.2.3). From this perspective, human agents' behaviours are not a 
predictable set of results; instead they are the outcomes of struggles among human 
agents who strive for the accumulation of the specific force in order to occupy a more 
dominant position in that particular field. This is exactly what is lacking in Toury's 
concept of translational norms. It seems that the introduction of Bourdieusian 
sociology can complement the absence of a clear explanation of the functioning of 
extra-literary systems in Toury's theoretical framework. 
Although norms and habitus are in fact the "true pivot around which systems of social 
order revolve" (Simeoni 1998: 24), there is still a difference between the concepts of 
norms and habitus. According to Simeoni (ibid.: 26), norms focus on what controls the 
social agents' behaviour, while habitus emphasises the role social agents can play in 
maintaining or shaping norms. That is to say, the notion of norms is more passive, 
while the notion of habitus is more active. Simeoni therefore suggests that the notion 
of habitus should encompass the notion of norms, as habitus can be constructed by the 
objective social structure and can in turn reproduce the objective social structure. 
Recently, some translation scholars (e. g. Gouanvic 1997; Simeoni 1995) have tried to 
redefine Toury's concept of translational norms and introduced Bourdieu's notion of 
habitus. By doing so, the concept of habitus is able to give importance to the role of 
translators vis-ä-vis translational norms. Indeed, Simeoni (1998: 33) suggests that if 
norms are instantiated without the help of the concept of habitus, they make no more 
sense than a habitus without norms. The incorporation of habitus into translational 
norms takes account of the personalised social and cultural history of translation 
agents and leads to a better understanding of the tension behind individual choices 
made during the translation process. This approach makes translation agents within 
translation activities more visible in comparison to their role in the theory of 
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translational norms. Therefore, one should not view the proposal to see translational 
norms as part of a "translatorial habitus" as a move to contest or discard what Toury's 
concept of translational norms has contributed to the development of TS. The next 
section will discuss how Gouanvic and Simeoni link norms and habitus together in 
their study of translation activity. 
2.3 The Application of Bourdieu's Sociology to Translation Studies 
Recent development of the sociological view of translation studies has been mostly 
inspired by the critique of the polysystem model and the theory of translational norms, 
which disregard the agents implicated in translation and bring insufficient attention to 
the effective functions that translations might accomplish for various mediators in 
their historical and social spaces of reception (Gouanvic 1997: 126; Heilbron & Sapiro 
2007: 94). Even before the earliest publications by Even-Zohar and Toury in 1978 of 
their respective models, James Holmes had already suggested the possibility of the 
development of a field of translation sociology or socio-translation studies (Holmes 
1988: 72). Yet, his concept did not make a great impact on translation studies, and the 
field of translation sociology was largely ignored until very recently when Bourdieu's 
sociology gradually gained the attention of translation scholars, such as Simeoni 
(1995,1998), Gouanvic (1997,2002,2005), Wolf (2002,2007b), Inghilleri (2003, 
2005a, 2005b), Buzelin (2005; 2007), Hanna (2005), Sela-Sheffy (2005), Chesterman 
(2006,2007), and Heilbron and Sapiro (2007). These studies indicate a new-found 
interest by scholars in considering translations as socially situated activities and in 
developing a conceptual tool, drawing on a Bourdieusian theoretical framework, for 
the study of translations. 
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Regrettably, although the sociology of translation practices has been employed 
recently in translation studies, most such research has not drawn on any genre issues 
in translation. The exceptions are Gouanvic's work exemplifying the habitus of two 
French translators of American science fiction (see Gouanvic 1997; 2002,2005), 
Wolfs reconstruction of a translational field in the case analysis of the German 
translation of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (see Wolf 2002), and Hanna's 
case study of the genesis of the field of drama translation in Egypt (see Hanna 2005). 
The significance of Bourdieu's sociology lies mainly in the discussions of its 
compatibility with TS and has not yet been fully touched upon any other specific 
translated genre. Therefore, the present thesis attempts to study the phenomenon of 
fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan by drawing on Bourdieu's sociology as a 
conceptual tool. 
The aim of the current Section 2.3 is to review scholarly work in TS that elaborates 
the social and cultural nature of the translation activity. It should be noted that 
although the nature and detailed information of Bourdieu's sociology will be 
discussed in Chapter 3, there are some interesting insights that are worth pinpointing 
in the context of recent scholary works by the sociological approach in TS in this 
section. 
23.1 The Growth of the Sociological View in TS -Andre Lefevere's Approach 
A sociological focus of translation was raised by Andre Lefevere (1992) with his 
suggestion of translation patronage. Lefevere's approach was developed in response 
to Even-Zohar's polysystem model. Although Even-Zohar emphasises society as a 
conglomerate of systems, he ignores the nature of the overarching social system in his 
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model. Lefevere differentiates his theory from Even-Zohar's by placing emphasis on 
the "interaction between system and environment, on the system's internal 
organization and on control mechanisms" (Hermans 1999: 125). As a consequence, 
Lefevere's theory of translation patronage attempts to explain how the text is being 
selected in a specific cultural setting in a specific historical period, and extends the 
scope of research to discover how human agents write and rewrite texts. According to 
Lefevere, a piece of literature consists both of "text (objects) and human agents who 
read, write and rewrite texts" (Lefevere 1992: 14). What is significant here is that 
Lefevere brought attention to the human agents in his theory and regarded that they 
are the main factor in controlling the literary system. In this sense, translation patrons 
can be said to be regulating the literary system as well as its censorship. 
Viewing translation from the vantage point of patronage, Lefevere (1992) takes 
ideological, economic and status aspects into consideration as these are the three key 
components to engender power for patrons. However, Lefevere's notion of patronage 
tends to be too abstract as it largely neglects the role of individual agents and 
institutions (Hermans 1999: 132; Milton 2009). In response to such shortcomings, 
Bourdieu's sociology is one theoretical approach adopted by some translation scholars 
to address the relationship between individual activity and objective structures. 
Through Bourdicu's concept of field, the investigation of a cultural product can be 
understood in relation to a complex network of relations, such as institutions and 
human agents (Hanna 2006: 14). Investigations of a translation activity - for example, 
translations of fantasy fiction - can therefore help researchers understand struggles 
among agents over the possession of capital and their relative positions, which 
constitute the logic of a field. Accordingly, what has been neglected in the cultural 
studies of TS can be supplemented through Bourdieu's framework. 
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2.3.2 Gouanvic and Simeoni's Calls for a Sociological Approach in TS 
Besides Andre Lefevere, Jean-Marc Gouanvic and Daniel Simeoni are two of the 
earliest translation scholars to adopt Bourdieu's sociological concept to investigate 
translation phenomena. Gouanvic (1997: 126) contends that although Toury offers a 
theory of the patterned behaviour of a target system at a particular historical period to 
reflect the norms in practice, the theory is marked by an absence of the social. As 
Gouanvic (ibid. ) puts it, "Toury offers promising theoretical concepts, but he tends to 
assert them without interrogating what is at stake in them. " Therefore, Toury's 
proposition regarding the examination of translational norms should be redeveloped 
by explicating the function of human agents in the production process. In this sense, 
Bourdieu's sociological framework seems most appropriate for the complexities of 
cultural products. It can therefore be applied to remedy the absence of the social in 
Toury's work. 
In his paper, Gouanvic suggests a sociological approach for studying the French 
translations of science fiction between 1945 and 1960. He investigated the struggle 
for symbolic power between the social agents, literary institutions and publishing 
mechanisms when a text-type is imported to a new culture space through translation 
in the French literary field of science fiction. Later, Gouanvic (2002) proposed a 
theory of translation based on Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism by looking at 
the two aspects of social genesis: habitus and social structures. He examined two 
French translators' social trajectories and how these had been constructed by the 
social structures that in turn constituted their habitus. For Gouanvic, the study of 
translation should hinge on "the mode of socialization embodied in a habitus that 
supposes the social practice of translation" and "the historicized subjectivity resulting 
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from the translated text's belonging to a given field" (ibid.: 101). In this sense, 
Gouanvic's viewpoint can shed light on the investigation of the social production 
process by examining the field for which the translation is destined. 
Another important paper that recognises the role of the agent of translation for 
translation scholars is Daniel Simeoni's "The Pivotal Status of the Translator's 
Habitus" (Simeoni 1998). In this paper, Simeoni attempts to link Bourdieu's concept 
of habitus with Toury's concept of translational norms. He advocates that the research 
focus should build upon "translatorial habitus" (ibid.: 21) instead of translational 
norms. However, as mentioned in Section 2.2.2.2, it should be noted that the notion of 
translatorial habitus does not invalidate the notion of translational norms but 
complements it. 
In fact, the introduction of the concept of translatorial habitus would engender 
"finer-grain analyses of the socio-cognitive emergence of translating skills and their 
outcome, in particular at the micro-level of stylistic variation" (Simeoni 1998: 33). 
This means that translators' lexical, grammatical and rhetorical decisions are 
determined by their translatorial habitus, which can in turn be interpreted as the 
actualisation of translational norms. The advantage of translatorial habitus is that 
owing to the double-dimensional feature of habitus: "structured mechanism" and 
"structuring mechanism" (ibid.: 21-22), it helps to reveal translators' or mediators' 
decisions on the basis of textual evidence as well as the implications that govern their 
decisions. It is because "Toury places the focus of relevance on the pre-eminence of 
what controls the agents' behaviour- `translation norms'. A habitus-governed account, 
by contrast, emphasizes the extent to which translators themselves play a role in the 
maintenance and perhaps the creation of norms" (Simeoni 1998: 26, emphasis in 
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original). 
The translatorial habitus is a disposition that is acquired through the professional 
training and social conditions of the agent of the translation, whereas the acquired 
disposition contributes to shape the norms. However, the double-dimensional feature 
of habitus seems to contradict Simeoni's explanation of translatorial habitus, which 
has been questioned by some translation scholars (e. g. Inghilleri 2003; Sela-Shelly 
2005). For Simeoni, translators always occupy subservient positions and are forced to 
comply with orders from other mediators who are higher in the hierarchy. Yet, in 
Sela-Shefy's view, Simeoni's deterministic suggestion regarding the submissiveness 
of translators leaves no room for understanding choice and variability in their actions 
(2005: 3). If the notion of habitus includes both structured and structuring mechanisms, 
Simeoni's conclusion about the subservient role of translators is a generalisation of 
the translator's image and cannot reveal the structuring character of a habitus. 
Although the notion of translatorial habitus in Simeoni's article seems inadequate and 
lacks empirical evidence to support his assumption about the subservient status of 
translators, credit still has to be given to Simeoni for his contribution to the 
integration of translational norms and habitus. In Bourdieu's stance, habitus consists 
of systems of a durable and transposable disposition; this is the principle of generation 
and structuring of practices and representations, developed by internalised similar or 
shared historical conditions (Bourdieu 1977: 72). Habitus therefore signifies the 
tendency of agents to reproduce shared patterns of action through social constructions. 
Accordingly, it seems reasonable to suggest that the notion of habitus should 
encompass the notion of norms with the provision that it includes the prerequisite of 
the double-dimensional feature of habitus, that is, the structured and structuring 
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mechanism. 
In spite of criticism, Simeoni's introduction of translatorial habitus did contribute to 
the shift of attention from "texts and polysystem" to "the practices of translating and 
authoring" in TS (Simeoni 1998: 33). This shift helps translation and interpreting to be 
viewed as socially situated/constituted practices, with their function in the production 
process decided by the social order of a particular society. 
23.3 Hanna's Study of the Genesis of the Field of Drama Translation in Egypt 
Hanna investigated the genesis of the field of drama translation in Egypt with the help 
of Bourdieu's dichotomous concepts of autonomy and heteronomy and their relations 
to translation practice by studying the translations of Shakespeare's great tragedies. 
Autonomy and heteronomy are two crucial terms used by Bourdieu in the explanation 
of the genesis of a field. Bourdieu regards autonomy and heteronomy as prerequisites 
when discussing the production process of a cultural product in a particular field. The 
two distinctive concepts are derived from studying the historical background of a 
given society. Autonomy represents the field of cultural production that operates 
independently with "its own Homos, its own fundamental laws, and introducing the 
foreign on its own terms" (Hanna 2005: 182). In this sense, if a field of cultural 
production is autonomous, it means that the field has developed its own norms and 
fundamental laws for cultural production. In contrast, the heteronomy of the field of 
cultural production refers to it being conditioned by the pre-existing laws of the field: 
that is, the field is affected by the values of other fields (Bourdieu 1993a: 113-114; 
Webb, Schirato, & Danaher 2002: xiii). If the emergent field of the cultural product is 
not an autonomous activity, it has to be conditioned by heteronomous constraints from 
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other fields. The degree of autonomy is usually determined by the historical periods 
and national traditions of the field the cultural production exhibits, and is related to 
the degree of the symbolic capital that social agents have accumulated over its history 
(Bourdieu 1996: 220-221). 
In Hanna's exploration, the early theatre translators were conditioned by the 
pre-existing rules and criteria of the field of popular entertainment, and the field of 
drama translation was confined to a heteronomous status. After 1912, the field of 
drama translation operated more independently as it was freed from the rules and 
criteria of the field of popular entertainment, and drama translators attempted to 
publish their translations to the public. These made drama translators/translations 
more visible in Egypt and led to them enjoying an autonomous status. 
Hanna's adoption of Bourdieu's concept of the "power of naming" helps him to 
investigate the foundational acts of both the early theatre producers and drama 
translators, so as to differentiate their activities. The concept of the "power of 
naming" is defined as "a symbolic act of imposition which has on its side all the 
strength of the collective, of the consensus, of common sense, because it is performed 
by a delegated agent of the state, that is, the holder of the monopoly of legitimate 
symbolic violence" (Bourdieu 1992: 239). Therefore, the shift in the perceptions of the 
theatre producers and drama translators towards the translations, the socio-cultural 
realities they encountered and the consumers they targeted were compared and 
understood through this analytical work in Hanna's study. Hanna, however, did not 
tackle the interactive relations between the social agents in the literary field of drama 
translation in his thesis because his study was focused on the historicity of drama 
translation in the early 1900s in Egypt. It is therefore difficult to apprehend the 
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relationship of the field to the field of power. In addition, Hanna's investigation 
concentrates more on the macro-level analysis of the socio-cultural realities that 
constitute translators' social trajectories and translation practices without a 
comprehensive analysis of their language practices. This means that translators' 
textual behaviours are not explored fully. 
2.4 The Need for a Sociological Approach in the Study of Translation 
Phenomena in Taiwan 
In Section 1.1, current studies about the translation of fantasy fiction were briefly 
mentioned, and those studies have mainly focused on the translation problems or the 
translation quality of fantasy fiction in Taiwan. According to the data collected from 
the database of the National Central Library (NCL) of Taiwan, by 2008 there were 
344 articles and master's dissertations related to the field of translation and 
interpretation. Yet, most of them dealt with translationrnterpreting issues from a 
practical sense and their discussions were seldom directed towards the role of human 
agents as seen from a sociological perspective. 
The reason why the role of human agents within the production process of translation 
is not explored from the sociological viewpoint is probably because translation 
researchers in Taiwan are preoccupied with Yan Fu's (011) theory, and overly 
obsessive about Yan's tripartite concept of xin/faithfulness (M), da/comprehensibility 
(; ), and ya/elegance (a), the uppermost translation guideline. They have neglected 
the fact that human agents involved in the production process of translation can have 
different behaviours and are not necessarily willing to following this normative 
tripartite principle all the time. Yet, it is undeniable that Yan Fu's tripartite concept has 
not only influenced academia, but also formed a framework for the translation agents 
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involved in the production of translation in Taiwan. It is therefore necessary to review 
Yan Fu's concept and investigate how and why Yan's translation principle has become 
a socio-cultural determinant that influences the translation agents' habitus at the 
textual level when translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan. 
Yan Fu was born in a middle class family in 1854 in Fujian Province of China. He 
was sent to the United Kingdom to study naval warfare between 1877 and 1879. 
When he was there, he devoted himself to the observation of British society and the 
political system for the purpose of finding the key to the wealth and power of the 
West, and he read works from some of the important Western philosophors and 
scholars, for instance Montesquieu, John Stuart Mill, Charles Darwin, Thomas Huxley, 
etc. (Huang 1998: 40; Sinn 1995: 429). Unlike other Chinese scholars, such as Liang 
Qichao ('RE) and Lin Shu (*), Yan Fu's understanding of the West was from 
his direct contact with the society rather than getting to know it from translated works. 
The three criteria for translation were introduced in the final decades of the Qing 
Dynasty (1633-1911) in 1898, in the wake of the First Sino-Japanese War. Inspired 
by his education in the United Kingdom, Yan Fu became a political reformist and was 
one of the first translators to introduce Western social sciences and humanities to 
China, with the purpose of building China as a strong nation by learning from Western 
science and culture. After China's defeat by Japan, Yan and other scholars started to 
re-evaluate China's social and political system. Yan realised that the failure of China 
was not only from the backwardness of its military force, but was also from the 
outdated political, economic and social system in China. Therefore, Yan Fu published 
four articles in Zhi Bao () urging China to learn from Western ideas and Western 
technology as a remedy for the country's predicament (Sinn 1995: 430). In fact, Yan's 
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articles had a great impact and enlightened the academic elites and officials. 
Moreover, Yan Fu regarded translation as the best way to introduce Western ideas and 
technology to the people in China and he had a high expectancy on the impact of his 
translated works. Yan Fu translated a number of Western intellectual works into 
Chinese and was best known as the translator of Thomas Huxley's essay, Evolution 
and Ethics, called Tianyan Lun ((Ppjt) in its Chinese translation. 
In the preface to 7Yanyan Lun, he suggested his criteria by indicating that the three 
difficulties when translating lie in faithfulness, comprehensibility and elegance. The 
fast few sentences are as follows: 
E: 
I5' - -*M5- ;k fit 
I UIGa 
"1'32,51NO 1' 
-- (The three difficulties in translation are faithfulness, 
comprehensibility and elegance. Faithfulness itself is difficult enough 
to attain. If a translation is faithful but not comprehensible, it is not 
translation at all (Yan 1973: 4, in Hsu 1973, my translation ). 
Based on Yan Fu's statement, faithfulness seems to precede comprehensibility and 
elegance, as he addressed faithfulness first of all. For Yan Fu, the priority for 
translators is that their translation should be faithful to the original text and that the 
aspects of comprehensibility and elegance should be considered only if faithfulness is 
achieved. Yan's principle would be tantamount to Schleiermacher's notion of bringing 
the reader to the author (Venuti 1995: 19) because the practice of literary translation he 
focused on did not value the aesthetics of the original work as the most important 
aspect; his primary objective was to import new Western thought to China. 
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Faithfulness in Yan's view means that the translation should conform to the ideas, 
meanings and contents of the source text. It is a principle that does not encourage a 
close adherence to the words and structures of the source text, but the "idea 
transmitted" (Chang 2005: 59). Yan's faithfulness can therefore be considered as an 
approach that interprets the linguistic meaning of the source text first and then 
transforms the messages to Chinese characters. Accordingly, interpreting the original 
message correctly is given the highest priority in Yan's translation principle. 
Yan Fu's tripartite principle attracted almost universal attention in China in the late 
1e century, but also aroused debates among translators and theorists. Some critics 
have suggested that Yan's actual practice, as shown in his preface to Tianyan Lun, was 
at variance with his theory. In his translation, Yan can be shown to be least concerned 
with faithfulness, the first priority of his three criteria for translation (Chan 2004: 67). 
His translation is actually preoccupied with the concepts of comprehensibility and 
elegance. In other words, the style of language he used is wenyan (3Z) rather than 
baihua Wenyan is the written language that refers to classical literary Chinese 
and can be better understood by intellectuals, while baihua is a form of written 
language which is closer to the spoken language used in daily life and can be 
understood even by uneducated people (Ma 2006: 19). Yan Fu's own justification is 
that the use of the syntax and style of wenyan facilitates the comprehensibility of 
profound principles and thoughts, whereas if he were to employ the modern 
vernacular of baihua, it would be difficult to make things comprehensible (Chan 
2004: 70). This is because Thomas Huxley's Evolution and Ethics is largely based on 
logic, mathematics, science, and astronomy, which require wide-ranging knowledge 
to comprehend. Yan Fu's approach was intended to target the intellectuals rather than 
the ordinary layman. Yan's actual translation is therefore at variance with his tripartite 
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principle, where faithfulness should be the uppermost principle when translating. 
Despite such criticism, the tripartite principle was, however, widely accepted as a 
canonical translation principle and played a dominant role in Chinese-speaking 
regions, such as China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 
Chang (2006: 30) provides one possible explanation for the reason why Yan Fu's 
tripartite principle has been highly acknowledged and accepted in Chinese-speaking 
regions: that is, the concept of loyalty. This concept has greatly influenced Chinese 
culture for a long time. For example, Qu Yuan (Jý), who lived in the fourth century 
BC, committed suicide to show his loyalty to the emperor who did not follow his 
advice. The concept of loyalty in Chinese culture emphasises that people should be 
loyal to their emperor, to their employer and to their parents. Indeed, this concept has 
been internalised in the minds of most individuals in Chinese-speaking regions, and 
may have become the normative force that instructs translation agents to be loyal to 
the original source text. Yan Fu's primary intention in proposing the tripartite 
principle was to introduce new thoughts and ideas from the West. Under such 
conditions, although faithfulness might be a priority for him, the concept of loyalty 
could also be one of the driving forces that helped him develop the tripartite principle. 
Apart from faithfulness, Yan Fu also stressed the importance of comprehensibility and 
urged that it should not be neglected. If a translation is too faithful to the original and 
adheres to its form, for example in syntactic structure, it would be totally unreadable. 
Comprehensibility might also be understood as expressiveness: that is, the translated 
work should be fluent. Therefore, Yan's three translation criteria indicate that while 
the prerequisite for a translation is to be faithful to the spirit of the original but not the 
form, the translator should also consider how well, when translating the work without 
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following Western linguistic structures, target readers are able to comprehend the 
original text. 
Although facing some criticism, Yan's theory was held in esteem by academics and 
was regarded as the only guide for translators and also the basis for translation critics 
after the publication of lianyan Lun (Chang, 2005: 60). For example, two of the most 
well-known scholars of modem Chinese history, Liang Qichao and Hu Shi (JXI), 
were among the scholars who supported Yan's tripartite model. Liang made a brief 
statement saying: 
A; (* ° (Translation has -- ' ýýJ5ýc1Ä f' 3ý- 
long been regarded as a difficult task. Yan Fu suggested the tripartite 
principle of faithfulness, comprehensibility and elegance. Although the 
tripartite principle is understood, it is difficult to implement the three 
together in translation. The centrality of his principle lies in 
faithfulness being the priority and comprehensibility coming second. 
Once comprehensibility is achieved, elegance should then be pursued. ) 
(Liang 1922; in Shen 2000: 56, my translation) 
On the other hand, some contemporary scholars think Yan Fu's translation principle 
needs to be redefined and modified as the requirements for comprehensibility and 
elegance have gradually received greater importance. For instance, Simon S. C. Chau 
challenged Yan's concept and argued that it is a pathetic phenomenon that translation 
critics tend only to use Yan's three criteria of translation to judge a translation (Chau 
1986). Chau believes that there are different translation tasks, and under different 
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circumstances there are different criteria for translation. If the goal of a translation can 
be reached, it is a good translation. For Chau, the criteria for translation should be 
justifiable and should not merely be confined to Yan's theory. Similarly, Tan Zaixi 
also believes that it would be a serious mistake to regard Yan's principle as a remedy 
for every kind of translation. 
Despite the pros and cons of Yan Fu's tripartite translation principle, it is undeniable 
that the advent of Yan's theory was a breakthrough for Chinese translation theory and 
has become internalised knowledge for later translation agents. From the sociological 
perspective, Yan Fu can be regarded as an ideological manipulator. He played a key 
role in constituting the social structure during the late Qing Dynasty. His pursuit of 
the concept of faithfulness aimed at introducing Western literature to a readership 
with little knowledge about it. Yan developed his powers from his literary works 
which consequently accumulated symbolic value for him and helped him to occupy a 
more powerful position in the literary field during the late Qing Dynasty. In fact, 
Bourdieu's sociology also touches on the implications of Yan Fu's example. Bourdieu 
(1977: 78) argues that practices can be meaningful only by relating the objective social 
structure to the conditions that produced human agents' behaviours. Therefore, 
practices cannot be understood "directly from the objective conditions" or "from the 
conditions which produced the durable principle of their production" (ibid. ). Based on 
Bourdieu's notion, it can be inferred that Yan Fu's tripartite principle of translation is 
the practice projected as the implementation of the overall factors under the social 
system. 
In view of Bourdieu's proposition of practices, the implications of Yan Fu's 
translation principle to the translation agents' behaviour at textual level in Taiwan can 
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be further realised from the forces inscribed in the objective structure, that is, the 
accumulation of capital. In this case, Bourdieu (1986: 243) mentions that the 
embodied form of cultural capital is linked to the body and presupposes embodiment. 
It includes knowledge, skills, cultural and artistic preferences. It can be assumed that 
the accumulation of embodied form of cultural capital, that is the knowledge of Yan 
Fu's tripartite principle, should come from the translation agents' early socialising 
experiences in education. This is a hypostatised example that the generation of human 
behaviour is a result of the objective social structure and the conditions that produce it. 
It -can therefore be assumed that Yan's theory may be associated with translation 
agents' translatorial habitus at textual level in translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan 
(see more in Section 4.7 and Section 5.2.1). This assumption implies a motivation for 
a sociological approach to investigate the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in 
Taiwan. 
2.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a brief description of recent developments in TS, specifically through 
the application of Bourdieusian sociology, has been provided. This is necessary 
because of the varying cultural and sociological approaches applied by translation 
scholars when describing a translation phenomenon. For this reason, the discussions 
in this chapter focused on comparing cultural approaches (i. e. the polysystem model 
and the theory of translational norms) and a sociological approach (i. e. Bourdieusian 
sociology). The advent of polysystem theory and the concept of translational norms 
have provided the impetus for TS to take a cultural turn. Yet, the lack of consideration 
for the individuals involved in the phenomenon under study in both the polysystem 
model and the theory of translational norms leads to a failure to produce a full account 
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of a particular translation phenomenon. 
In addition to a comparison of theoretical frameworks underlying certain cultural and 
sociological approaches, this chapter also discussed a current sociological 
development in TS. A more agent-oriented kind of research has taken place 
throughout the last decade and made some contributions to the development of TS (cf. 
Section 3.3). Lefevere (1992) addressed the concept of the social factors in his theory 
but failed to give a detailed account of the role of individuals in translation activities. 
Gouanvic (1997) advocated Bourdieu's notion of habitus, arguing that it can 
complement what has been ignored in Toury's concept of translational norms. 
Similarly, Simeoni (1998) attempted to incorporate Bourdieu's concept of habitus in 
the notion of translational norms by underlining the double function of translatorial 
habitus: structuring and structured mechanism. This proposition shows the dynamic 
nature of social structure instead of a linear and struggle-less one. Finally, Hanna's 
(2006) study of the genesis of the field of drama translation in Egypt was also 
illustrated in this chapter. 
Regrettably, although those studies all introduced a link between Bourdieu's 
sociology and TS, relatively few studies have focused on an in-depth analysis of the 
translations of a particular genre, such as fantasy, children's literature, regional 
literature, film subtitling, etc. In other words, language practices, namely linguistic 
repertoires on the textual level, are still not addressed fully, even with the 
incorporation of a sociological approach in TS. To complement the limitations of the 
previous studies, this thesis offers a more comprehensive examination of the language 
practices of a particular translation phenomenon through a systematic descriptive 
approach: that is, a parallel corpus study (see Chapter 4). 
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To sum up, the present study attempts to survey the phenomenon of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan not only via textual analysis in order to address the issue of 
translation agency's practices but also and more importantly, from the perspective of 
social agents and their interactive relations within the socio-cultural contexts that 
constitute and sanction the agents' production practices. The textual analysis of 
translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan will be presented in Section 4.6. 
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Chapter 3: 
A Sociological View of the Study of Translation 
3.1 From the Beginning of Bourdieu's Sociology 
Pierre Bourdieu is without doubt one of the most prominent and productive French 
sociologists, anthropologists and philosophers in contemporary history. Bourdieu's 
sociological framework was rooted largely in his own fieldwork as well as in his 
readings of ethnographic and anthropological research to disclose the relationship 
between objective social reality and the subjective mentality of human beings. In this 
chapter, a brief account of the development of sociological knowledge will be given 
to prepare the ground for a discussion of Bourdieu's sociological theory in general, 
and the suitability of Bourdieusian sociology for the investigation of the phenomenon 
of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan in particular. 
3.1.1 Pathways: Subjectivism vs. Objectivism 
A retrospective view of the development of Bourdieu's sociological knowledge shows 
that the existentialism and structuralism prevailing in France in the late 1950s and 
1960s exerted a major influence on Bourdieu's thinking. The influence of 
existentialism and phenomenology was at its peak when Bourdieu was still a student 
in the 1950s. At that time, he read Sartre's L'etre et le Want and Husserl's analyses in 
Ideen II (Bourdieu 1990a: 3). Sartre was the leading figure of existentialism which 
proposed that the world of action depends merely on humans' consciousness and lacks 
objectivity (Bourdieu 1990b: 42). For Sartre, social action is constituted by an 
individual's consciousness rather than objective social structure. Besides Husserl, 
Bourdieu was also fascinated with other phenomenologists' thinking, such as 
Heidegger's works and analyses in Sein und Zeit. The phenomenological approach 
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holds that the true meaning of the primary experience of the social world is 
understood through a relationship of familiarity with the environment (Bourdieu 
1977: 3). Bourdieu, however, found aspects of subjectivism-oriented knowledge 
problematic, especially Sartre's arguments about the transformative power of 
revolutionary consciousness. He argued that: 
if the world of action is nothing other than this universe of 
interchangeable possibles, entirely dependent on the decrees of the 
consciousness which creates it and hence totally devoid of objectivity, 
if it is moving because the subject chooses to be moved, revolting 
because he chooses to be revolted, then emotions, passions and actions 
are merely games of bad faith, sad farces in which one is both bad 
actor and good audience (Bourdieu 1977: 74). 
Subjectivism maintains that the social world is merely built upon the subjective 
consciousness of actors and the concept of objective social reality is dismissed. Both 
existentialist and phenomenological knowledge assume a substantial subjective 
understanding of the social world in which human agents' direct experience of the 
social world is the main concern. Even if this problematic aspect existed, it cannot be 
denied that Bourdieu's reading of phenomenology and existentialism contributed a 
great deal to his development of sociological knowledge as well as to his later 
analysis of the ordinary experience of the social. 
Being in direct opposition to phenomenology and existentialism, structuralism also 
captured Bourdieu's attention. Bourdieu followed Levi-Strauss's concept of 
structuralism, and in the early 1960s his research interests turned to the perspectives it 
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brought to ethnography and anthropology. Structuralism emphasises that the social 
world is organised through structures whose rules, systems and forms make meaning 
possible, and it influenced a wide range of disciplines, including anthropology, 
linguistics, literature, Marxism, culture studies, etc. (Webb et al. 2002: xv). 
Structuralism, moreover, can be viewed as a form of objectivism because structures 
are regarded as objective existences and their operating logic is imposed on social 
agents by the external world. Structuralism heavily influenced Bourdieu's concepts of 
cultural field and habitus (see Section 3.2) as he adopted three of its key principles. 
First, structuralism considers that objective structures produce people's thoughts and 
desires as well as their views towards the world. Second, objective structures are 
considered to produce what people know as the reality of the world. Third, in 
structuralism every thing, object and idea in a culture only has meaning in relation to 
other elements in that culture (Webb et at. 2002: 33-34). Objectivism is normally 
understood to set out to: 
establish objective regularities (structures, laws, systems of 
relationships, etc. ) independent of individual consciousness and 
wills.... It raises, objectively at least, the forgotten question of the 
particular conditions which make doxic experience of the social world 
possible (Bourdieu 1990b: 26). 
The "doxic experience of the social world" refers to beliefs held that are an 
unquestionable orthodoxy, i. e. a right, correct and dominant vision which does not 
need to be imposed through struggle. In other words, a doxic experience of the social 
world is the primary experience of the world of common sense and appears as 
self-evident (Bourdieu 1977: 164; 1998: 56). This principle had a great influence on 
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Bourdieu's notion of habitus, which considers the realisation of social reality in a 
particular social space as taking place in a world of common sense social agents 
which reproduce the social reality that eventually becomes a regularity. 
In terms of his thinking related to objectivism, Bourdieu was influenced by 
Levi-Strauss's structuralism which, combined with Saussure's ideas about language, 
helped to increase the importance of the humanities and social sciences in academia 
(Chio 2002: 27). In the early 1960s, Bourdieu conducted an ethnographical study of 
the kinship structures and matrimonial strategies among the. Kabyle of North Africa. 
He followed Levi-Strauss's structuralism closely and incorporated some features of 
Levi-Strauss's method, especially in the analysis of relations and oppositions 
(Bourdieu 1992: 3). He discovered, however, that the fundamental tenets of 
Levi-Straussian structuralism could not account for the data he gathered in his 
fieldwork. Based on observations from his fieldwork, Bourdieu found that people's 
behaviours and practices do not conform to the rules of conduct proposed in 
structuralists' models. He therefore criticised Levi-Straussian structuralism for 
regarding action as the mere execution of a theoretical, perpetual and logical model 
(Swartz 1998: 59). What seems problematic in objectivism is that any activity carried 
out by social actors is the result of complying with "formal standards of logical 
coherence" (ibid. ). In other words, individuals' behaviours are developed under the 
principle of a logical purpose within the society they inhabit, without benefiting from 
a practical purpose. However, Bourdieu considers that individuals' social activities 
originate in and are developed from practical reasoning rather than from logical 
purposes. 
In real life, people carry out actions for practical purposes in consideration of social 
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and economic interests and of symbolic representation instead of complying with 
logical purpose. To gain an economic profit from their publications, for example, 
commercial publishers may seek to publish a currently prevailing literary genre, or, 
with a view to promote the visibility of a cultural minority, academic publishers may 
translate and publish the literary works of that minority. These publishing activities 
are all conducted with a certain practical objective rather than to satisfy a logical 
purpose, and are composed of objective structures. 
In addition to Levi-Strauss's structuralism, Marxism is another objectivist view 
Bourdieu takes issue with. The controversial point of Marxism for Bourdieu lies in its 
discourses about social class, which "presume from an observation of homogeneity 
among objective indicators of social class the existence of real culturally and socially 
unified social classes" (Swartz 1998: 60). Marxism tends to treat classes on paper as 
real classes and views them as real mobilised classes (ibid. ). Yet, Marxism still had an 
impact on Bourdieusian sociology in explaining the relations and struggles of social 
agents. This can be seen in Bourdieu's notion of capital (see Section 3.2.2). 
Realising that objectivism tends to reduce the explanation of action merely to an 
execution of a theoretical model as well as failing to provide a sufficient explanation 
of the genesis of structures, Bourdieu therefore introduced the role of social agents to 
his sociological theory; these had previously been ignored and viewed as an 
epiphenomenon by structuralists. 
The pathways Bourdieu encountered from phenomenology to structuralism and 
Marxism made him strive to try to explain the opposition between the individual and 
society (Bourdicu 1990a: 31). He constructed a theory of action in an attempt to 
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transcend the traditional choice between objectivism and subjectivism in sociology, 
making inquiries about the production and functioning of practices possible through 
objective analysis and practical apprehension of the familiar world. The dichotomy 
between objectivism and subjectivism is created by the separation of the individual 
from the external world, which Bourdieu found the most problematic aspect of 
traditional philosophical beliefs. 
To develop a theoretical framework which is able to explain individuals' social 
practices by transcending the traditional dichotomy between objectivism and 
subjectivism, Bourdieu continually called upon the idea of reflexivity to accomplish 
"a self-analysis of the sociologist as cultural producer and a reflection on the 
sociohistorical conditions of the possibility of a science of society" (Bourdieu & 
Wacquant 1992: 36). Unlike other scholars who have addressed the idea of reflexivity, 
Bourdieu's notion of reflexivity is unique and special in the following three respects: 
First, its primary target is not the individual analyst but the social and 
intellectual unconscious embedded in analytic tools and operations; 
second, it must be a collective enterprise rather than the burden of the 
lone academic; and, third, it seeks not to assault but to buttress the 
epistemological security of sociology (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 36, 
emphasis in original). 
Bourdieu's use of reflexivity can help researchers' self-awareness to understand social 
practices and is an attempt to transcend the dichotomy between objectivism and 
subjectivism. Bourdieu (ibid.: 72) refers to "a truly reflexive and critical 
analysis... conceived not as an end in itself but as the condition of scientific progress. " 
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Reflexivity can therefore assist researchers in acquiring a better understanding of 
social practices and social phenomena. The importance of reflexivity can be 
understood from an example given by Bourdieu. He compares a social space (field) to 
a game in which participants (social agents) have to follow the rules of the game and 
have stakes (capital) at hand to allow them to compete with other players. The rules 
are a tool that ensures that the participants will not take a reflexive view of the game. 
Once the rules of the game are reflected upon, participants will exit the game and 
discover the arbitrariness of the game's rules. They will then weigh up the necessity 
for playing the game and will not be able to maintain a pure and innocent attitude to 
obeying the rules of the game (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 98-100). With the help of 
the idea of reflexivity, Bourdieu developed a theory of action (field, capital and 
habitus) that was an alternative to the dichotomous reasoning prevailing in the social 
sciences at that time. More details on Bourdieu's theory of action will be given in 
Section 3.2. 
3.2 The Notions of Field, Habitus and Capital 
The centrality of Bourdieusian sociology lies in transcending the traditional 
dichotomy between objectivism and subjectivism. On the basis of his own and others' 
empirical works, Bourdieu developed a theoretical model of social practice for 
addressing the wider patterns of social life, shunning a simple view of what people do 
in their daily life (Jenkins 1992: 68). In Bourdieu's view, all the forms of 
methodological monism that declare "the ontological priority of structure or agent, 
system or actor, the collective or the individual" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 15) 
must be rejected in order to move beyond the oppositions that have long plagued the 
development of sociology. Bourdieu's viewpoint is constructed to emphasise the 
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social world as a space of objective relations that can reflect the mutual dynamics of 
individual and society (Wolf 2006: 134). Thus, in Bourdieu's sociology, social life is a 
collection of social practices and, in fact, social practices are exercised by agents 
in/through particular fields in the social world. 
Bourdieu's sociological framework allows a perspective that transcends the orthodox 
dichotomy and enables an understanding of how social agents' practice constructs the 
social field and how the social field is constructed by social agents. It is therefore 
important to define what Bourdieu means by social practice. According to Bourdieu 
(1977: 8), practice is structured by time and is defined by its tempo. This signifies that 
practice belongs to a particular social space and is constructed at a particular time. In 
fact, practice is an objective social phenomenon, the logic of which people outside of 
that timelspace cannot understand. Bourdieu further proposed a formula to elucidate 
the notion of practice: [(habitus) (capital)] + field = practice (Bourdieu 1984: 101). 
The formula is an indication that the interpretation of social life cannot be understood 
through lineal logic. 
Bourdieu employed the structural relation between habitus and field to account for the 
longstanding dichotomy in sociology between structure and agency. He considered 
that practice is governed by an objective structure and that an individual's practice is 
affected by the constructed habitus and the capital he/she has accumulated; it is also 
affected by an individual's position in the field (Chio 2002: 153). Accordingly, the 
interrelation between the categories of habitus, capital and field at a particular time 
structures what is called social practice. 
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3.2.1 Field 
The concept of field is one of the most fundamental tools in Bourdieu's discussion of 
action and structure. Although Bourdieu adopted different terms, e. g. market or game, 
to relate to social contexts, the term field turned out to be his preferred one. According 
to Bourdieu (1990a: 87), a field is an historically constituted social space, which 
functions with its own laws and specific institutions. That is, each field has its own 
"logic and taken-for-granted structure of necessity and relevance which is both the 
product and producer of the habitus which is specific and appropriate to the field" 
(Jenkins 1992: 84). Seen in this light, a field is defined by the rules and stakes specific 
to that field, and cannot be felt by persons outside the field. In Bourdieu's view, a 
field should be considered as a structured system of social positions engaged in by 
individuals and institutions, and therefore implying the following: 
A field as a network, or a configuration, of objective relations between 
positions objectively defined, in their existence and in the 
determinations they impose upon their occupants, agents or institutions, 
by their present and potential situation... in the structure of the 
distribution of power (or capital) whose possession commands access 
to the specific profits that are at stake in the field, as well as by their 
objective relation to other positions (Wacquant 1989: 39). 
In this vein, a field is a system of forces which exists between these positions. 
Accordingly, a field is regarded as a social arena in which struggles or strategies take 
place, and agents or groups of agents are defined by their relative position in the field. 
This gives a field a function: a space for conflict and competition where social agents 
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always struggle to maintain or change power relations (Bourdieu 1992: 230; Bourdieu 
& Wacquant 1992: 17). 
The core of Bourdieu's field lies in the concepts of structure and system. Bourdieu is 
not the only scholar who exploits the concept of system. What makes Bourdieu's 
notion different from others is the idea of "struggle" (Bourdieu & Wacquant 
1992: 102). In contrast, in the structuralist model, social reality is the result of a logical 
coherence and is static in nature, and is therefore struggle-less. The idea of struggle 
makes Bourdieu's approach different from what had been suggested in structuralism. 
Therefore, what happens in a field, in Bourdieu's view, is that agents and institutions 
constantly struggle - in accord with the regularities and the rules specific to that space, 
with various degrees of strength that lead to different probabilities of success -- to 
distribute the specific products belonging to a particular field (ibid. ). 
3.2.1.1 An Examination of the Field of Translation 
Bourdieu employs the term "social space" to refer to society. The structure of 
Bourdieu's model of society consists of relative fields, such as a literary field, 
political field, religious field, etc. (Wolf 2002: 38), which are dominated by 
hierarchical power relations. Inside the field, agents struggle with other agents 
depending on their accumulation of forces (capital) for their position. 
Bourdieu describes a literary field (1990a: 143) as a force-field where each agent 
within it endeavours to maintain or transform the established relation of forces 
(capital) he/she has acquired through previous struggles by the strategies that depend 
on his/her general direction of position in the power struggle. Xue-heng Zhu devoted 
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himself to the translation and introduction of fantasy fiction to readers in Taiwan, for 
instance. Zhu's translations of Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman's Dragonlance 
Chronicles and J. R. R. Tolkien's Rings have helped Zhu to acquire economic and 
symbolic forces (capital) and have improved the visibility of such literary works in 
the literary field. Taiwanese readers originally thought of orthodox works of fantasy 
as "fairy tales", but after the promotion of fantasy fiction by translation agents, its 
visibility increased so people started to question orthodox fantasy fiction, i. e. fairy 
tales, and tried to find out what fantasy fiction was really like. The revolt against the 
establishment can be seen in the agents' promotion and refinement of the definition of 
fantasy fiction. 
Compared with other fields in social space, the literary field is relatively autonomous. 
Yet, one should not view the literary field as unaffected by economic, political, 
religious or scientific conditions (Gerhards & Anheier 2000: 124). The influence of 
these conditions, especially economic conditions, sometimes governs literary 
production. For instance, the blossoming of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan after 
the success of the Harry Potter translations in the early 2000s has largely been due to 
the economic profit reaped by their publisher. Literary production is, however, not 
strictly and directly bound to patrons, nor only considered for its aesthetic value 
(ibid: 125). The production of literature is relatively free of censorship in capitalist 
societies and has greater autonomy compared with other fields in social space, such as 
law, medicine and politics. 
Bourdieu argues that fields do indeed proliferate and one should not ignore the 
existence of subfields (Swartz 1998: 122). The relative nature of fields therefore needs 
to be taken into account when studying a social phenomenon. In the literary context, 
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the debate about whether there is a "field of translation" has gradually heated up with 
arguments from translation scholars (see Sela-Sheffy 2005; Simeoni 1998; Wolf 
2007b). According to Simeoni (1998), the translator's occupation is seen as rather a 
marginal and semi-professional one because of the translator's submissive behaviour. 
An ill-defined concept of the translator's role seems to present a limitation for 
researchers trying to validate the existence of "field of translation". It is true that a 
field is easier to define if it has "rigidly institutionalised and codified realms of 
professional practices" (Sela-Sheffy 2005: 9), such as law, medicine, politics, etc. This 
understanding accords with Bourdieu's argument that when the rules of the field are 
negotiable and subtle, it will have a weak degree of codification (Bourdieu 1996: 226). 
It may be easier to identify a field in established spheres of art production, which are 
often organised through institutions and result in well-defined products, such as 
literature (Sela-Sheffy 2005: 9). When it comes to the "field of translation", its 
field-boundaries become elusive because the role of the translator is often a 
subservient one, with the profession both invisible and ill-defined. For instance, 
people in Taiwan tend to believe that all bilinguals are translators. Under such 
circumstances, it is difficult to position translators in the field of translation as 
translators may also embark on other literary careers, such as editors, writers, critics, 
literary agents and academic scholars; conversely, an individual pursuing a literary 
career may also be involved in translating tasks. Simeoni (1998: 19) thus argues that 
"the pseudo- or would-be field of translation is much less organized than the literary 
field, being far more heteronomous for reasons having much to do with the ingrained 
subservience of the translator. " If the idea of a field of translation is unsupported 
theoretically, where should the cultural production of translation be situated and what 
kinds of habitus are considered to govern the production of translation? Simeoni 
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suggests that the actual products of translation are the results of diversely distributed 
social habitus, governed by the rules belonging to the field in which the translation 
takes place (ibid. ). Indeed, Simeoni's statement is quite reasonable insofar as literary 
translators' works are by definition in the literary field: they compete with various 
agents within that field to determine their hierarchical positions and are governed by 
the internal repertoires/rules of the literary field. 
The lack of the codification of professional practices for translators is another reason 
that the idea of a field of translation seems ambiguous. Sela-Shefffy (2005: 9) 
underlines the fact that a lack of an agreed code of professional ethics and formal 
obligatory training constitute a challenge in locating a field of translation. Some may 
argue that there are more institutions training translators now, yet it is undeniable that 
the majority of translators involved in translating literary works have never received 
any formal training in translating. 
The subservient role of translators and the lack of codification of their professional 
practice appear to be two of the major reasons for the non-formation of a field of 
translation. Although translations from other foreign languages comprised 24.3% of 
all publications in Taiwan in 2007, translators generally have less income than other 
dominant agents in the literary field (GIO 2007). Their low income forces translators 
into a disadvantageous hierarchical position in accumulating economic capital. Both 
Li (1998) and Chang (2003) point out that the qualifications required for entering the 
translation profession in Taiwan are very low, so that bilingual specialists of any age 
can become translators, regardless of whether they have received any formal training. 
The formation of the profession is thus quite weak, and the lack of entry qualifications 
required directly results in an uneven quality of translations. Moreover, there is no 
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standardised market price for translations, and so translators generally receive very 
low fees for their translations (about 30 pence per 100 words), leading to most 
translators only working on a part-time basis and to a high drop-out rate. Because 
their membership of the profession is transitory, according to Wolf (200'7b: 110), they 
function in a field characterised by weak structures in comparison with those in the 
literary field. 
Fantasy fiction translation is in a similar situation to literary translation in Taiwan in 
that relatively weak structures prevail in its field of cultural production. Between 1998 
and 2000 translations of fantasy fiction were scarce in Taiwan, with most produced 
and promoted by fantasy fiction fans, such as Xue-heng Zhu, Ching-wen Hsu 
=T), Guang-lei Tan and others. The production of translations of fantasy fiction at that 
time was quite autonomous, with the translations focusing on a "field of restricted 
production" (Liang 2007b, 2007c). By a field of restricted production, Bourdieu 
(1993a: 115) means that the cultural productions aim at small groups of consumers 
who are usually also producers of cultural goods or intellectuals, and tend to develop 
their own criteria of evaluation for the purpose of gaining recognition and cultural 
capital by a peer group. Translations of fantasy fiction between 1998 and 2000 were 
mainly initiated by fantasy fiction fans for their own appreciation and did not aim for 
economic success. The Taiwanese fantasy fiction fans set up online fan clubs and 
discussion boards on Bulletin Boards (BBS) or websites, such as 
telnet: //bbs. ee. ntu. edu. tw telnet: //m iou. mat. n cku. edu. tw. and 
http: //www. lucifer. hoolan org, to share their reading experiences and opinions about 
the fantasy world. 
However, as the managing editor of Crown Publishing Company mentioned in an 
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interview with the current author, after the huge success of translations of the Rings 
and the Harry Potter books, the production of fantasy fiction translations was 
determined by economic and social factors rather than brought about by fantasy 
fiction fans. The producers of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan became proponents 
of "bourgeois art" or "commercial art" (Bourdieu 1996: 223) to gain large-scale and 
popular success as well as economic capital. Seen in this light, the Taiwanese 
production of fantasy fiction translations must be grouped under the "field of 
large-scale cultural production", in which it targets the "non-producers of cultural 
goods", that is, "the public at large" (Bourdieu 1993a: 115). Large-scale cultural 
production indicates the heteronomous character of cultural goods, complying with 
the laws of the market. The struggle in a field of cultural production with 
heteronomous character may often be decided in favour of economic profit over 
symbolic achievement (ibid.: 45-46). 
The need to make translations of fantasy fiction a separate field seems to fail due to its 
present heteronomous character. Translators of fantasy fiction find that their work 
overlaps with work in other fields of cultural production, and that their productions 
are governed by the economic and social factors of the literary field. It is therefore 
proposed here that the field of translation or field of fantasy fiction translation should 
be subsumed under the literary field. This proposition echoes Sela-Sheffy's (2005: 11) 
argument that there is not a compelling need to differentiate between a literary field in 
which translators operate and a separate translation field, In view of the above 
considerations, fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan should hence be situated in the 
field in which they operate, that is, in the literary field. 
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3.2.2 Capital 
It was argued in Section 3.2.1 that a field is a social space containing the power 
relations between agents or social institutions, or, to put it another way, the 
accumulation of power that agents have acquired in previous struggles determines 
their relative positions in the field. To conceptualise the power relations of a social 
structure and function, Bourdieu borrows the concept of capital from economic 
theory. 
Tellingly, Bourdieu (1992: 229-231) refers to a field as a "multi-dimensional space of 
positions", that is, each position is defined by a "multi-dimensional system of 
co-ordinates whose values correspond to the values of the different pertinent variable". 
Values are viewed as forces that agents have acquired through previous struggles to 
determine their position in the field; those forces are referred to by Bourdieu as 
"capital". Capital is an "accumulated labor" (Bourdieu 1986: 241) that appears in 
either embodied or objectified forms. For example, the material form of money or 
property agents have accumulated normally appears as the objectified form in 
"economic capital", while knowledge which agents have gained through education is 
internalised as the embodied form of "cultural capital". It is important to note that 
either type of capital is not acquired quickly or easily; it needs time to be accumulated 
through the agents' social and cultural practices. 
Through Bourdieu's explanation, the relations between field and capital should be 
understood as the relations of forces between agents who define the structure of the 
field. In other words, the structure of a field is determined by the type of capital 
dominant in that field and the distribution of this capital among its members 
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(Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 198). Capital possessed by individuals and institutions 
therefore constitutes the logic of a field and power relations between members of that 
particular field. This is why Bourdieu emphasises that capital is the basis for agents or 
groups of agents to "appropriate social energy in the form of reified or living labor" 
and is "a force inscribed in objective or subjective structures" and "the principle 
underlying the immanent regularities of the social world" (Bourdieu 1986: 241). Based 
on such an argument, it is impossible to talk about social structure and function 
without addressing capital. Depending on the field in which it has its foundations, 
capital exists in social spaces in four forms: 
[t]hese are, principally, economic capital (in its different kinds), 
cultural capital and social capital, as well as symbolic capital, 
commonly called prestige, reputation, fame, etc., which is the form 
assumed by these different kinds of capital when they are perceived 
and recognized as legitimate. 
At the heart of Bourdieu's four forms of capital lies one form of capital which can be 
converted into another in the field whenever it is convenient for agents to do so 
(Bourdieu 1992: 14), which means that the four forms of capital are intertwined with 
each other. 
(A) Cultural Capital 
According to Bourdieu (1986: 243), cultural capital can be identified in three forms: 
embodied, objectified and institutionalised. In its embodied state, the form of cultural 
capital is embodied in the minds and bodies of agents (ibid. ). In fact, the acquisition 
of embodied capital takes time through the socialising process of individual agents, 
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such as schooling, domestic education by family members and social experiences. 
Because embodied capital is acquired through the various social settings of an 
individual agent's socialisation in a particular historical period and society, its 
acquisition can be developed either through deliberate inculcation, i. e. education, or 
through unconscious socialisation, i. e. social experiences (ibid.: 245). Moreover, since 
it is accumulated through an agent's distinctive socialisation, it cannot be transmitted 
to other individual agents by exchange, purchase, request or talent (ibid.: 245). In fact, 
the embodied form of cultural capital is incorporated in an agent's habitus, and is to a 
large extent accumulated through the agent's early childhood socialisation. The 
acquisition of embodied capital can be illustrated with the example of an agent active 
in translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan, Guang-lei Tan. In his autobiography, Tan 
wrote: 
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As far as I can remember, HE-MAN is the first cartoon I watched, and 
must have triggered my interest in swords and a magic fantasy 
world.... In the summer when I entered second grade of junior high, my 
mum picked a book, The Trumpet of the Swan, and asked me to finish 
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it in the two-month summer vacation. I was able to overcome the 
barrier of reading foreign fiction and entered a profound fantasy 
world.... As to my recognition of the "fantasy genre", it must be traced 
back to the first grade of junior high.... After entering senior high, I 
started to read and absorb a wide range of fantasy writers' works, 
including the well-known fantasy masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings, 
and The Wheel of Time by the American writer Robert Jordan whose 
name has become well-known since the 1990s. (Tan 2002: 12-13,33, 
my translation) 
Tan's example shows that his fantasy knowledge was embodied through deliberate 
inculcation in that his mother asked him to read a work of English-language fiction in 
the original so that he developed the ability to read English and generally improved 
his English-language skills. Through this reading experience, that is, through 
unconscious socialisation, he developed his interest in a fantasy world. 
The form of capital materialised in objectified cultural goods, i. e. "writings, paintings, 
monuments, instruments, etc. " (Bourdieu 1986: 246), is able to become economic 
capital with its materiality. As a matter of fact, the objectified items can be 
appropriated both materially, which is the precondition of economic capital, and 
symbolically, which will later become cultural capital (ibid.: 247). For example, the 
value of C. S. Lewis's literary works is conditioned by whether his works have been 
transformed into resources that have maximised his symbolic and economic profit in 
the literary field. 
The institutionalised state of cultural capital indicates that cultural capital is in the 
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form of educational or technical qualifications offered by educational institutions. The 
value of institutionalised cultural capital is normally achieved through certification. 
As Bourdieu (1986: 248) puts it, an individual agent would be capable of acquiring "a 
conventional, constant, legally guaranteed value with respect to culture" from a 
"certificate of cultural competence" that is normally received through an academic 
qualification. In Taiwan, translators' cultural capital in institutionalised and objectified 
form is often featured paratextually on the front cover, the back cover, or in the 
preface of the translation. This is done through mentioning the translator's academic 
background as well as the translations he/she has done. The advantage of highlighting 
the translator's academic qualification is that if the translator has a good degree or the 
degree is obtained from an overseas institution, it establishes a sense of 
professionalism for the benefit of the readers. In addition, the translator's past 
translations, although in objectified form, can also convey the sense that the translator 
is a professional and competent. For example, when the third translated novel of 
Narnia was published, the academic title of the translator, Qian-wen Peng 3Z), 
was mentioned on the front cover, and her other translations, e. g. Harry Potter and the 
first and second novels of Narnia, were also mentioned on the front cover. This gives 
her some advantage over other translators of fantasy fiction as readers would regard 
her as a translator relatively experienced in fantasy translation, which may give her a 
higher position within the power structure of the literary field in Taiwan. 
Furthermore, institutionalised cultural capital is a convertible form of capital. As 
Bourdieu (1986: 248) puts it, academic recognition can establish "conversion rates 
between cultural capital and economic capital by guaranteeing the monetary value of 
a given academic capital". Thus, the higher the degree the agent possesses, the higher 
the economic income that is possible for him or her to achieve. However, the scarcity 
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of an academic qualification also needs to be considered in terms of its symbolic 
value. Once a given academic qualification becomes commonplace, the holders of the 
qualification will gain no prestige from it. 
(B) Economic Capital 
By bridging the link between cultural capital inherited by the social background and 
the economic profit acquired though cultural production, Bourdieu (1986: 252) claims 
that "economic capital is at the root of all the other types of capital", such as cultural 
capital, social capital and symbolic capital, and those other types of capital are indeed 
"transformed, disguised forms of economic capital. " For the most obvious reason, 
individuals may need economic capital to make the investment in cultural capital 
possible. Economic capital not only consists of capital in Marx's sense of the world, 
but also of other possessions of economic benefit that increase an agent's capacity in 
society (Siisiäinen 2000). In fact, the acquisition of cultural capital is often so 
time-consuming that it would not be possible without the support from economic 
capital. Furthermore, cultural capital is somehow the precondition of both economic 
capital and symbolic capital. Hence, it is undeniable that economic capital lies at the 
root of all other types of capital. It should be noted that economic capital normally 
appears in objectified form: for example, money or property. 
(C) Social Capital 
Social capital generally accrues from membership of a particular social group. 
Membership of a group denotes the institutionalised relationship that an individual 
has with acquaintances and acknowledges recognition of a durable network that 
allows its members to enjoy "collectivity-owned capital" (Bourdieu 1986: 248). 
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According to Bourdieu (1986: 249), the volume of the social capital possessed by an 
agent is decided on "the size of the network of connections he can effectively 
mobilize and on the volume of the capital (economic, cultural or symbolic) possessed 
in his own right by each of those to whom he is connected". In other words, the 
volume of social capital an individual agent possessed is linked with other capital he 
has accumulated; social capital never exists independently when discussing the social 
structure and function of a field. Moreover, differences in agents' capacity for social 
capital can result in different degrees of profit, even though they may hold the same 
amount of cultural and economic capital, and can lead to different power relations 
between agents in a field. 
The acquisition of social capital requires endless effort and is not naturally receivable 
or inheritable from previous holders. Actually, its acquisition is the result of 
investment strategies, which are either individual or collective, conscious or 
unconscious, attempting to reproduce "social relationships that are directly usable in 
the short or long term" (Bourdieu 1986: 249), so as to accumulate social capital. The 
reproduction of social relationships is achieved through social exchange (of gifts, 
compliments, material and symbolic profits, etc. ) which enhance the social bonding 
between agents and improve their mutual recognition (Hanna 2006: 61). This relates to 
Bourdieu's statement that "exchange transforms the things exchanged into signs of 
recognition and, through the mutual recognition and the recognition of group 
membership which it implies, re-produces the group" (Bourdieu 1986: 250). Therefore, 
social capital is symbolically oriented and will be transformed into symbolic capital. 
Yet, unlike cultural capital, it cannot be incorporated into an agent's habitus, either 
objectified or institutionalised (Hanna 2006: 61). 
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When talking about the concept of social capital, one inevitably thinks of guanxi in 
Chinese discourse. As Yang (1994: 1) stated, the literal meaning of guanxi is the 
relationship between objects, forces or individuals. Therefore, with respect to 
individuals guanxi not only means a relation of friendship or kinship but also the 
social connections that are based "implicitly (rather than explicitly) on mutual interest 
and benefit" (ibid. ). This is in a direct response to Bourdieu's notion of social capital 
which is the product of investment strategies aiming to establish or reproduce social 
relationship. Both social capital and guarani are accumulated through the exchanges of 
two parties based on familiarity. Bourdieu's notion of social capital can therefore be 
equated to the concept of guanxi in Chinese discourse. Moreover, based on 
Bourdieu's concept, human practices are socially constructed and are determined by 
the distribution of different types of capital (Bourdieu 1986: 242). The accumulation 
of social capital or the establishment of guanxi in Chinese discourse can possibly be 
converted into economic or symbolic value, which would eventually intervene in 
individuals' practices in the field. 
The other aspect of social capital is that the collective institutionalised form of social 
capital can be delegated: that is, it represents a single agent or a small group of agents 
who are mandated "to represent the group, to speak and act in its name and so, with 
the aid of this collectively owned capital, to exercise a power incommensurate with 
the agent's personal contribution" (Bourdieu 1986: 251). The leadership of 
associations, trade unions, political parties, etc. are typical examples of such forms of 
social capital. In the case that individuals compete for the position of delegate, there 
would be an internal competition for individuals to assume the legitimate 
representation of the group. Members of the group therefore must decide and regulate 
"the conditions of access to the right to declare oneself a member of the group" and 
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choose a delegate to represent the whole group by the conditions they defined 
(Bourdieu 1986: 251). 
In the context of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, group membership plays a 
crucial role in defining agents' social capital. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1.1, 
Taiwanese fantasy fans built online fan clubs and discussion boards to exchange their 
reading experiences of fantasy fiction in the late 1990s. Although those fan clubs and 
discussion boards are not institutionalised ones, their members did establish 
relationships through mutual recognition and acquaintanceship that have symbolic 
character. Some active members, such as Ching-wen Hsu and Xue-heng Zhu, even 
worked together to initiate the Chinese translation of The Dark Elf Trilogy in 2000. In 
this case, the two agents mentioned are examples of personally authorised delegation 
for their cultural production. Personally authorised delegation could be someone who 
is a "great critic or prestigious preface-writer or established author" and has 
accumulated symbolic capital in the field (Bourdieu 1992: 239). Hsu and Zhu act as 
the representatives for their group and therefore commit the social capital of the 
whole group, which bears symbolic value. The symbolic character inherited from the 
delegation made the translation of fantasy fiction possible and then the translation 
helped the agents to develop objectified cultural capital and also economic income, 
although the profit was not much, as Ching-wen Hsu, the managing editor of Muse 
Publishing Company, revealed in an interview conducted by the current author. 
The above example demonstrates that social capital is closely linked to cultural capital 
and economic capital. In addition, as mentioned in Section 1.3.2, Xue-heng Zhu's 
retranslation of J. R. R. Tolkien's Rings, published in 2001, earned him 30 million New 
Taiwan Dollars (approximately half a million British Pounds). This helped him to 
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accumulate economic capital as well as a reputation as a master of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. In 2002, he used a part of his earnings to set up a non-profit 
organisation, Fantasy Foundation, in an effort to promote fantasy fiction translation 
and local fantasy creations (Zhu 2007). Zhu's role as an official of the foundation 
further developed for him an institutionalised form of social capital through 
delegation and enabled him to become a holder of "monopoly of legitimate symbolic 
violence" (Bourdieu 1992: 239, emphasis as in original). 
(D) Symbolic Capital 
Symbolic capital, as Bourdieu (1985: 204) puts it, is "nothing other than capital, in 
whatever form, when perceived by an agent endowed with categories of perception 
arising from the internalization (embodiment) of the structure of its distribution, i. e. 
when it is known and recognized as self-evident". Unlike economic and cultural 
capital, symbolic capital does not have its own modes of existence (money, writings, 
certificates, etc. ) and exists only in the "eyes of the others" (Siisiäinen 2000). Because 
it does not have its own modes of existence, symbolic capital cannot be 
institutionalised, objectified or incorporated into agents' habitus. It mainly functions 
as "legitimate bases of social positions in a given society" (ibid. ), that is, to legitimise 
the distinction and classification of agents' social positions through the different 
capacity of symbolic values each agent has accumulated. In the case of a translator, 
his/her symbolic capital may be acquired by recognition (Gouanvic 2005: 161). 
Symbolic capital therefore refers to a recognised power. It is associated with status; 
for example if a translator holds a good academic degree and has translated a number 
of literary works, people would tend to take that translator more seriously. Most of the 
time, the symbolic capital of a translator is gained or regained through new 
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translations published in the literary field. But the translator may benefit from the 
symbolic capital of the original work published in the source society. Through the 
translation process, the translator does not inherit the symbolic capital of the source 
writer, but the symbolic value of the original work has been conferred onto the target 
literary field by the translator. 
The four categories of capital (cultural, economic, social and symbolic) distinguished 
by Bourdieu are the core factors defining the positions of various agents in a given 
field. As discussed previously, three types of capital (cultural, social and symbolic) 
are transformed and disguised forms of economic capital. This does not mean that 
they need to hide their economic and material interests in order to function effectively 
(Bourdieu 1986: 252). The form of capital can be converted from one into another in a 
field whenever it is convenient for agents to do so. The example given in the 
discussion of social capital earlier in this section shows that the agent, Xue-heng Zhu, 
accumulated social capital through group membership. This social capital was then 
transformed into symbolic capital through social networking and recognition with 
group members and further converted to cultural capital through his translations of 
fantasy fiction that also brought him economic capital and symbolic capital. Because 
of the acquisition of different forms of capital, Zhu established and consolidated his 
position of power in the literary field in Taiwan. 
The notion of capital is important for translation studies because it can help 
researchers to reveal the relations between the internal structure of the field in 
question (that is, the literary field) and the translation agents' translatorial habitus. 
This would involve the analysis of the social structure and the power relations 
between different forms of capital and the agents who possess them. For further 
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discussions of the implications of capital and its relations to translatorial habitus in the 
context of translating fantasy fiction in the literary field of Taiwan, see Chapter 5. 
3.2.3 Habitus 
With the rejection of the traditional dichotomy between subjectivism and objectivism, 
Bourdieu applied the notion of habitus to explain social practices. The word habitus is 
derived from Aristotle's philosophy of hexis which is close to what has been 
suggested by the idea of habit. Nevertheless, what distinguishes habit and habitus is 
that habit is a "repetitive, mechanical, automatic, reproductive rather than productive" 
behaviour, while habitus is a "product of conditionings which tends to reproduce the 
objective logic of those conditionings while transforming it" (Bourdieu 1993b: 87). 
In Bourdieu's sense, habitus consists of systems of durable and transposable 
disposition, which is the principle of generation and structuring of practices and 
representations (Bourdieu 1977: 72). Although it is durable, it does not mean habitus is 
eternal (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 133). The disposition is strongly associated with 
an individual agent's histories because it is the "generative principle of responses 
more or less well adapted to the demands of a certain field, is the product of an 
individual history, but also, through the formative experiences of earliest infancy, of 
the whole collective history of family and class" (Bourdieu 1990a: 91). Habitus is 
therefore developed by individuals through the learning and socialising process in 
early childhood, and refers to habits followed unthinkingly instead of consciously 
learned rules and principles. It should be noted that although habitus is embodied in 
individual agents, it also refers to the collective behaviour of a group of agents in a 
social space. The difference between the individual and collective habitus lies in the 
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fact that individual habitus is acquired through experience and socialisation in an 
individual's early life, while collective habitus as a shared body of dispositions is the 
outcome of collective history (Jenkins 1992: 79-80). Relating this to social structure, 
Bourdieu argues that habitus is the product of history, which is experienced as "the 
taken-for-granted, axiomatic necessity of objective reality" (ibid. ) by individual 
members of the group in a social space. Accordingly, history can be viewed as the 
foundation of habitus. 
Importantly, habitus should be viewed as an open system of dispositions in which the 
structures are subject to reinforcement or change through an individual agent's social 
experiences (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992: 133). Therefore, habitus acquired at a 
particular moment is the cumulated social trajectory of an individual, and is subject to 
being restructured by the habitus acquired in later experiences (Bourdieu 1977: 86-87). 
A social trajectory is a journey during which initially compatible possibles are 
excluded, and, therefore, stands for the story of the life of an agent or a group of 
agents in a particular social space (Bourdieu 1996: 259). Hence, in Bourdicu's concept, 
the social trajectory of agents and objective structures is a two-way relationship and 
does not belong to either pole of objectivism or subjectivism. The cumulative nature 
of habitus contributes to the explanation of the double-dimensional feature of habitus: 
that is, to its structured and structuring mechanism. Bourdieu and Passeron (1977: 203, 
emphasis as in original) explain this feature as: 
a system of circular relations that unite structures and practices; 
objective structures tend to produce structured subjective dispositions 
that produce structured actions which, in turn, tend to reproduce 
objective structure. 
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The structured and structuring feature of habitus seems to provide a perfect route for 
the discussion of translation agents' behaviour. The notion of norms underlies what 
structures agents' behaviour (see Section 2.2.2), yet the concept of habitus can not 
only reveal what constitutes agents' behaviours in a particular society but can also 
explain how the objective social structure is reproduced through the agents' social 
reconstructions. To put it another way, habitus is derived from the history of the field 
and is both the condition of the functioning of the field and the product resulting from 
the field's functioning (Bourdieu 1993b: 73). The adoption of Bourdieu's framework 
hence allows translation scholars to study the translation phenomenon from the 
perspective of the role of social agents by looking into how human subjects constitute 
the phenomenon and how the phenomenon constitutes human subjects' practice. For 
example, it can engender a better understanding of which social structure has 
constituted translation agents' textual behaviours in translating fantasy fiction as well 
as how the textual behaviours of the human agents construct shared patterns to 
reproduce the social structure. In the following chapters, translation agents' 
translatorial habitus will be analysed with special reference to the translations of C. S. 
Lewis's Narnia, J. R. R. Tolkien's Hobbit, T. H. White's The Sword in the Stone (Sword, 
hereafter), and Philip Pullman's Lights. In addition, the question of how habitus is 
developed and how it reproduces the shared patterns of action through social 
constructions will also be discussed. 
3.3 Conclusion 
This chapter has reviewed how Bourdieu developed his theoretical framework. The 
call for transcending the traditional dichotomies between subjectivism and 
objectivism lies at the centre of Bourdieusian sociology. Bourdieu assumes that social 
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structure can only be explained by analysing agents' practices and relating agents to 
their social position and to their social trajectory. Therefore, he developed the triad 
concept of field, capital and habitus to explain how regularities of behaviour become 
established and maintained in social space. 
Bourdieu's triadic concept is important for this thesis because it provides a theoretical 
basis for the study of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
Assigning fantasy fiction translation activity to the literary field in Taiwan, allows a 
systemic study of the translation phenomenon through its objective social structure as 
well as the practices of individuals and institutions within it. The concept of capital 
contributes to an explanation of the power relations among the agents within the 
literary field under study. Finally, the notion of habitus can be applied to explore the 
textual and above-textual collective regularities of the agents. 
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Chapter 4: 
Translation Agents' Behaviours at the Textual Level - 
A Parallel Corpus Study of Fantasy Fiction Translations in 
Taiwan 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to seek answers to the research questions proposed in this thesis, two levels 
of investigations were carried out to understand the phenomenon of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. The micro-structural level of the investigation deals with the 
textual evidence, which is expected to reveal translation agents' collective textual 
behaviour in translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan, from a systematic descriptive 
approach, that is, a parallel corpus study. On the other hand, the macro-structural level 
of the investigation concerns the issue of the production mode of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. In this chapter, the micro-structural level of the investigation 
will be presented and discussed. 
To examine the collective behaviours at the textual level, one may investigate the 
regularities of translators' behaviours. As Toury (1995: 55) claimed, the regularity of 
behaviour in recurrent situations of the same type would imply the existence of norms. 
According to this principle, Toury proposed a systematic descriptive approach to 
ensure "the findings of individual studies will be intersubjectively testable and 
comparable, and the studies themselves replicable" (ibid.: 3). This approach allows 
translation researchers to speculate about which socio-cultural factors may have been 
involved in the decision-making process and may have constrained translation agents' 
behaviour. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, if the concept of translational norms 
were instantiated without the help of habitus, it would be incomplete. The advent of 
translatorial habitus, as proposed by Simeoni (1998), enables translation researchers 
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to study the formation of certain patterns of behaviour revealed in translation from the 
perspective of social facts. This is in response to Ross's (1968: 82) statement that a 
norm stands in a relation of correspondence to social facts. The investigation of 
collective behaviour, namely translatorial habitus, should therefore entail certain 
social facts, which in this thesis will be given a fuller account by employing 
Bourdieu's sociology. 
In Chapter 3, the main concepts of Even-Zohar's (1978,1990) polysystem model and 
Gideon Toury's (1995) concept of translational norms were reviewed and discussed. 
Even-Zohar views culture as a multiple system and literature as a system within it. In 
fact, when applying the concept of a polysystem model, translated literature is not 
only an integral part of the literary polysystem, but is in itself actually a polysystem. 
Although Even-Zohar asserts that the hierarchical relations within a literary 
polysystem of a given society should be dynamic and that tensions exist between the 
central and peripheral positions in the literary polysystem, the evolution of literary 
systems seems too deterministic in the polysystem model. Hermans (1999: 118) 
therefore argues that although polysystem theory takes account of the social 
embedding of cultural systems, it takes little heed of actual political and social power 
relations or more concrete entities such as institutions or groups with real interests to 
look after. 
The evolution of literary systems in a literary polysystem, however, entails an 
implication that it affects the decision-making process in the act of translation. When 
taking into account the concept of translational norms, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, 
Toury (1995: 56) proposes that the initial norm determines whether the translator 
should subject her/himself to the source culture norms or to the target culture norms. 
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If the translator subjects her/himself to the source culture norms, the final production 
will be related more to the source text, language and culture, and will be more 
adequacy-oriented. On the other hand, if the translator subjects her/himself to the 
target culture norms, the final production will relate more to the target text, language 
and culture, and will be more acceptability-oriented. The initial norm is realised in the 
form of operational norms since they are decisions made during the translation 
process. Toury's concepts of adequacy and acceptability therefore cause one to reflect 
upon Even-Zohar's proposition that the centralised literary system would be in favour 
of adopting source text elements and become more adequacy-oriented, while the 
secondary literary system would tend to keep the repertoires of the centralised literary 
system as closed as possible and become acceptability-oriented. 
In view of the issue about the tendency of translation agents' textual behaviour, this 
thesis will evaluate the literary repertoires of fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan 
with the object of discovering the translatorial habitus at the textual level and 
exploring which socio-cultural determinants constitute translation agents' habitus. To 
begin with, this chapter will outline the methodology for studying translatorial habitus 
for the present study. Next, it will account for the specific literary repertoires that will 
be the basis for the investigation. Third, it will address the translation procedures that 
the translation agents normally adopt when coping with a specific linguistic repertoire. 
Finally, it will analyse and interpret the data extracted from the fantasy fiction 
translations under investigation. 
4.2 The Methodology for Textual Analysis 
This section aims to give a full account of the methodology for textual analysis. A 
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parallel corpus study was conducted to examine translation agents' translatorial 
habitus as revealed at the textual level. The utilisation of corpus linguistics in TS can 
help the description of translation phenomena because it offers researchers a tool for 
finding out whether a normalised feature exists in translation (Kenny 2000: 94). This 
is to say that translation agents' tendencies in producing translations can be traced 
through an empirical study using corpus linguistics. Before moving into a deeper 
discussion of the methodology employed in this thesis, it might be useful to give a 
brief overview of corpus linguistics and its applications in TS. 
4.2.1 Corpus-based Translation Studies (CTS) 
In her 1993 paper "Corpus Linguistics and Translation Studies", Mona Baker argued 
for the possibility of adopting a corpus-based method in TS. This provided an 
opportunity for translation researchers to start to use computer software to reduce the 
drudgery of text analysis and help them deal with large quantities of linguistic data 
sourced in electronic or machine-readable texts (Kenny 2001: 22). In fact, the advent 
of such computer-assisted methods of investigation being applied to the study of 
translation has received much attention in TS in the past ten years. 
Corpus linguistics is a method used to study large amounts of language, to be exact, 
language instances. With the development of corpus linguistics, a corpus is now 
understood to be "a collection of texts held in machine-readable form and capable of 
being analysed automatically or semi-automatically in a variety of ways" (Baker 
1995: 225). In the context of TS, the methodology informed by corpus linguistics is 
called corpus-based translation studies (CTS), and involves using an electronic form 
of corpora to study translation in a systematic way. However, Baker (ibid. ) suggests 
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that the corpus-based method in TS may also refer to small collections of texts that 
are not held in electronic form and are searched manually. 
4.2.2 Types of Corpora 
The types of corpora used in TS are generally divided into three categories: parallel 
corpora, multilingual corpora and comparable corpora (Baker 1995: 230). Of these, 
parallel corpora seem to be the most common data in CTS. A parallel corpus is 
normally understood as a body of texts consisting of original source texts written in 
language A (for example English) and their respective translated texts in language B 
(for example Chinese). It is also the first type of corpus that one would think of when 
conducting translation research. One of the most noticeable contributions of CTS is 
that it helps translation researchers to discover recurrent patterns in translated texts. 
This is to say, the use of corpus-based methods creates the possibility for researchers 
to explore translational norms in specific socio-cultural and historical contexts 
(ibid.: 231). For this reason, this study uses a parallel corpus compiled from the 
translation of fantasy fiction to investigate the translation agents' textual translatorial 
habitus. 
The selection criteria for the parallel corpora in this thesis are as follows: 
(A) The Type of Language: Original source texts are written in English (language A) 
and the translated texts are written in Chinese (language B). 
(B) Temporal Restriction: The present study investigates translations of fantasy 
fiction published between 2002 and 2004 in Taiwan. Corpora can be categorised 
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as synchronic or diachronic (Baker 1995: 229), and those used in the present study 
are synchronic in nature. 
(C) The Domain of Corpora: Following the classification of corpora into general and 
restricted proposed by Baker (ibid. ), the general corpus used in this study serves 
the study of the language of translated materials in spoken or written form, while 
the restricted corpus used in this study is based on one type of genre, namely 
fantasy fiction. 
It should be noted that the parallel corpus study approach followed in the present 
study uses a non-electronic corpus due to the quantity and the nature of the corpora 
being studied. A great number of studies in corpus linguistics seek to explore the 
feature of concordance, that is, a specified keyword or expression in the corpus 
(Baker 1995: 226). The present study, however, aims to discover translation agents' 
behaviours when coping with CSIs (see Section 4.3) rather than the features of a 
specified concordance. As a consequence, it was feasible to use a corpus in 
non-electronic form in the present study. In the following section, the selection of 
texts is discussed. 
4.2.3 The Selection of Texts 
The selection of texts for the parallel corpus study is based on the three criteria 
presented in Section 4.2.2. The source texts, i. e. the texts from which texts were 
selected for the present study, were all originally written in English and then 
translated into Chinese in Taiwan. The selected source texts are C. S. Lewis's Narnia, 
J. R. R. Tolkien's Hobbit, T. H. White's Sword, and Philip Pullman's Lights. As outlined 
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in Chapter 1, Lewis's Narnia was first translated and published by the Chang-Qiao 
Publishing House in 1979, while the retranslation was done by Qian-wen Peng, Yan 
Chang () and Jing-hua Lin (#) and was published by Titan Publishing 
Company (Ti, hereafter) in 2002. The translation of Tolkien's Hobbit was first 
published by Variety Publishing Company in 1997, and retranslated by Xue-heng Zhu 
and published by the Linking Publishing Company (T2, hereafter) in 2002. White's 
Sword was translated by Guang-lei Tan and published by Muse Publishing Company 
in 2004 (T3, hereafter). Lights, the first novel in Philip Pullman's trilogy His Dark 
Materials, was translated by Jing Wang and was published by Muse in 2002 (T4, 
hereafter). 
The translations under study were done during the period 2002 - 2004, thus 
characterising the corpus as synchronic. As to the corpus domain, the four source texts 
were all considered to belong to the fantasy genre when they were published in the 
West. In fact, the paratextual materials of the four source texts all indicate that the 
novels belong to the genre fantasy, for example, on the front cover of Sword, Garth 
Nix, an international bestselling author of sci-fi and fantasy, provided a comment on 
the book, acclaiming it as one of the best fantasy novels ever written. Moreover, the 
four sets of translations all categorise themselves as translated fantasy ficiton. For 
instance, the publisher of T2 advertises the translation as "The founder of fantasy and 
magic fiction; the prelude to The Lord of the Rings, the war between good and evil" 
( fJXM-/J,, RQf`J rff' ( )tZ) k ]ýu R) and "This is the most 
important work in fantasy fiction in the 20th century" 
; Vn, Jý ) on the back cover of T2. 
Since the methodological approach proposed in the present study attempts to shed 
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light on the general tendency of translation agents' translatorial habitus in coping with 
CSIs, a parallel corpus study should therefore be an appropriate method for analysing 
and interpreting the data. CSIs are viewed as an intrinsic part of literary repertoires in 
fantasy fiction. This is because a repertoire, in Even-Zohar's (1990: 39) view, 
constitutes the laws and materials available for the production and reception of texts. 
In fact, Even-Zohar noticed that Bourdieu's sociological framework has the potential 
to explain the notion of repertoires. Bourdieu's concept of habitus emphasises that the 
models functionalised by an individual, or by a group of individuals, are internalised 
dispositions acquired by experiences in a given time and place, while Even-Zohar's 
repertoire of models is also acquired and adopted by individuals or groups in a given 
socio-cultural background, and under the constraints of the prevailing system 
(ibid.: 42). As a literary repertoire is strongly associated with the socio-cultural 
environment in a given society, it holds the implication that a repertoire is socially 
generated. This provides a basis for a sociological approach to study translation. 
4.3 The Definition of Culture-Specific Items (CSIs) 
One of the aims of this thesis is to find out whether there is any collective behaviour 
revealed in translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan. To achieve this goal, a textual 
investigation of the literary repertoires of fantasy fiction translation is necessary. As 
has been reviewed in Section 1.2, fantasy fiction is a highly localised literary genre 
that is peculiarly expressive of the country where it develops. It is therefore assumed 
that such a literary genre would consist of a large number of culturally specific 
elements. If the aggregate of rules and items with which a specific text is produced is 
constitutive of the literary repertoire (Aveling 2006: 3), culture-specific elements are 
considered the literary repertoire of fantasy fiction. Moreover, if what constitutes the 
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literary repertoire also includes the shared knowledge necessary for producing a 
certain type of product of the literary system (ibid. ), the investigation of translation 
agents' translatorial habitus can contribute to finding out the literary repertoire of 
fantasy translations under study. 
Before moving into the discussion of Culture-Specific Items (CSIs), it is important to 
know that a culture is developed through shared knowledge, beliefs and ways of 
seeing and doing things by a group of people in a social system (Pöchhacker 
2007: 130). To put it in another way, a culture can be understood as a group of people 
in a social system speaking the same language and sharing the same knowledge and 
beliefs so that the way they see and do things is the same. Culture and language are 
therefore inseparable. This is why PSchhacker (ibid. ) claims that linguistic 
expressions are invariably culture-bound and translators have to work with two or 
more different systems of language and culture. Accordingly, culture-specific 
elements at the textual level cannot be detached from language. 
When a translation is viewed at the textual level, it can be understood as a rewriting 
process for new readers in the target culture so that it inevitably encompasses two 
languages and two literary traditions, as in Gideon Toury's definition: that is, two sets 
of norm-systems (Aixela 1996: 52). If the two sets of norm-systems exist, it can be 
assumed that two different sets of values may exist as well. According to Toury 
(1995: 55), norms are the general values or ideas of what is generally believed to be 
right and adequate in a given culture. Yet, the generally believed rightness and 
adequacy in the source culture may not share the same set of values for readers in the 
target culture. For this reason, adaptation or abbreviation often needs to take place in 
the translation process. For instance, a geographical name in the original text may be 
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generally well-known to its original readers, perhaps because of its historical 
significance, but less known to readers of the translation. Therefore, the geographical 
name can be regarded as culture-specific owing to the fact that source and target 
readers do not share the same values. This is exactly what Aixelä said about the 
definition of a CSI: 
In other words, in translation a CSI does not exist of itself, but as the 
result of a conflict arising from any linguistically represented reference 
in a source text which, when transferred to a target language, poses a 
translation problem due to the nonexistence or to the different value 
(whether determined by ideology, usage, frequency, etc. ) of the given 
item in the target language culture (Aixeli 1996: 57). 
As a result, it is important to bear in mind that the determination of a CSI not only lies 
in its non-existence in the receiving culture, but also in a different function and value 
in the receiving culture. It is therefore in response to Toury's explanation of 
translational norms that the two arbitrary values in two different cultures would result 
in two distinct norm-systems. For example, British pantomime is a kind of theatrical 
play performed around Christmas time in Britain. Its main audiences are usually 
children and their parents. A play of this kind includes songs and dances, which also 
bring vigorous images to the audience. The plots are often adapted from traditional 
children's stories (Pearsall & Hanks 1998). However, this kind of cultural tradition 
does not exist in Far Eastern countries, especially where the cultural connotations of 
the Christmas holiday do not carry the same significance. Due to the different values 
shared by the people in Britain and Far Eastern countries, British pantomime can, 
therefore, be regarded as a CSI. 
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In addition, when speaking about culture-reference, target readers may have the 
ability to sense the linguistic item as a CSI, but they can not comprehend the 
implication of the CSI in context because of their lack of necessary background 
knowledge (Davies 2003). If the incomprehensibility of CSIs prevails in adult readers, 
it can be assumed that the problem is likely to exist among child readers as well. For 
instance, the Harry Potter series, especially the first book, was originally aimed at an 
audience of British children and contained a British culture-specific background in the 
storyline that could be understood easily by its original target readers. Examples can 
be seen in culture-specific references such as Bonfire Night or King's Cross Station in 
the first novel of the Harry Potter series. Readers of the Harry Potter translation may 
be able to identify the referred item as a culture-specific one but cannot grasp its 
implication. It is thus in accordance with the definition of CSI that the non-existence 
or different value of a referred item in the target culture falls into the category of 
culture-specific reference. 
The definition of CSI suggested by Aixelä provides other researchers with a standard 
for judging whether a referred item in the source text is culture-specific by examining 
the existence of the referred item in the target culture or by identifying whether it has 
the same inter-textual status in the cultural system of the readers of the translation. 
Viewed from Aixeli's definition of CSI, it actually provides a theoretical yardstick for 
this study for identifying culture-specific references in the translations. Different from 
the current trend in TS that translation should be viewed from a wider cultural context, 
the translation problems posed by cultural contents in the source text often lie on the 
lexical or semantic level, which results from two arbitrary linguistic systems, such as 
personal names, geographical places, customs, historical figures or events, or 
references to mythology, food, proper nouns, measurement, etc. It is hoped that the 
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textual examination can reveal the tendency of literary repertoires hidden in the 
investigated translations, and in this way to provide textual evidence for the argument 
against Even-Zohar's simplistic and deterministic notion about the development of a 
literary system in a polysystem model. If true, this would be a pathway for a 
sociological study in IS. 
Much has been said about the fact that whether a lexical item is a CSI depends on its 
presence or its inter-textual status in the cultural system of the target language. This is 
to say that if a referred item in its ideological or cultural aspect is not understandable 
or tolerable to readers of the target text, it will be defined as a CSI. Accordingly, in 
this particular study, it must be made clear that the criteria for defining a CSI are not 
only found in the lexical item itself, but also in the function of the item in the target 
texts. 
4.4, Categorisation of Culture-Specific Items 
As mentioned in Section 1.2, fantasy fiction is a literary genre that creates wonder, 
contains a substantial and irreducible supernatural element, and is a highly localised 
form peculiarly expressive of the country where it develops. Although the 
development of globalisation has stimulated cross-cultural interactions and 
engendered better mutual understanding as people become acquainted with other 
cultures, imbalance in power relations remains a prickly real-world fact which further 
creates an imbalanced cultural understanding. The Anglo-American and 
Indo-European cultures are more visible in the global context than other, minority 
cultures. However, there are still parts of the Western cultures that are not so visible to 
minority cultures - for instance myths, folklore, legends, and histories - due to their 
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intrinsically minor status in the cross-cultural interactions. These sub-systems of 
culture are, however, often the important thematic elements in fantasy literary works. 
Examples can be seen in many works of Western fantasy fiction (e. g. J. R. R. Tolkien's 
Rings, C. S. Lewis's Narnia, Philip Pullman's His Dark Materials, J. K. Rowling's 
Harry Potter, T. H. White's The Once and Future King, to name just a few), which are 
permeated by Greco-Roman or Northern European myths and legends. Even today, a 
substantial portion of Anglophone fantasy fiction remains more or less unreadable for 
readers in translation who lack a knowledge of classical mythology and mythopoeic 
history. In fact, even native speakers may not know all the myths and legends of their 
own culture, but they are familiar with the "feel" of them. It is therefore argued that 
the cultural contexts even of the highly visible cultures may be less well-known 
within the context of fantasy fiction. 
Thus, in the investigation of this particular study, the identification of CSIs is set up 
on the basis of (a), substantial or irreducible supernatural elements in the source texts; 
and (b), the non-existence of or different value for the referred lexical item in the 
target culture. Based on the two selection criteria, seven categories of CSIs have been 
identified for this corpus-based study. Compiling this parallel corpus is based on the 
fact that "no act of translation is conceivable without serial operations" (Toury 
1995: 87, emphasis in original). However, one must bear in mind that the mapping of 
the whole target text onto the source text is impracticable unless both texts are broken 
down into different segments for study. These categories, along with some examples 
extracted from source texts, are illustrated as follows. 
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4.4.1 Names of Characters 
This is probably the most prominent group among the categories of CSIs for the 
obvious reason that all individuals are given a name as their individual identification 
in all societies. Names of the characters under study can be subdivided into two 
groups: personal names and names of mythological and supernatural beings. 
According to Crystal (1997: 112), the study of personal names is called 
anthroponomastics, a term derived from Greek onoma, meaning "name". Names in a 
literary work sometimes have their special purposes and functions. For instance, one 
of the most important functions of names is to identify characters in a plot (Coillie 
2006: 123). Therefore, names are seen as being of a prototypical nature in any literary 
work. 
Characters may have several names, including diminutives or epithets (Turner 
2003: 102): for instance Peter Pevensie, eldest of the four Pevensie children in the 
stories of Narnia, is known as Sir Peter Wolf's Bane, King Peter the Magnificent and 
the High King of Narnia; or Bard, the hero who killed the Dragon Smaug, has the 
epithets of Bard the Dragon-shooter and Bard the Bowman. Moreover, Bilbo Baggins, 
the main protagonist in the Hobbit, although not a human being, has the epithets of 
Ring-Winner, Luck-Wearer, Barrel-Rider, Mr Invisible Baggins, etc. As a result, 
names may engender an "important part of the circumstantial detail" (ibid.: 103) that 
would help readers to fit them into the stories. 
According to Hermans (1988: 13), names can be classified into two types: 
conventional proper names and loaded proper names. Conventional proper names are 
those "seen as unmotivated and thus having no meaning of themselves". On the other 
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hand, loaded proper names are motivated, and they can range from covertly 
"suggestive" to overtly "expressive" ones (ibid. ) that come embedded in certain 
cultural or historical contexts in a particular culture. For example, J. K. Rowling 
created the name of Harry Potter with references to both English literature and history. 
Harry Potter suggests "Shakespeare's Prince Hal and Harry Hotspur, the brave, 
charming, impulsive heroes of Henry IV; and Beatrix Potter, who created the other 
charming and impulsive classic hero, Peter Rabbit" (Nei 2001: 32). Accordingly, since 
readers-in-the-culture may get a sense that the character is a brave and charming hero, 
Harry Potter is regarded as a loaded proper name. Another example can be seen in 
Narnia, where Lewis adopted the name Asian which is derived from a Turkish word 
meaning "lion". The allusive meaning of this particular name is from the Sultan's 
guards, who are called Asian because of their braveness and loyalty (Hony 1957: 20). 
Although the indication of an allusive meaning in the above example is not 
straightforward, it is a motivated creation by Lewis to imply the braveness of the 
lion - Asian. Names of characters in literary works may therefore be created explicitly 
or implicitly with special references to cultural or historical contexts. 
From a literary point of view, authors may sometimes create a personal name using 
allusions or wordplay as references (Nel 2001: 32-33). Such special naming practice 
can sometimes be found in fantasy fiction so that authors give their character a 
surname with a particular referential meaning to reflect the character's personality, for 
example "Malfoy" and "Voldemort" in the Harry Potter novels, are derived from the 
French "bad faith" and "theft of death" respectively. The characterisation of a name is 
sometimes very implicit; if a translator cannot get a firm grasp of the special functions 
or purposes of the names, their original connotations may be distorted or possibly 
unable to be expressed in the translation at all. In the textual analysis of the source 
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texts, seven prominent forms of personal names were identified. Some examples are 
given in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 Personal Names and Name Forms 
Name Forms Examples 
First Name + Surname Narnia Polly Plummer, Digory Kirke, Eustace Clarence Scrubbe 
Hobbit Bilbo Baggins, Thorin Oakenshield 
Sword Grummore Grummursum, Robbin Hood 
Lights Tony Makarios, Lyra Belacqua, John Faa 
Single Name (First Name) Narnia Peter, Susan, Edmund, Lucy, Digory 
1lobbit Gandalf, Bard, Radagast 
Sword Wart, Ector, Merlyn 
Lights Lyra, Asriel, Roger 
Single Name (Last Name) Narnia Ketterley, Columbus, Plummer 
ilobbit Took 
Sword Herddia, Erasmus 
Lights Cawson, Coulter, Grumman 
Family Names Narnia The Pevensies, The Passarids 
11ohhit 
Sword The Pellinores 
Lights The Parslows, The Costas 
Diminutive Narnia Lu, Ed, Su, Las 
Hobbit 
Sword Art 
Lights 
Epithets Narnia Sir Peter Wolf's-Bane, King Peter the Magnificent, Queen 
Susan the Gentle, King Edmund the Just, Queen Lucy the 
Valiant, Caspian the Conqueror 
Hobbit Girion Lord of Dale, Bard the Dragon-shooter 
Sword 
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Lights Bernie the pastrycook, Lyra Silvertongue 
Title Narnia Tarkaan, Grand Vizier, Tisroc 
Hobbit Esquire 
Sword archbishop, sultan, knight, Sir, Lord 
Lights Prime Minister, Pope, Dame, Count 
Beside personal names and their name forms, names of mythological and supernatural 
beings are also one of the prominent features in fantasy fictions. In Narnia, some of 
the "Talking Animals" are given names to reflect their personification, for instance 
Fledge, Bree, Hwin, Reepicheep and suchlike. Similarly, in Hobbit, the creepy 
creature living in the dark cave was called Gollum. In Sword, Merlyn's owl was 
called Archimedes and Lyra's daemon was called Pantalaimon in Lights. Names of 
characters are therefore the most outward category of CSIs in any literary work, and 
they may carry referential meanings from allusions, histories or wordplays from the 
culture where the story was developed. Names can therefore generate translation 
barriers for translation agents if the source and target texts are part of different 
linguistic and cultural systems. 
4.4.2 Geographical Names 
According to Crystal (1997: 112), the study of geographical names is known as 
toponomastics, derived from the Greek word topos, meaning place. The geographical 
names created by people may sometimes provide information about a society's history, 
beliefs and values (ibid.: l14): for instance the Giant's Causeway in Northern Ireland 
got its name from a legend that an Irish giant built the causeway to walk to Scotland 
in order to fight with his Scottish counterpart; or Queensland in Australia was named 
to express loyalty to Queen Victoria. Some geographical names may simply be 
descriptive, such as North Pole, Red Sea, South Africa, etc. 
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Geographical names can range from small places and institutions (for example names 
of streets, houses, restaurants, bars) to global geographical features (for example 
names of oceans, rivers, cities, countries, mountains) (Crystal 1997: 114). Similarly, 
Marmaridou (1991, in Fernandes 2004: 105) mentions that the category of 
geographical names has quite a large number of types of derivation: for example 
institutionalised geographical areas (countries, towns, cities, villages, etc. ), 
institutional buildings (schools, buildings, street, etc. ), commercial establishments 
(shops, bars, pubs, hotels, etc. ), as well as natural features of the environment 
(mountains, oceans, deserts, etc. ). 
In the fantasy genre the real world is often either juxtaposed with or transfigured by 
the presence of the supernatural world. Readers of fantasy fiction therefore may find 
both real-world geographical names and the ones created by the author in the story. 
The categories of geographical names and some examples found in the present study 
are shown in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2 Geographical Names 
Categories Examples 
Institutionalised Geographical Areas Narnia London, Archenland, Province of Calavar, 
Dorsetshire 
hobbit Dale, Lake-town, Esgaroth 
Sword Buckingham, Bristol, Daventry 
Lights Oxford, Norwich, Sheffield 
Institutional Buildings Narnia Cair Paravel, St. Paul's, Baker Street, House of 
Imperial Posts 
hobbit Green Dragon Inn 
Sword Tower of London, Saint Mark's Church 
Lights St Catherine's Oratory, Jordan College, White Hall 
Natural Features of the Environment Narnia Western Woods, Lone Island, Mount Pire 
Ilobbit The Hill, Mount Gram, Moria, Rivendell, 
Hobbiton 
Sword Exmoor, Salisbury, Camelot 
Lights Baltic Sea, Greenland, North Pole 
4.4.3 Proper Nouns 
A proper noun is a unique entity that differs from a common noun. Proper nouns are 
normally personal, geographical or organisational names, spelled within an initial 
capital letter (Soanes & Stevenson 2005: 1411). As indicated by Davies (2003: 71), 
some proper nouns seem to be intercultural in the sense that they are commonplace in 
several cultures, while others may be culturally specific, so that they cannot be 
understood in other cultures. Some proper nouns may have culture-specific 
connotations so that only members of the specific culture are able to perceive the 
background information. In addition, as mentioned in Section 4.4.1, proper nouns can 
be divided into two categories: conventional and loaded. It is worth pointing out that 
some loaded proper nouns may be seen as conveying a straightforward description 
and thus do not create any barrier to successful cross-cultural interaction. The proper 
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nouns in the present study are considered loaded nouns as they are culturally or 
historically motivated and carry either an implicit suggestive meaning or an explicit 
expressive meaning. Some examples from the corpus are shown in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 Proper Nouns 
Examples of Proper Nouns 
Narnia Treasure Island, Wars of the Roses, Crusaders 
ffobbit Battle of Five Armies, Stars of the Wain 
Sword Battle of Cressy, Bolshevik 
/_ighls Royal Mail, University of Gloucester 
4.4.4 Supernatural and Mythological Beings 
Apart from the above three categories of CSIs, mythological and supernatural beings 
are another prominent feature in fantasy fiction. In Western fantasy literature, these 
mythological and supernatural beings are often derived from Greco-Roman, Celtic, 
Scandinavian and Egyptian legends and folklore and mythology, and play an 
important role in the storylines since they are the fundamental elements in the magic 
worlds of fantasy. For example, Tolkien's Hobbit and the Rings trilogy are described 
as mythological epics because they combine elements from myth and legend with 
elements from medieval romance and adventure literature (Saxby 1996: 169). Indeed, 
Western myth and legend can be viewed as a key source of Western culture as they 
underlie Western sociological beliefs and reflect people's imagination. In the source 
texts under study, a number of mythological and supernatural beings are identified: 
centaur, faun, naiad, nymph, satyr, sprite, goblin, troll and so on. 
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4.4.5 Measurements 
There used to be a time when units of measurements were different in nearly every 
country, but the rapid development of science and technology in the 19th and 20th 
centuries has fostered the standardisation of systems of units of measurements. The 
metric system is now the most common unit of measurement in use. 
Klingberg (1986: 53) indicates that the internationalisation of measurements (such as 
units of weights, and linear, square and cubic measures) has helped to remove some 
cross-cultural barriers and lessen translation problems. However, there are frequently 
cases in which a literary work was written before this standardisation or the plot has 
been set in a time prior to such standardisation. For instance, in the series Narnia, 
which was written before the adoption of the metric system in the U. K., British units 
were used by C. S. Lewis: for example yard, inch, feet, pound, gallon and suchlike. 
Similarly, T. H. White's Sword also contains British units: for instance cloth-yard and 
hundredweight. In addition, a currency should be regarded as a subcategory of 
measurement because the denominations of notes and coins may be regarded as a kind 
of measurement. 
4.4.6 Domestic Life and Activities 
The category of domestic life and activities can be further subdivided into categories 
such as food, drink, clothes, home wares, household architecture, daily goods, etc. 
Newmark (1982: 97) emphasises that food is one of the most important elements when 
defining a national culture. Therefore, foods are sometimes strongly connected with 
the local culture and history where they originated. Mooncake (fl ), for example, is 
a traditional dessert for Chinese people during the Mid-Autumn Festival and is a 
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symbol of reunion. It is said that the invention of mooncake was the result of Chinese 
people's attempt to overthrow the Mongolian-ruled Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368 AD). 
The Chinese rebels used mooncakes as a tool to transmit messages and finally they 
overthrew the Yuan Dynasty and established the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 AD). 
Since types of food can have cultural and historical connotations, they may not exist 
in other cultures or have different functions or values. 
Apart from types of food and drink, some home wares and household architecture 
features have been identified as CSIs under the category of domestic life and activities 
owing to different social and cultural values between source and target culture. 
Dissimilar social and cultural values influence the lifestyles of people. Such examples 
are seen in various works of fantasy fiction owing to the fact that the literary genre 
often juxtaposes the supernatural and the real world, and may be transfigured by their 
presence. Consequently, the cultural significance of the real world in the source texts 
is another feature of a fantasy fiction. For instance, in the novel The Magician's 
Nephew of Narnia, Digory had to pass the railings of the "area" that surrounded the 
house to escape from a horse's hoofs. It is an example of a special housing design in 
the U. K., a small open space at the front of a terraced house, below street level, 
outside the basement of the house, and accessed through a gate in the railings. The 
layout is very common in London and other cities in the U. K. It is a feature of 
Georgian and Victorian city architecture, and is culture-specific, both in terms of its 
architectural feature and its historical origins. Another example can be seen in Sword: 
when Wart visits the house of a badger, they have a long conversation in a 
Combination Room. A Combination Room is where Cambridge University dons 
gather to have wine and dessert over their after-dinner chats. Some examples of items 
from domestic life and activities in this study are given in Table 4.4. 
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Tnhle 4-4: Items of Domestic Life and Activities 
Categories Examples 
Food and Drinks Narnia Turkish Delight, marmalade roll, roast chestnuts, 
1lobbit buttered scones, apple-tart, mince-pies 
Sword port, punch, burgundy 
Lights Tokay, Burgundy, Canary 
Clothes Narnia Norfolk suit, Eton collar 
Ifobbit 
Sword dunce's cap 
Lights 
Household Architecture Narnia larder 
Ifobbit mantelpiece, pantry 
Sword Combination Room 
Lights Common Room, Retiring Room 
Games Narnia Tig, Blind Man's Buff, Hunt the Slipper 
Hobbit dart-throwing, ninepins, jack-in-the-boxes 
Sword snap-dragon 
lights 
Books and Songs Narnia 
Hobbit 
Sword Encyclopaedia Britannica, I Sing of a Maiden, Adeste Fideles 
Lights 
4.4.7 Festivals 
A festival is normally a day or period of celebration without the need to work. It often 
has religious, national and cultural significance (Soanes & Stevenson 2005: 637). 
Because it is typically for religious, national and cultural reasons, a particular festival 
may therefore not exist in another culture, for instance, Easter. Easter is one of the 
most important and oldest festivals of the Christian Church. It is a day when 
Christians commemorate Christ's resurrection and is held between 21 March and 25 
April, on the first Sunday after the first full moon (ibid.: 548). The majority of 
Taiwanese are followers of Buddhism or Taoism. They may therefore lack knowledge 
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of the religious significance of Easter. As discussed in Section 1.2.1, authors of 
fantasy fiction may covertly or overtly reveal their religious beliefs in their stories. 
Therefore, observances of religious, national and otherwise culturally significant 
festivals can be found in fantasy fiction. Some examples of festivals in the corpus 
under study are given in Table 4.5. 
Table 4-5: Festivals 
Examples of Festivals 
Narnia Christmas 
Hobbit Yuletide, midsummer's eve 
Sword Michaelmas, Boxin' Day 
Lights 
4.5 On Discussion of Translation Procedures for CSIs 
In Section 4.4, the categorisations of CSIs used in the present thesis were discussed, 
with seven types of CSIs identified. Having established the basis for identifying CSIs 
for the corpus under study, it is now necessary to propose a model for investigating 
the textual translatorial habitus, in order to describe how CSIs are tackled in fantasy 
translations. 
Solutions for handling the translating problems posed by CSIs have been proposed by 
relatively few theorists (e. g. Aixelä 1996; Davies 2003; Klingberg 1986). Aixelä 
(1996) proposes 11 methodological categorisations when translating CSIs after 
scrutinising the translation patterns found in three Spanish translations of an American 
novel, The Maltese Falcon, while Davies (2003) identifies seven procedures used in 
the translations of CSIs in the French translation of the Harry Potter books. Klingherg 
(1986) distinguishes categories of CSIs and their corresponding translation solutions 
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in cases of cultural context adaptation. Further exploration and comparisons with the 
theories of the aforementioned three scholars are needed; not only would they shed 
light on the current approaches for coping with the barriers encountered when 
translating CSIs, they could also provide a theoretical foundation for a possible 
reconciliation of the translation procedures that are more relevant to the present study. 
4.5.1 Aixelä's Categorisations of Translation Procedures for CSIs 
Aixeld (1996: 58) claims that the functions and connotations of referred items in the 
source text can cause a translation problem for their transference to the target text 
whenever the referred item does not exist in the target language or has a different 
intertextual status in the cultural system of the target readers. Thanks to his 
corpus-based collection of two categories of CSIs, which are proper names and 
common expressions, Aixeld's research on CSIs is one of the most comprehensive 
studies so far. The categorisations Aixela proposed do reflect the general tendency of 
translators' behaviour when coping with problems derived from translating CSIs. He 
charts his categorisations from two perspectives: conservation and substitution. At the 
conservation end, the referred CSI is retained in the target text, meaning that the 
foreign flavour is preserved in the translation. On the other hand, at the substitution 
end, a referred CSI is replaced in the target text, resulting in the foreign flavour being 
either neutralised or lost in the translation. 
(A) The Conservation End 
The first translation procedure listed under the conservation end is repetition. 
According to Aixelä (1996: 61), repetition means keeping the script of the source 
language in the target text: for example, when the four Pevensie children called the 
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dwarf Trumpkin "Our Dear Little Friend", the Roman letters were retained in T1. The 
use of repetition often occurs when there is no close equivalent of a wording in the 
target culture; the translator may simply decide to retain the wording in the original 
script in the translation. This approach is adopted if the two languages concerned use 
different scripts. Orthographic adaptation is very similar to transliteration, in which 
the original reference is transcribed to the script the target readers use, such as London 
being transliterated into f*(Phonetic Translation: Lun-dun) in Chinese. Linguistic 
(non-cultural) translation, is used when there is no equivalent in the target language. 
In such cases, the translator often handles the item with a very close denotative 
reference to the original but the form is in the script of the target language (ibid. ); for 
example, the mythological beings, Nymph and Dryad, are translated into 71<f A and 
MS (Back Translation: water fairy and tree fairy) in Chinese. Although the two 
items to a certain degree convey the meaning of the referred source items, target 
readers may have difficulty in picturing a Nymph and a Dryad. As a result, CSIs 
translated by taking the approach of linguistic (non-cultural) translation still carrying 
a foreign flavour. 
The extratextual gloss and intratextual gloss are quite similar approaches as they both 
provide an explanation of the meaning or the implication of the CSI (Aixela 1996: 62). 
While the former uses footnotes, endnotes, a glossary, translations in brackets, italics, 
etc., the latter adds explanatory information as an undifferentiated part of the text. 
Both procedures are solutions to overcome the obscurity of the CSI. The overuse of 
an intratextual gloss, however, may hold up the narrative or burden the reader with 
irritating detail. The translating procedures at the conservation end more or less show 
that the cultural reference is closer to its original. In other words, a cultural otherness 
flavour is preserved in the translation. 
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(B) The Substitution End 
Translation procedures at the substitution end are more subversive of the source 
culture images. The translation procedures Aixelä (1996: 63-64) grouped together 
under the substitution end are synonymy, limited universalisation, absolute 
universalisation, naturalisation, deletion, and autonomous creation. Synonymy is an 
approach in which the translator employs a synonym or parallel reference to avoid the 
repetition of the CSI (ibid. ). For example, the translation of Christmas may be firstly 
rendered as X11 (Back Translation: ye-dan-jie/ the day of the birth of Jesus), but 
may be replaced by its Chinese synonym RH (Back Translation: sheng-dan-jie/ 
Festival of the Sage's Birth) in the translation to avoid repetitions. 
Aixelä described limited universalisation as what happens when the translator feels a 
referred item is incomprehensible to the target audience, in which case he/she may 
replace the CSI with another reference which still belongs to the source culture but is 
more accessible to the target audience (ibid. ). Absolute universalisation is a total 
replacement of the CSI so that there is no trace of the CSI in the target text. In 
contrast to the limited universalisation, Aixelä also defined naturalisation as an 
approach that replaces the source culture CSI with a total target culture CSI (ibid. ), for 
example if Nymphs and Dryads are replaced by target culture specific mythological 
figures 7J( PP (Back Translation: God/Goddess of Water) and , Its (Back 
Translation: God/Goddess of Tree) in the translation, this would be an approach by 
which translators attempt to anchor a cultural reference firmly in the target readers' 
culture. For instance, God/Goddess of Water is one of the most respectable 
gods/goddesses in Chinese culture as every river, ocean, lake and even a well has its 
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own God/Goddess of Water' 
In addition, two more procedures, deletion and autonomous creation, were suggested 
by Aixeld. The former is often used when the image of the CSI is thought to be 
ideologically or stylistically inappropriate; in this case, the translator tends to 
deliberately delete the cultural reference in the target text, while the latter is invoked 
when the translator intentionally adds a CSI to create an interesting and vivid cultural 
effect in the target text (ibid.: 64). Clearly, in the instances when CSIs are treated at the 
substitution end, cultural otherness is more or less eliminated and a more transparent 
translation is produced. 
4.5.2 Davies' Categorisation of Translation Procedures for CSIs 
In addition to the translation procedures suggested by Aixelä, Davies (2003) 
contributed to the exploration of translation strategies used for CSIs in the translation 
of the Harry Potter books. His discussion of CSIs is based on two dimensions: the 
micro- and the macro-level application of translation procedures. In the micro-level 
dimension, he suggested that the individual procedures used in coping with CSIs are: 
preservation, addition, omission, globalisation, localisation, transformations and 
creation. 
Some of the procedures Davies proposed are quite similar to Aixela's: for instance, 
preservation equates with repetition, localisation equals naturalisation, omission is 
' In Chinese mythology, the title/name of each God/Goddess of Water depends on his/her duty; for 
example, in Shan Hai Jing (/1/j, an ancient collection of Chinese mythology, the God of Water in 
the Eastern Sea is called Dragon King (RU). 
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deletion, and creation is autonomous creation. Davies adopted the different term, 
addition, to refer to the phenomena called extratextual and intratextual gloss by Aixeld. 
Extratextual gloss and intratextual gloss in Aixela's definition are somehow not very 
apparent and cannot really reflect the translator's manipulation of the text. The 
ambiguous definition of "text", which may either refer to the source text or the target 
text, could cause confusion. In some cases, the so-called extratextual gloss may 
already exist as a part of the source text, and the translator may add more explanatory 
information in addition to the author's extratextual gloss. Under such circumstances, 
it clearly involves a different level of textual manipulation by the translator. 
Consequently, according to Chang (2004: 19), "text" should refer only to the source 
text rather than the target text. Addition, in this case, means that information is added, 
i. e. information which does not exist in the source text, to facilitate readers' 
appreciation and comprehension of the referred CSIs. 
Another similar translation procedure, which is slightly different in its implication and 
application, is Davies' globalisation. As Davies (2003: 82) stated, "I adopt the term 
globalization in preference to Aixelä's universalization, since it seems less extreme 
and may perhaps better suggest a continuum than Aixeli's two separate classes of 
limited and absolute universalization do. " Therefore, the globalisation implies a 
process that replaces a source culture reference with a more neutral or general one to 
make the CSI accessible to audiences from a wider range of cultural backgrounds: for 
example in TI Grand Vizier was translated as -Of( (Back Translation: Prime 
Minister). However, its implication in the source text of the Grand Vizier being the 
Sultan's greatest minister during the Ottoman Empire was generalised in the 
translation so that a more general term -Uf( was produced. 
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In addition, there are times when a cultural reference is altered or distorted as a result 
of a translator's or an editor's assessment of the target readers' tolerance and 
willingness to accept any obscurity. Davies (2003: 86) refers to such situations as 
transformations, in which the modification of the referred culture reference is greater 
than globalisation or localisation. The exploitation of this approach can often be seen 
in cases of translating the title of a novel; for example, when Chang-Qiao Publishing 
House published the translation of Lewis's Narnia in Taiwan in 1979, the title was 
altered to The Series of Contemporary Children's Books as 
explained in Section 13.1. The translation procedure involving transformations 
therefore transform the title of a novel to a less culture-specific one. 
4.5.3 Klingberg's Categorisations of Translation Procedures for CSIs 
Klingberg (1986: 18) also recommends nine procedures as translators' solution for 
translating CSIs: added explanation, rewording, explanatory translation, explanation 
outside the text, substitution of an equivalent in the culture of the target language, 
substitution of a rough equivalent in the culture of the target language, simplification, 
deletion, localisation. 
It should be noted that the difference between added explanation and explanatory 
translation is as follows: in the procedure of added explanation the original source 
culture lexical item is retained and an added explanation given in the text, while in the 
procedure of explanatory translation the cultural element in the source text is replaced 
by an explanation of its use or function. Klingberg (1986: 18) also proposes an 
extreme procedure, called localisation, which entails a total replacement of the source 
cultural setting by the target cultural setting. However, this procedure may not be 
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suitable for dealing with CSIs on many occasions. 
Some of the procedures for handling CSIs proposed by these three scholars seem to 
overlap although they use different terms. For example, Aixeld's repetition, 
naturalisation, deletion and autonomous creation are fundamentally the same as 
Davies's preservation, localisation, omission and creation, and Klingberg's rewording, 
substitution of an equivalent in the culture of target language and deletion. Moreover, 
Aixela's extratextual gloss and intratextual gloss have the same function as Davies's 
addition and Klingberg's explanation outside the text and added explanation. These 
seemingly different translation procedures can be reconciled in the actual practice of 
translation; for instance, extratextual gloss and intratextual gloss are often used in 
combination with repetition or linguistic (non-cultural) translation, to use Aixelä's 
terms. Other combinations also offer themselves to the translator. The categorisations 
of translation procedures of CSIs are shown in Table 4-6: 
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Table 4-6: Categorisations of translation procedures of CSIs by three scholars 
AixelS (1996) Davies (2003) Kliugberg (1986) 
Repetition Preservation Rewording 
Orthographic adaptation Addition Added explanation 
Linguistic (non-cultural) 
translation 
Omission Explanatory translation 
Extratextual gloss Globalisation Explanation outside the text 
Intratextual gloss Localisation Substitution of an equivalent in 
the culture of target language 
Synonymy Transformations Substitution of a rough 
equivalent in the culture of the 
target language 
Limited universalisation Creation Simplification 
Absolute universalisation Deletion 
Naturalisation Localisation 
Deletion 
Autonomous creation 
4.5.4 A Proposed Consolidated Categorisation for Translating CSIs 
In view of the categorisations used in the three scholars' theoretical frameworks 
introduced in the above sections, a consolidation of the existing categorisations is 
proposed in an attempt to arrive at a more relevant classification of translation 
procedures that translation agents have adopted to cope with CSIs in the corpora 
under study. 
It is expected that translation agents' collective behaviour, namely translatorial habitus, 
in translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan will be revealed through a systematic 
descriptive approach, constructed by unifying the functions of the translation 
procedures proposed by Aixelä (1996) , Davies (2003) and Klingberg (1986). The 
typology of the proposed consolidated translation procedures is shown in Table 4-7. 
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Table 4-7: Consolidated typology of translation procedure for CSIs 
Translation Procedure for CSIs 
Transliteration 
Rendition 
Convention 
Substitution 
Intratextual Addition 
Extratextual Addition 
Naturalisation 
Omission 
Cultural Dilution 
The usage of the consolidated translation procedures will be discussed and illustrated 
with examples in the following sections. 
(A) Transliteration 
Transliteration, a translation procedure in which the CSI is translated by its closest 
corresponding target language sound, can also be referred to as phonetic translation. 
The procedure has been the most widely used in the translation of personal names 
(when there is no concrete meaning of a name), geographical places and proper names 
(Zhang 1993: 198). This procedure shares its function with orthographic adaptation 
recommended by Aixelä (1996). However, Aixeli's category is not suitable for the 
current study as there is not an alphabetic transfer between Chinese and English but 
instead a phonemic transfer. Some examples of transliteration are given in Table 4-8. 
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Table 4-8: Examples of Transliteration 
Source Text Target Text Phonetic Translation 
Polly Plummer evil l" *PA Bo-Li Pu-Lang-Mo 
Narnia jP U Na-Ni-Ya 
Bilbo Baggins rtM"eWT Bi-Er-Bo-Ba-Jin-Si 
Gollum aN1" Gu-Lu 
Bruce Saunce Pite 4M MT "- lý$ Bu-Lu-Si Suo-En-Si Pi-Tie 
Lyra Belacqua ý1 " Lai-La Bei-La-Ke 
(B) Rendition 
Translators often face the circumstance where there is no equivalent item for the 
source culture reference so that they may choose "a denotatively close reference to the 
original, which can be recognized as belonging to the cultural system of the source 
text" (Chang 1998: 260). Such a circumstance is categorised as linguistic (non-cultural) 
translation by Aixelä (1996) and as preservation by Davies (2003), which is explained 
as an approach of literal translation, Klingberg (1986) seems to leave out this 
approach. 
Rendition is defined here as the referred cultural reference being translated literally by 
its closest corresponding meaning in the target language. Translation scholars such as 
Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) and Newmark (1988: 45-46) have discussed 
"word-for-word" translation by explaining it as a translation procedure by which 
source texts are translated on the principle of word-by-word and line-by-line. 
However, the translation procedure of rendition proposed here refers to the item being 
translated by its sense/meaning, where the actual word order of the source text does 
not necessarily have to be the same in the target text. In other words, rendition is an 
approach by which the meaning of the referred CSI is rendered in the target language. 
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Some examples of rendition are given in Table 4-9. 
Table 4-9: Examples of Rendition 
Source Text Target Text Back Translation 
Faun man-goat 
The land of youth youth kingdom 
High Elves r1ý high rank elves 
Count of the Western March ýitiý Count of the Western Border 
(C) Substitution 
This type of translation procedure often appears when translating names of characters 
or geographical names. It means that a formally and/or semantically unrelated name is 
substituted in the target text for any existent name in the source text (Hermans 
1988: 13). In such a case, the substituted CSI in the target text and the original CSI in 
the source text do not relate to each other in terms of their forms or semantic 
significance. In other words, a CSI is neither translated to its closest corresponding 
target language sound nor in its meaning. It is, however, substituted by another CSI in 
the target text. More specifically, in the present study, the referred CSI is normally 
substituted by another unrelated CSI in the target text, but still bears its foreign 
flavour. Some examples of substituted CSI are given in Table 4-10. 
Table 4-10: Examples of Substitution 
Source Text Target Text Back Translation 
Anthropophagi O$ý{_= celestial-spirit Queen 
English Aristocracy $ Norman aristocracy 
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(D) Convention 
Convention is a type of translation procedure in which a referred item is translated in 
a conventionally accepted way. This translation procedure is often used in translating 
particular historical or literary characters and geographical names. Yet strangely, 
Aixelä (1996), Davies (2003) and Klingberg (1986) do not include this approach in 
their categorisations. This translation procedure leaves translators little choice as the 
referred item has a generally accepted item corresponding to it. Moreover, because the 
majority of the referred items being translated in a conventional way are historical or 
literary characters or geographical names, they are inevitably translated on the basis 
of their meaning or according to their sound. Therefore, a referred item being 
translated in accordance with the translation procedure convention may still bear a 
foreign flavour. Some examples of the translation procedure convention are shown in 
Table 4-11. 
Table 4-11: Examples of Convention 
Source Text Target Test Back Translation 
London *, ( Lun-Dun 
Cambridge Jian-Bridge 
Sherlock Holmes Xia-Luo-Ke Fu-Er-Mo-Si 
Athene jýß Ya-Dian-Na 
(E) lntratextual Addition 
Although adding explanatory information to describe the source text item to make the 
item more accessible to the target readers is suggested by the aforementioned three 
scholars, their definitions differ slightly. The ambiguous definition of "text", which 
may either refer to the source text or the target text, is found in Aixelä's (1996: 62) 
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extratextual gloss and intratextual gloss, as mentioned in Section 4.5.1.1. It is 
therefore necessary to modify the proposed categorisation, intratextual addition, by 
leaving out the fuzzy area in Aixeld's two translation procedures. 
The approach of intratextual addition here refers to a cultural reference without any 
added information regarding the source referred item, but added explanatory 
information is added as an indistinct part when it is translated into the target text. This 
is because the translation agents may assume that the referred item is either 
ideologically inappropriate or incomprehensible for the potential target readers, so 
making additional information necessary. Furthermore, one of the advantages of 
additional information is that it can help to ease the ambiguities of the CSIs. As Aixelä 
(1996: 62) claimed, the strategy functions to make explicit something that is only 
partly revealed in the source text; for example, St Paul's in TI was translated to %R 
tft V (Back Translation: St Paul Cathedral), with an indistinct part of the 
explanatory information in the translated CSI. Other examples can be seen in the 
childhood games "Tig" and "Hunt the Slipper", which were translated to I #JT(J\ j2 
ifi (Back Translation: catch man game) and r _jiM 
(Back Translation: seek 
slipper game) respectively in TI. The target items were provided with additional 
information to make the implicit message game in the source text explicit in the target 
text. Some examples of intratextual addition are given in Table 4-12. 
Table 4-12: Examples of Intratextual Addition 
Source Text Target Text Back Translation 
Bacchus A*EtvT Wine God Ba-Ke-Si 
The Alps ß7__jfl11 A-Er-Bei-Si Mountain 
Teebeth A Ti-Bei City 
Kamchatka bps Kan-Cha-Jia Peninsula 
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(F) Extratextual Addition 
The function of extratextual addition is similar to the category intratextual addition 
above, the only difference being that the explanation provided of the meaning or the 
implication of the CSI is added as a distinct part of the translated CSI. In other words, 
the additional information is offered through a footnote, glossary, endnote, 
commentary, preface, etc. It should also be noted that the frequent use of extratextual 
addition may hamper the reading flow or the interest of the target readers. Some 
examples of intratextual addition are given in Table 4-13. 
Table 4-13: Examples of Extratextual Addition 
Source Text Target Text Back Translation 
Dorsetshire ** im ( äl f 1ýý- Duo-Sai-Te-county® (Translation Footnote: 
o ff% Aq (ý A southern county in England, near English 
Channel; Hardy depicted this place in his 
work. ) 
Proserpine *' ® Pu-Luo-Sai-Ping-Nam 
*M*Pf, W (Proserpine) ®Proserpine, the Latin name of Persephone 
'ALP nn c'4W. (Persephone)l)`]tA J in Greek mythology. She was the daughter of 
Z Zeus and Demeter, and was abducted by 
lgffil ', , -XT-j*jt - INA Hades. She had to return to the Underworld 
Rý ý1 1 fk'iSjý ý)ý for three months every year because she ate 
¶ý jý ýL/C]J{ý { three pomegranates from the Underworld. 
(G) Naturalisation 
The procedure is used to create a more transparent and fluent translation for the target 
readers. Naturalisation occurs when the translator reproduces a cultural reference with 
its closest natural equivalent in the target language (Aixelä 1996; Davies 2003; 
Klingberg 1986; E. Nida & Taber 1982). However, it should be noted that Klingberg's 
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localisation proposes a total replacement of the source culture context, and this 
extreme approach should be distinguished from naturalisation. The proposed 
translation procedure of naturalisation is utilised on the basis of smaller 
culture-specific lexical items. It therefore represents substituting a source culture 
reference with a target one. Some examples of naturalisation are shown in Table 4-14. 
Table 4-14: Examples of Naturalisation 
Source Text Target Text Back Translation 
shadowlands XRf Ming-Fu/The Underworld 
Lyra Silvertongue ;* cS, X ML Lotus Tongue Lai-La 
(H) Omission 
The procedure resembles deletion in Aixelä's (1996: 64) categorisation and omission 
in Davies's (2003: 79) categorisation; it is ignored in Klingberg's (1986) classification. 
In this study, the proposed translation procedure of omission is used when a source 
cultural reference is deleted by the translation agent during the translation process 
because it may be either ideologically or stylistically inappropriate for the target 
reader. However, the actual reason for adopting the omission approach cannot be 
understood unless specific investigations are carried out to explore such issues, for 
example by interviewing the translation agents. There were quite a few CSIs omitted 
in the corpus under study, such as Pulverulentus Siccus whose book used by Dr. 
Cornelius to teach Caspian grammar was omitted in TI. 
(1) Cultural Dilution 
The procedure of cultural dilution aims to produce a more neutral or general rendition, 
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in the sense that target readers can more easily access the cultural backgrounds of the 
source text (Davies 2003: 83). Such a procedure is called globalisation by Davies, 
simplification by Klingberg and limited universalisation and absolute universalisation 
by Aixelä. Although Aixelä (1996: 63) suggests limited universalisation and absolute 
universalisation procedure, his notion is actually confusing as the degree of obscurity 
of a cultural reference is quite hard to determine. Some examples of cultural dilution 
are given in Table 4-15. 
Table 4-15: Examples of Cultural Dilution 
Source Text Target Text Back Translation 
ninepins ROMz bowling 
sovereign gold coin 
Yuletide p winter festival 
British Museum nation 
In principle, the nine proposed translation procedures provide a conceptual tool for 
the analysis and understanding of translation agents' textual behaviour in dealing with 
CSIs. Moreover, each procedure can be used in combination with other proposed 
translation procedures. 
4.5.5 Summary 
The above discussion of translation procedures can contribute to the understanding of 
translators' individual translation behaviour, but a corpus-based study can further 
develop this understanding. As Jenkins (1992: 79-80) claimed, the collective habitus is 
the outcome of collective history. It can therefore be postulated that the constitution of 
translatorial habitus is based on social structure, or, in other words, translatorial 
habitus is the product of history. This is in accordance with Bourdieu's (1993b: 73) 
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suggestion that habitus is developed through the history of the field of cultural 
production and is both the condition of the functioning of the field and the product 
resulting from that functioning. Consequently, an investigation of how social structure 
constitutes translation agents' translatorial habitus and how translation agents' 
translatorial habitus can in turn construct the social structure in the context of 
translating fantasy fiction in the literary field of Taiwan is important for describing a 
translation phenomenon. Seen in this way, a systematic descriptive approach is a 
necessary preliminary step for realising this goal because translation agents' collective 
behaviour at the textual level cannot be comprehended without its help. In Section 4.6, 
the findings concerning translation agents' collective behaviour in translating CSIs 
will be presented. 
4.6 Corpus-based Study of Translating CSIs in Fantasy Translations 
The definition of a CSI and the parameters for determining whether a referred item is 
a CSI were discussed in Section 4.3 and seven categories of CSIs appearing in fantasy 
fiction were illustrated in Section 4.4. Furthermore, translation procedures used in 
coping with CSIs were reviewed and a set of consolidated categories of translation 
procedures was suggested in Section 4.5.4. In this section, the practices involved in 
the translation of CSIs, which are regarded as translation agents' translatorial habitus 
at the textual level, will be revealed. 
A total of 895 CSIs were identified in the texts under study, i. e. TI, T2, T3 and T4. 
Translation agents' translatorial habitus as revealed by these CSIs were statistically 
analysed. The treatments of the CSIs were analysed using the consolidated categories 
suggested in Section 4.5.4. To ensure that the ratings of the categorisation procedures 
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are consistent, an internal reliability check is necessary. This is to ensure that a 
consistency of data collection, analysis and interpretation can be achieved even if the 
study is reproduced by different researchers (Nunan 1992: 14). Two evaluators were 
invited to participate in an inter-reliability check for this study. Rater A holds an MA 
degree in Chinese/English Translating and is currently undertaking a PhD in 
Translation Studies, while rater B is studying for a PhD in Applied Linguistics, having 
already obtained an MA degree in Chinese/English Translating and Interpreting. Both 
are Taiwanese and therefore familiar with Chinese and Taiwanese culture. They all 
received formal training in the field of translation for at least two years. The two 
raters coded translation procedures for CSIs detected in the study and then their 
codifications were compared with the original study. The result shows that a high 
degree of agreement was reached. Observer A was in 96.76% agreement with the 
original study, while Observer B was in 96.09% agreement with the original study. 
The high level of agreement indicates that the codifications for translation procedures 
in coping with CSIs are consistent and reliable. 
Having briefly addressed the issue of reliability and replicability of the categories of 
translation procedures for CSIs, the collective translation agents' translatorial habitus 
in translating CSIs in the corpus under study will now be analysed and described. The 
first point to notice is that the interpretation of translation agents' translatorial habitus 
will be presented by means of the categorisation of CSIs illustrated in Section 4.4. 
4.6.1 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Names of Characters 
The names of characters, as discussed in Section 4.4.1, is probably the most 
self-evident category of a CSI. The total number of names of characters in the corpus 
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is 319 (see Appendix I); however, the analysis of the translation procedure employed 
must be based on the different forms of names, and so each category is discussed in 
turn below. 
First name + surname: This combination was identified a total of 70 times in the 
corpus. Of these, 59 employ the translation procedure of transliteration, making it the 
most commonly used procedure. For example, Digory Kirke was transliterated as 
" (Phonetic Translation: Di-Ge-Li Kou-Ke) in Ti and Peter Scott was 
transliterated as (Phonetic Translation: Bi-De Shi-Kao-Te) in T3. 
These examples show that full names were translated to their closest corresponding 
target language sounds. 
Single name (first name): A total of 143 first names were identified. The majority of 
first names were translated by transliteration (134 occurrences), with transliteration + 
intratextual addition (three occurrences) coming a distant second. For instance, in T2 
Gandalf was transliterated as M (Phonetic Translation: Gan-Dao-Fu), based on 
its closest target language sound, and in T3 Lyra was translated according to its 
closest sound in the target language as AIA (Phonetic Translation: Lai-La). 
Single name (last name): A total of 22 last names were identified, with 17 translated 
by transliteration. For example, in TI Macready was translated according to its sound 
as QV (Phonetic Translation: Mai-Rui-Di) and, in T4, Cooper as jl 
(Phonetic Translation: Ku-Bo). It was found that if names belong to "conventional 
proper names" (Ilermans 1988: 13), they are often translated according to the sound of 
the target language since they are unmotivated and have no meaning by themselves. 
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Family names: A total of six family names were identified, with transliteration + 
rendition (four occurrences) seemingly the most commonly used translation procedure. 
For example, in T4 The Costas was translated according to its sound and meaning as 
pTJi * (Back Translation: Ke-Si-Ta Family). 
Diminutive: There are only eight occurrences of the diminutive in the corpus, and 
seven of them were found in Ti, while one in T4. The use of transliteration + cultural 
dilution (five occurrences) was the most common, while the remaining three were 
translated by transliteration. For example, in TI Digs, the diminutive form of Digory, 
was translated as /J4j (Back Translation: Small Di). This kind of rendition gives 
target readers a sense that it is a nickname of Digory as people often use the word iJ\ 
(Small) as a part of a nickname in Chinese culture. It also shows the closeness and 
friendliness of a friendship, for example, 'J\ß; (Small Chen) and 'J\ (Small 
Huang). Therefore, the use of "iJ\" in translation to neutralise the foreign flavour of a 
diminutive such as Digs is regarded as a way of conveying a more acceptable 
rendition for target readers. 
Epithet: There were a total of 35 epithets identified, with the use of transliteration + 
rendition (25 occurrences) the most common approach used while the procedure of 
rendition (7 occurrences) came second. The use of transliteration + rendition always 
occurs in those cases where a person is given a descriptive epithet; for example, in Ti 
King Peter the Magnificent was translated as ;- (Back Translation: 
Majestic King Bi-De). The descriptive part of this name form often has a meaning; 
therefore, the meaning of an epithet is always conveyed literally in the translation. 
There is one interesting example in T4 where Lyra Silvertongue was translated with a 
combination of transliteration + naturalisation as-3 (Back Translation: 
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Lotus Tongue Lai-La). This rendition gives target readers an impression that the 
descriptive part of this epithet is derived from a Chinese idiom "S1t" (tongue as 
glorious as a lotus blossom). The implication of this Chinese idiom is that the person 
has good oratorical skills. In practice, this epithet was rendered with the help of a 
target culture idiom, thus making it read more naturally in translation. 
Title: There were 35 instances of a title identified in the corpus, with rendition (22 
occurrences) the most commonly adopted approach, and cultural dilution (five 
occurrences) coming second. For example, in T3 Prime Minister was translated with 
its meaning as (Back Translation: Prime Minister). On the other hand, bey, 
which is the title of the governor of a district or a province during the Ottoman 
Empire, was translated as 'A (Back Translation: provincial governor) in 73. This 
is an example of the foreign flavour of this title being neutralised in translation so that 
target readers will not get the sense that bey was a title of address for a governor in 
the Ottoman Empire. 
Names of mythological and supernatural beings also comprise a part of the world of 
characters in the corpus. A total of 167 names of mythological and supernatural beings 
were identified: 72 in TI, 42 in T2,34 in T3 and 19 in T4. The majority of these 
names were translated by transliteration (111 occurrences), while the combination of 
transliteration + rendition came second with 19 occurrences, and the procedure of 
rendition third with 16 occurrences. Owing to the fact that most of the names of 
mythological and supernatural beings are products of the authors' imagination, 
without any special meaning, transliteration would seem to be the most likely 
translation procedure in the corpus. Nevertheless, at times the author creates a name 
with a special meaning, and in such cases translation agents tend to use rendition; for 
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example, in TI Coalblack was translated as ffljAt (Back Translation: Black Coal), 
and in T2 Bullroarer was translated as tß, 4. (Back Translation: Roaring Bull). 
It is interesting to note that some names of mythological and supernatural beings in 
T3 were transliterated in accordance with their sound but with additional information 
provided via a footnote (referred to as extratextual addition); for example, Hecate was 
transliterated as (Back Translation: He-Ka-Te) and a footnote explains that 
she is a figure in Greek mythology, a goddess of the wilderness and of childbirth. In 
addition, two names in Tl were translated by naturalisation; for example, Farsight 
was translated as ::: F_%RR (Back Translation: Thousand-Kilometre-Eye). In Narnia, 
Farsight is an eagle bringing a message to Tirian, which was translated as BRR, a 
Chinese god who can see everything even at a very great distance. 
The frequency with which translation agents used the various translation procedures 
when translating names of characters, amounting to their translatorial habitus, are 
shown in Table 4-16: 
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Table 4-16: Translation Procedures Used for Names of Characters 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
Na 
Transliteration 328 
Transliteration + Rendition 50 
Transliteration + Rendition + Extratextual Addition I 
Transliteration + Rendition + Intratextual Addition 2 
Transliteration + Extratextual Addition 11 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition II 
Transliteration + Cultural Dilution 6 
Transliteration + Omission 4 
Transliteration + Naturalisation I 
Transliteration + Omission + Extratextual Addition I 
Rendition 46 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition I 
Rendition + Extratextual Addition I 
Rendition + Substitution I 
Convention 8 
Naturalisation 4 
Omission 2 
Omission + Extratextual Addition 1 
Cultural Dilution 7 
Total No. 486 
4.6.2 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Geographical Names 
A total of 233 geographical names (see Appendix I) were identified in the corpus: 93 
in Ti, 34 in T2,27 in T3 and 79 in T4. These fall into three different categories: 
institutional buildings, institutional geographical areas and natural features of the 
environment, and the findings for each of these are discussed below. 
Institutional buildings: The combination of transliteration + rendition (24 
occurrences) is the most common translation procedure found. For example, in T4 St 
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Catherine's Oratory was translated as fj,, (Back Translation: 
Sheng-Kai-Se-Lin Oratory). The example shows that the first segment of the name of 
an institutional building is transliterated according to its sound, while the second 
segment was translated according to its meaning. Another example is found in the 
name Castle of Harfang in Ti. This geographical name was translated as I>Ä iA 
(Back Translation: Ha-Fang Castle). The combination of transliteration + rendition 
was the most commonly used approach in the corpus in the case of the names of 
institutional buildings consisting of unloaded or loaded names. The unloaded part is 
often transliterated according to its sound, while the loaded part is often translated 
according to its meaning. 
Another distinctive feature of this category is that in cases of commonly known 
institutional buildings in the real world the translation procedures convention (4 
occurrences), convention + intratextual addition (1 occurrence) and convention + 
extratextual addition (1 occurrence) were used. For instance, in Ti Buckingham 
Palace was translated with its conventional translation term in the target culture, that 
is, as kkg (Back Translation: Bai-Jin-Han Palace), and St Paul's as jC 
JA V- (Back Translation: Sheng-Bao-Lo Cathedral), with additional intratextual 
information )ýJAA (Back Translation: cathedral). It is therefore assumed that when 
an institutional building has a standard translation in the target culture, it leaves less 
freedom for the translation agents to modify its conventional translation term. As 
stated in Section 1.2, the plot of fantasy fiction can often be set in the real world and 
this world could either be juxtaposed with or transfigured by the presence of the 
supernatural world (Manlove 1975: 3). Since the storylines of fantasy fiction can 
portray both the real and a fantastical world, it is not surprising that many of the 
institutional buildings found in the corpus under study exist in the real world, and that 
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many of these were translated in a standard manner into the target culture. 
Institutionalised geographical areas: The most frequently used translation 
procedure is transliteration (28 occurrences), while convention comes second with 19 
occurrences. In addition, some institutionalised geographical areas were transliterated 
with intratextual additions (5 occurrences) to make the term clearer to target readers; 
for example, in T4 Yarnton was translated as M$AM (Back Translation: Yang-Dun 
Village). This shows that the name of this institutionalised geographical area, Yarnton, 
was transliterated according to its sound and an additional explanation was given as 
an indistinct part of the translation to clarify that it refers to an institutional area, i. e. a 
village. 
Natural features of the environment: The pattern in translating geographical names 
pertaining to natural features of the environment is more or less the same as for the 
other two categories of geographical names. A total of 115 names pertaining to natural 
features of the environment were identified in the corpus under study. While rendition 
(41 occurrences) is the most frequently used approach, transliteration comes second 
with 25 occurrences and transliteration + rendition comes third with 18 occurrences. 
However, it is interesting to note that four names of natural features of the 
environment were translated by the procedure of naturalisation. For example, in TI 
Shadowlands was replaced by a target culture item, NJ (Back Translation: The 
Underworld), and in T2 Faerie in the West was translated as Wý'"j {[Uf (Back 
Translation: Realm of Immortals in the West). It can be seen that the two translators 
found equivalent target culture items to replace the names of the source texts, thus 
developing a sense of familiarity for target readers. 
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The translation procedures used in translating geographical names are shown in the 
following Table 4-17: 
Table 4-17: Translation Procedures Used for Geographical Names 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
No. 
Transliteration 53 
Transliteration + Rendition 54 
Transliteration + Rendition + Extratextual Addition 3 
Transliteration + Rendition + Intratextual Addition I 
Transliteration + Extratextual Addition 2 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition 14 
Rendition 56 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition 8 
Rendition + Substitution I 
Rendition + Naturalisation I 
Convention 30 
Convention + Rendition 1 
Convention + Extratextual Addition 1 
Convention + Intratextual Addition I 
Substitution I 
Naturalisation 4 
Cultural Dilution 2 
Total No. 233 
4.6.3 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Proper Nouns 
A total of 28 proper nouns (see Appendix I) were identified in the corpus: 13 in Ti, I 
in 72,12 in T3 and 2 in T4. The translation procedure of rendition is the preferred 
option, with eight occurrences. For example, Wars of the Roses was translated as 
MR 4P (Back Translation: Rose War) in TI, North Star as 4L V- (Back 
Translation: North Pole Star) in T3, and Royal Mail as _q§ift- 
(Back Translation: 
Royal Post) in T4. It can be seen from these three examples that the proper nouns are 
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loaded ones and that their expressive meaning was maintained in the translation. 
It is interesting to note that substitution + extratextual addition were used three times 
in 73; for example, Sirius was substituted by ,® 
(Back Translation: Canes 
Venatici(Z), with an extratextual explanation given in a footnote. The procedures 
adopted for the translations of this category are shown in Table 4-18: 
Table 418: Translation Procedures Used for Proper Nouns 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
No. 
Transliteration I 
Transliteration + Rendition 4 
Transliteration + Rendition + Extratextual Addition 2 
Transliteration + Rendition + Intratextual Addition I 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition 2 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition + Extratextual 
Addition 
I 
Rendition 8 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition I 
Rendition + Substitution I 
Substitution + Extratextual Addition 3 
Naturalisation I 
Naturalisation + Extratextual Addition 2 
Cultural Dilution I 
Total No. 28 
4.6.4 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Supernatural and 
Mythological Beings 
The category of supernatural and mythological beings is found a total of 45 times (see 
Appendix I) in the corpus. The translation procedure of rendition (29 occurrences) is 
the most commonly used one. Supernatural and mythological beings, such as demons, 
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ghouls, hags, elves, goblins, etc., were translated according to their meanings and 
images. For example, in TI ghoul was translated as -ftR $, (Back Translation: 
eat-the-dead ghost); also in Ti faun was translated as jt (Back Translation: 
man-goat), and in 72 ogre was translated as * (Back Translation: man-eating 
demon). 
The translation procedure substitution (seven occurrences) is the second most 
favourable one used in the corpus: for instance, in TI boggles was translated as M 
(Back Translation. skeleton demon), and in T3 anthropophagi was translated as 
(Back Translation: celestial-spirit Queen). The supernatural and 
mythological beings translated by substitution are not rendered by their closest 
corresponding target language sound, nor by a term preserving their meaning. They 
are simply being substituted by another, unrelated item in translation, and so still bear 
a foreign flavour. 
In addition, there are some cases where translators may opt for adding explanatory 
information for this category of CSIs; for example, Centaur was translated in Ti as 
(Back Translation: Sai-Te-Er 
half-human and half-animal monster who serves Bacchus in Greek mythology). This 
example shows that the mythological being was first translated by its closest 
corresponding target language sound, yet the translator probably felt that additional 
information was needed so that a footnote was provided in the translation. It is 
interesting to note that Jinn was omitted in TI but was mentioned and explained in the 
footnote when extra information was given on Lilith. 
The translation procedures adopted for this category by translation agents are 
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illustrated in Table 4-19: 
Table 4-19: Translation Procedures Used for Supernatural and Mythological Beings 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
Na 
Transliteration 2 
Transliteration + Rendition I 
Transliteration + Extratextual Addition I 
Rendition 29 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition 1 
Convention 1 
Substitution 7 
Naturalisation 1 
Omission + Extratextual Addition I 
Cultural Dilution 1 
Total 45 
4.6.5 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Measurements 
A total of 38 instances of measurement (see Appendix I) were identified in the corpus: 
14 in TI, 5 in T2,13 in T3 and 6 in T4. The translation procedure convention (22 
occurrences) was the most frequently used; for example, mile, inch, feet, yard were 
translated, respectively, as q9,0-, f, PR, (Phonetic Translation: Li, Cun, Chi, Ma) 
in the target texts. Those renditions are all standard forms in the target culture, and are 
fixed ones, so that translators have less freedom to alter these expressions of 
measurement. It is worth noting that the combination of convention + extratextual 
addition (five occurrences) was used quite frequently in T3; for example, ream was 
translated as 4® (Back Translation: )ingt®) and hundredweight as ® (Back 
Translation: British Dan®). These two examples show that forms of measurement 
were translated into the target culture's conventional forms, with additional 
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information given in footnotes indicated by the circled numbers. It is assumed that 
this approach was adopted because these measurements were less familiar to target 
readers. 
Apart from the translation procedure convention, the procedure cultural dilution (three 
occurrences) is another possible alternative in dealing with translating forms of 
measurement. For example, in T2 pint was translated as -- ý (Back Translation: a 
big jar), and in T4 sovereign was translated as ! &M (Back Translation: gold coin). 
These two examples show that their foreignness and unfamiliarity were neutralised in 
the target texts. Instead of translating pint in a conventional way, (Phonetic 
Translation: Pin-Tuo), it was neutralised to a general term in -- V in the 
translation. Similarly, sovereign is the former British gold coin worth one pound 
sterling, but it was generalised as, which does not imply a British monetary 
unit. 
The translation procedures used in translating forms of measurement are shown in 
Table 4-20: 
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Table 4-20: Translation Procedures Used for Measurements 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
Na 
Transliteration + Extratextual Addition 1 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition I 
Rendition 1 
Rendition + Extratextual Addition 1 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition + Extratextual Addition 1 
Convention 22 
Convention + Extratextual Addition 5 
Convention + Intratextual Addition 1 
Substitution 2 
Cultural Dilution 3 
Total No. 38 
4.6.6 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Domestic Life and Activities 
A total of 59 occurrences (see Appendix I) of the category domestic life and activities 
were identified in the corpus. This category of CSIs is constituted by five 
sub-categories: food + drinks, clothes, household architecture, games and books, and 
songs. The findings for each of the sub-categories are presented below. 
Food + drinks: A total of 26 occurrences of food + drinks were identified: eight in TI, 
four in 72, six in T3 and eight in T4. The translation procedure rendition (nine 
occurrences) was used in all the translations under study except 73. For example, in 
TI plum cake was translated as Ei (Back Translation: plum cake); in T2 
buttered scones was translated as ý'#kj (Back Translation: buttered 
wheat cake); and in T4 bacon was translated as PLr34 (Back Translated: smoked 
pork). 
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The translation procedure transliteration + intratextual addition (seven occurrences) 
was the second most common approach taken to translate this category. For example, 
in Ti toffee was translated as PF (Back Translation: Tai-Fei candy), and in T4 
tokay was translated as (Back Translation: Tuo-Kao-Yi wine). These 
two examples were transliterated with additional information given in translation as 
an indistinct part of the items. 
Clothing: A total of four items of clothing were identified: three in Ti and one in T3. 
The translation procedure rendition (two occurrences) is the more common approach 
used for this category; for instance, in Ti a judge's wig was translated as 
(Back Translation: the wig worn by the judge). Apart from rendition, 
transliteration + rendition + extratextual addition and rendition + extratextual addition 
are two other procedures adopted by translators. For example, in TI Norfolk suit was 
rendered by its closest corresponding target language sound, which also preserves its 
meaning, as j9Am (Back Translation: Nuo-Fu-Ke suit(D), and in T3 dunce's 
cap was translated preserving its meaning as MN IMO (Back Translation: fool cap(D). 
Moreover, added information in a footnote was given in these two examples in order 
to produce a clearer image for target readers. 
Household architecture: A total of nine items of household architecture were 
identified. The translation procedure rendition with seven occurrences was the most 
commonly used one. For example, in TI larder was translated as ftj'q, u (Back 
Translation: food storage room); in T2 mantelpiece was translated as (Back 
Translation: fireplace); and in T4 common room was translated as (rest 
room). It is interesting to note that in Tl the railings of the "area" was translated as 
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=4 (Back Translation: concave yard(D). The "area" is an open space below street 
level, a feature of Georgian and Victorian housing architecture. Its meaning was given 
in translation with additional information in a footnote. 
Games: A total of ten instances of games were identified. The translation procedure 
rendition (five occurrences) was the most common procedure. For instance, in TI 
blind man's buff was translated to MW (Back Translation: eye-covering 
hide-and-seek), and in T2 dart-throwing was translated as YRJ, ý (Back Translation: 
throwing dart). It is interesting to note that in T2 the game, ninepins, was translated as 
g]* (Back Translation: bowling), using the translation procedure cultural dilution. 
The example shows that the CSI was replaced by another item which is more 
accessible to the target readers. 
Books and songs: A total of 10 occurrences of books and songs were identified: four 
in Ti and six in T3. The procedure rendition + extratextual addition (four occurrences) 
was used frequently. For example, in T3 Summulae Logicales was translated as 0 
(Back Translation: Encyclopaedia of Logic(D). This example shows that the 
title of the book was translated according to its meaning, with additional information 
about the book given in a footnote. Another frequently used translation procedure 
used for this sub-category is convention (three occurrences); for instance, in TI The 
Arabian Nights was translated asj (Back Translation: Tian-Fang-Ye-Tan), 
and in T3 Encyclopaedia Britannica was translated as f4 (Back 
Translation: Great Britain Encyclopaedia). 
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The translation procedures used for this category are shown in Table 4-21: 
Table 4-21: Translation Procedures Used for Domestic Life and Activities 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
Na 
Transliteration + Rendition 2 
Transliteration + Rendition + Extratextual Addition 2 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition + Extratextual Addition 4 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition 8 
Rendition 24 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition 4 
Rendition + Extratextual Addition 9 
Convention 3 
Substitution I 
Cultural Dilution I 
Cultural Dilution + Extratextual Addition I 
Total No. 59 
4.6.7 Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus: Festivals 
A total of six festivals (see Appendix I) were identified in the corpus: one in TI, three 
in T2 and two in T3. The only festival in Ti is Christmas, which was translated with 
conventionally, i. e. MW-M (Back Translation: sheng"dan jiel Festival of the Sage's 
Birth). Three festivals were identified in TZ, using three different translation 
procedures. For example, in T2 midsummer's eve was translated as (Back 
Translation: summer solstice). Here midsummer's eve was replaced by a target 
culture item, with the translation procedure naturalisation. In T2, another festival, 
Yuletide, was translated as (Back Translation: winter festival). Yuletide 
historically predates Christmas and is now an alternative term for Christmas (Soanes 
& Stevenson 2005: 2047). The cultural significance of this was neutralised with the 
translation procedure cultural dilution, using only the general term winter festival in 
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translation. Similarly, Durin's Day in T2 was translated as Q (Du-Lin's Day), 
using the procedure transliteration + rendition. 
In T3, Michaelmas was translated as ? 3{: i *t f (Back Translation: 
Sheng-Mi-Jia-Le Holiday), using the translation procedure transliteration + 
intratextual addition. The example shows that the item was transliterated by the 
closest corresponding target language sound, and additional information was given to 
indicate that Michaelmas is a holiday. Similarly, Boxin' Day was translated as IM--Ni 
jj Tff [5 (3) (Back Translation: Christmas Gift Day) by the translation procedure 
rendition + extratextual addition. Boxing Day is the day after Christmas Day and is 
generally a public holiday. It used to be celebrated by giving boxes of presents to the 
servants (Soanes & Stevenson 2005: 203). Hence, the semantic meaning of the item 
was rendered in T3. However, because there is no such tradition in the target culture, 
explanatory information was given in the translation to make the cultural significance 
of the referred item more accessible to target readers. 
The translation procedures used in translating festivals are shown in the following 
Table 4-22: 
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Table 4-22: Translation Procedures for Festivals 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
Na 
Transliteration + Rendition 1 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition 1 
Rendition + Extratextual Addition 1 
Convention I 
Naturalisation 1 
Cultural Dilution 1 
Total No. 6 
4.7 Foreignness-oriented Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus 
In the last section, some translation agents' translatorial habitus when translating each 
category of CSI in the corpus under study were revealed. Bourdieu (1990b: 54) 
believes that habitus is the product of a history, producing individual and collective 
practices in accordance with the schemes generated by history. Hence, the habitus of 
an individual or a group of agents is structured explicitly or implicitly through 
socialisation or education. Bourdieu's view indicates that agents' collective practices 
are more or less in response to the demands of a specific field. In this way, they are a 
shared body of dispositions, an outcome of collective history. Under such 
circumstances, translators' collective translatorial habitus in translating fantasy fiction 
can be regarded as the product of the history of Taiwan's literary field. As illustrated 
in Section 3.2.3, apart from the "structured mechanism", Bourdieu also claims that 
habitus as entailing a "structuring mechanism", that is, the practice of an individual is 
shaped within the social space. In order to acquire a clearer picture of the 
phenomenon of the translation of fantasy fiction in Taiwan, it is necessary to inquire 
how habitus is derived from the history of a field and how it functions in that field. In 
other words, the relations between social conditioning and the habitus of translation 
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agents should be looked into, especially in the aspect of reconstruction carried out by 
the historical experience within and outside of the literary field. In this section the 
implications of translation agents' behaviours in translating CSIs, as identified in the 
corpus of the present study (see Table 4-23), will be analysed so as to reveal 
translation agents' collective translatorial habitus and to engender further discussions 
on the relations between social conditioning and translatorial habitus in the production 
of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
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Table 4-23: Translation Agents' Translatorial Habitus in Translating CSIs 
Strategy 
Occurrences 
No. % 
Transliteration 384 42.9 0 
Transliteration + Rendition 112 12.51 
Transliteration + Rendition + Extratextual Addition 8 0.89 
Transliteration + Rendition + Intratextual Addition 4 0.45 
Transliteration + Extratextual Addition 15 1.68 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition 37 4.13 
Transliteration + Intratextual Addition + Extratextual Addition 5 0.56 
Transliteration + Cultural Dilution 6 0.67 
Transliteration + Omission 4 OA5 
Transliteration + Naturalisation 1 0.11 
Transliteration + Omission + Extratextual Addition 1 0.11 
Rendition 164 18.32 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition 15 1.68 
Rendition + Extratextual Addition 12 1.34 
Rendition + Substitution 3 0.36 
Rendition + Naturalisation 1 0.11 
Rendition + Intratextual Addition + Extratextual Addition 1 0.11 
Convention 65 7.26 
Convention + Rendition 1 0.11 
Convention + Extratextual Addition 6 0.67 
Convention + Intratextual Addition 2 0.22 
Substitution 11 1.23 
Substitution + Extratextual Addition 3 0.34 
Naturalisation 11 1.23 
Naturalisation + Extratextual Addition 2 0.22 
Omission 2 0.22 
Omission + Extratextual Addition 2 0.22 
Cultural Dilution 16 1.79 
Cultural Dilution + Extratextual Addition 1 0.11 
Total No. 995 100.00 
Table 4.23 shows translation agents' behaviours when translating CSIs in the present 
study. It is important to note that although only nine types of translation procedure 
ISO 
were suggested in Section 4.5.4, each type of translation procedure is capable of 
further combinations with other translation procedures, yielding a total of 29 
translation procedures identified in the corpus. The most frequently used translation 
procedure, with 384 occurrences (42.90%), is transliteration, while rendition comes 
second with 164 occurrences (18.32%), and transliteration + rendition third with 112 
occurrences (12.51%). These choices, and the frequencies with which they are made, 
may be said to constitute translation agents' translatorial habitus. 
Overall, the main translation procedure used in handling the CSIs in the corpus is 
transliteration. As discussed in Section 4.5.4.1, transliteration is an approach in which 
the source item is translated into the target text with its closest corresponding target 
language sound. This approach was widely used in translating personal names, names 
of mythological and supernatural beings, and geographical names; for example, 
Digory Kirke becomes RAM - ayt (Back Translation: Di-Ke-Li Kou-Ke), Shift 
becomes J- (Back Translation: Xi-Fu-Te), and Bristol becomes ý{i _%Wi 
(Back Translation: Bu-Li-Si-Tuo). In most of the data, transliteration happens when 
there is no loaded meaning of a cultural item. The second-most frequently used 
translation procedure is rendition. As mentioned in Section 4.5.4.2, rendition is a 
translation procedure whereby the translation agent chooses a reference that is 
denotatively very close to the cultural reference in the source text. The 
comprehensibility of the CSI is increased by this approach, but it is still recognised as 
a property of the cultural system of the source language. Hence, it is suggested that 
the final product translated by this approach is more source-oriented than it would 
otherwise be. 
The micro-structural level of the investigation of translation agents' translatorial 
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habitus can be interpreted with the help of Lawrence Venuti's (1995) proposed 
"domestication" and "foreignisation". Venuti suggests that domestication is a strategy 
for combating the alienating effects of a foreign text and producing a more fluent text 
for target readers, while foreignisation is a strategy that emphasises the deliberate 
breaking of the target linguistic and cultural conventions by retaining some of the 
foreignness of the original (ibid.: 20). Therefore, if foreignization is adopted, 
translation actually plays a major part in constructing representations of foreign 
cultures. In fact, Venuti himself urges an approach that confronts the tradition of 
literary translation in the contemporary Anglophone culture by emphasising the values 
of the foreignness in the translation. On the other hand, if domestication is adopted, 
translation is more transparent and fluent to the target reader. The role of translator is 
invisible because the incomprehensible cultural elements are neutralised, substituted 
or even deleted in the translation and readers would feel they are reading the original 
literary work rather than a translation. Domestication might carry an implication that 
the fear of cultural unfamiliarity is eliminated and it cultivates the sense of familiarity 
and identification towards the local culture for the target reader. 
The root of Venuti's notion on domestication and foreignisation is found in the work 
of the German philosopher Friedrich Schleiermacher. Schleiermacher's theory 
stresses that "either the translator leaves the author in peace and moves the reader 
towards him, or he leaves the reader in peace and adapts the author" (Schleiermacher, 
1813, in Snell-Hornby 1995: 10). In the first case, linguistic and cultural features are 
imported from the source text to the target text so that cultural strangeness is brought 
to target readers. In the second case, cultural adaptation is applied to the target text by 
eliminating cultural otherness in the translation so that the translation is more 
transparent and accessible to target readers. If the implications of the proposed 
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translation procedures used in dealing with CSIs are examined more broadly, Venuti's 
notion of domestication and foreignisation can be used as a basis for the discussion of 
translation agents' collective translatorial habitus. 
The degree to which any of the nine proposed translation procedures are at the 
domestication or foreignisation end of a continuum is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The 
procedure which tends towards the foreignisation end has a stronger tendency of 
maintaining cultural otherness in the translation, while the procedure which tends 
towards the domestication end has a stronger tendency to replace the cultural item 
with a target culture item or omitting the item without trace. 
Domestication Foreignisation 
Omission Naturalisation Cultural Dilution IA EA Convention Substitution Rendition Transliteration 
Figure 4.1: Tendency of Translation Procedures 
If the concepts of domestication and foreignisation are applied to discuss the 
collective tendency of translation agents' translatorial habitus, the statistic results of 
the present corpus show a surprisingly high percentage (96.21%) of foreignness. In 
other words, the translation procedures used in the present study incline to the source 
culture end, with the foreign flavour of the cultural items retained in the translations. 
It should be noted that there are 22 types of combined translation procedures found in 
the corpus, yet only three of these favour the target culture end: naturalisation + 
extratextual addition, omission + extratextual addition, and cultural dilution + 
extratextual addition. Moreover, there are some combinations which favour both the 
domestication and the foreignisation end, such as transliteration + cultural dilution, 
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rendition + naturalisation, etc. These should be classified as procedures inclining to 
the foreignisation end because the foreign flavour is still retained in the translated 
cultural item. 
To sum up, the results of the present study show that translation agents tend to 
translate CSIs in fantasy fiction in a manner that foreignises them. This approach 
signals a respect for the cultural differences. It denotes the transparency of the foreign 
culture in the translation. A similar philosophy can be seen in the work of the 
renowned Chinese scholar Yan Fu (see Section 2.4), whose proposition has a similar 
implication to Venuti's notion of foreignisation. Venuti emphasises that the adoption 
of foreignisation can highlight the visibility of the translator and can extend the values 
of the original work into the translation. This is exactly the intention of Yan Fu's 
translations aiming to waken the "sleeping China" by retaining and introducing 
Western philosophical thoughts and technology to the Chinese people in his 
translations (see Section 5.2.1 for further discussions). The results from the present 
study suggest that foreign implantations are embedded in the literary repertoires of the 
translations of fantasy fiction within the literary field of Taiwan. 
4.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the collective translatorial habitus at the textual level was examined 
with the help of a parallel corpus study. The results of the study show a striking 
tendency towards foreignising behaviours. As Bourdieu and Passeron (1977: 203) 
mentioned, habitus is produced by objective structures and can in turn reproduce 
objective structures. The double-dimensional feature of habitus should be analysed 
from the work of translation agents who take part in a given field in a given historical 
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period. It is important to understand how the translatorial habitus of foreignisation 
revealed in translating CSIs in fantasy fiction in the literary field of Taiwan have 
come about and this will be discussed fully in the next chapter. Moreover, in order to 
obtain a complete picture of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, 
the analysis of the production modes of translations at the macro-structural level is 
another focus of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: 
Explaining the Phenomenon of Fantasy Fiction Translation 
5.1 Introduction 
At the end of Chapter 4, the implications of translation agents' collective translatorial 
habitus in translating CSIs of fantasy fiction in Taiwan's literary field were briefly 
discussed. The evidence from the parallel corpus data of the present study confirms 
that translation agents' collective translatorial habitus in translating literary repertoires 
in translations of fantasy fiction has a dominant tendency towards foreignisation. This 
foreign implantation suggests that these repertoires are adequacy-oriented in Taiwan's 
literary field. 
However, questions remain: why do translation agents' collective translatorial habitus 
incline towards foreignisation, and how is this type of translatorial habitus being 
constituted in the given literary field? The two questions might be answered, using 
Bourdieu's theoretical framework, as a practice that is conceived as a product of 
history and is acquired through human social experience. Moreover, Bourdieu 
emphasises that: 
[T]he practices of the same agent, and, more generally, the practices of 
all agents of the same class, owe the stylistic affinity which makes 
each of them a metaphor of any of the others to the fact that they are 
the product of transfers of the same schemes of action from one field to 
another (1984: 173). 
Therefore, based on Bourdieu's sociological approach, it could be inferred that the 
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habitus of translation agents who are generally situated in the same class and the same 
field would be constructed through the same stylistic affinities of that particular field. 
Specifically, the habitus of translation agents at the present time involved in the 
literary field in Taiwan, in which the social space has been constructed by the social 
experience of previous agents involved, is a product of history and may share the 
same stylistic affinity. 
Based on Bourdicu's theoretical framework, this chapter will first seek to explore the 
constitution of translation agents' translatorial habitus as revealed in the textual level 
of fantasy fiction in Taiwan's literary field. It is argued that the prevalence of the 
philosophical thinking of the Chinese scholar Yan Fu (see Section 3.4) and the rise of 
globalisation are two key socio-cultural factors in constructing the literary field and 
constituting the translation agents' habitus. Second, this chapter will discuss the 
production modes of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan's literary field as a 
macro-structural exploration for understanding the phenomenon of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. It is believed that this translation phenomenon can be 
understood thoroughly from both the micro- and macro-structural investigation 
perspectives. 
5.2 The Micro-structural Study of Translation Agents' Translatorial 
Habitus: Yan Fu's Tripartite Principle and the Impact of 
Globalisation 
5.2.1 The Prevalence of Yan Fu's Philosophical Thinking: Faithfulness, 
Comprehensibility and Elegance 
As illustrated in Section 4.7, the translation agents' collective translatorial habitus 
when dealing with CSIs in translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan shows a dominant 
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disposition of 96.21% towards foreignisation. As Bassnett (2002: 16-17) proposed, the 
history of translation is one of the components of the history of literature. Furthermore, 
Bourdieu believes that the habitus of human agents is conceived as the product of 
history. It is therefore necessary to conduct an exploration of the history of Taiwan's 
literary field to find out what socio-cultural determinants construct the translators' 
habitus in this particular literary field. 
According to the data collected from the interviews by the current author with the 
translation agents involved in the production of fantasy fiction translation in the 
literary field in Taiwan, it can be said that the translation agents' tendencies are 
influenced by the canonical philosophical concepts of xin (faithfulness), da 
(comprehensibility) and ya (elegance) proposed by Chinese political reformist, Yan 
Fu. 
As mentioned in Section 2.4, Yan Fu's three criteria of translation emphasised the 
importance of faithfulness to the original text. Indeed, this prerequisite seems to set up 
a discourse on translation that directs translators' attention to the spirit of the source 
text. Yan's theory is widespread in Chinese-speaking regions and has set up a 
tendency of moving to the source for translation agents. This is particularly true in the 
literary field of Taiwan. After the Nationalists had lost power to Mao Zedong and fled 
to Taiwan in 1949, the literary field in Taiwan inherited the literary discourse from 
China (Chang 2001: 197). Yan Fu's translation principle therefore travelled to Taiwan 
and brought its influence to cultural production in the literary field in Taiwan. Yan's 
tripartite principle fosters regularity of translation behaviour for translation agents, 
which echoes the notion of Bourdieu's habitus. Situated in the literary field in Taiwan, 
translation agents' behaviours are oriented by the structuring mechanism of Yan's 
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translation principle forming dispositions for action rather than consciously abiding 
by the explicit social norms. It can be therefore argued that the tripartite principle 
functions effectively in the social space. 
In the case of Taiwan's literary field, many translation tasks have been carried out 
since the 1950s: reporting foreign trade activities and global political situations, or 
importing Western philosophical thought and literary works. As mentioned in Section 
1.3.3, "the global system of translations" (Heilbron & Sapiro 2007: 95) is largely 
associated with the development of globalisation. The globalisation derived from 
political factors is mainly because of the "intensification and expansion of political 
interrelations across the globe" (Steger 2009: 58). The close contact with the political 
powers in the West contributed to the emerging need for translations in Taiwan from 
the 1950s onwards. Although many translation works were initiated, the development 
of translation theory in Taiwan did not come into being until the 1970s. At that time, 
most of the articles on translation theories were published in the book review sections 
of magazines or newspapers (Hu 2004: 112-123). 
The enlightenment of translation theory in Taiwan can be traced back to when Shu 
Ping Shu Mu ( QT R was published in 1972 by Hong's Foundation for Education 
and Culture Shu Ping Shu Mu, a bimonthly periodical, mainly 
focused on literary criticism, but publication ceased in 1981. This periodical fostered 
the idea of faithfulness when completing a translation task. One of the features of Shu 
Ping Shu Mu was that the translation criticism published in this periodical examined 
the translation carefully to see if the target text was faithful to the source text. In other 
words, what translation critics were most concerned about was whether the translation 
was faithful to the original. This phenomenon further indicates that Yan's proposition 
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of faithfulness as the priority for embarking on a translation work constructs 
translation agents' behaviour. 
After Shu Ping Shu Mu, most of the articles about translation criticism or translation 
theory were published in Chung Wai Literary Quarterly (453C"ß, Unitas (Q' 
and Dang Dai (SM. Those periodicals concentrated not merely on translation 
criticisms or theories but also on literary works or theories. Although the development 
of translation theory in Taiwan was still in its infancy in the 1980s, the influence of 
the published articles about translation theories in Taiwan reinforced the idea of 
faithfulness to the source text and became internalised in translation agents' 
knowledge as cultural capital. This internalised cultural capital has power to affect 
agents' translatorial habitus. The awareness of faithfulness in Taiwan's literary field 
since the 1950s seems to be owed to the element of faithfulness in Yan Fu's tripartite 
translation principle. Habitus, as defined by Bourdieu, generates dispositions for 
action and the habitus of an individual functions below the level of consciousness and 
language (Bourdieu 1984: 466). The idea of Yan's faithfulness was embedded in 
translation agents' knowledge through the published articles about translation theories 
in Taiwan, which generated a disposition for translation agents and predisposed them 
to a behaviour focusing on extending the original values in the source texts to the 
translation. 
According to Hu's investigation of 107 translation lecturers in universities in Taiwan 
in 2004, over 80% of translation lecturers recognised translation scholars, such as Yan 
Fu, Liang Shiqiu (alf 1k) and Yu Kwang-chung ( 34), while fewer than 50% had 
knowledge of Western translation scholars (Hu 2004: 115). Those university lecturers 
were aware of Van Fu's tripartite translation model from Yan's 7ianyan Lun or 
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published journal articles and books written by other translation critics and scholars. 
They were familiar with Liang Shiqiu from his translations of Shakespeare's literary 
works and from the Liang Shiqiu Literary Award (W)' and they 
acknowledged Yu Kwang-chung as a result of his poetry and prose translations. 
Yan's three criteria of translation have also been mentioned by other contemporary 
translation scholars, well known in Taiwan, who have touched on this concept in their 
books or articles. For example, the essayist and translator Si Guo (, J, R), (real name 
Zhuotang Cai (MME. )), points out Yan Fu's faithfulness, comprehensibility and 
elegance in the introductory chapter of his book, Translation Research (M j3) (Si 
2003: 17). Other examples can be found in the Bookman Translation Library, a series 
of translation theory-based books published since 1986 by Bookman Books in Taiwan. 
In this series, Yan Fu's three criteria of translation were mentioned and discussed in 
Chang's (1993) A Course in English-Chinese Translation, Liu's (1989) Essays on 
Translation, Hu's (1994) The Evolution and Development of Translation Theory, Liu's 
(1993) Present-day Translation Studies, Ke's (1994) English-Chinese and 
Chinese-English Translation, to name just a few. Apparently, translation books from 
the Bookman Translation Library have been so widely used by translation scholars, 
lecturers, students and practitioners that Yan Fu's translation principle has become 
deeply rooted in these agents' knowledge and has been incorporated as an embodied 
form of cultural capital. In the present thesis, it is argued that the accumulation of 
embodied cultural capital by means of Yan Fu's translation principle took place 
through the inculcation of translation agents' previous reading experience. 
In interviews by the current author with the translation agents who are involved in the 
production of fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan, all of them emphasised the 
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importance of faithfulness to the source text when asked about their translation beliefs. 
For example Yao-yun Hsu ( ), managing editor of Global Kids Books, 
mentioned Yan Fu's tripartite model when she was asked about her translation beliefs: 
I think the principles for doing a translation work are faithfulness, 
comprehensibility and elegance. Basically, it is a fundamental 
expectation not to mistranslate. As to comprehensibility, it should be 
reached. If you cannot produce something elegant, you should at least 
be comprehensible. Some people care too much about elegance and 
deviate from the source text ... but, 
I prefer faithfulness and 
comprehensibility as the two most important criteria in principle. 
Elegance is a bonus ... this may 
be because I read Si Guo's Translation 
Research and the three criteria were mentioned a lot in that book (my 
translation). 
Hsu's earlier socialising experiences are embodied as cultural capital and determine 
her translation belief when she becomes involved in the production of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. Similarly, Emily Chuang, the managing editor and rights 
director of Crown Culture Corporation, also talked about the three criteria of 
translation in her interview: 
When I was young, I read Liang Shiqiu's translations and Liang said 
translation should achieve faithfulness, comprehensibility and elegance. 
The concept has influenced me a lot. I feel it is a parameter, a limit for 
translation. Therefore, this must be a deeply rooted concept of 
translation in my mind (my translation). 
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Both Yao-yun Hsu's and Emily Chuang's comments show that translation agents 
acquire cultural capital through their early socialisation processes. They read about 
Yan Fu's three criteria of translation in other translation scholars' works. Yao-yun Hsu 
learnt about the tripartite translation model from Si Guo's Translation Research, while 
Emily Chuang became aware of the concept from Liang Shiqiu's translations. The 
cultural capital of the two translation agents came into being as an embodied form 
through their socialising experiences, experiences that were projected onto their 
translation practices after they read of Yan's concept in other scholarly works and the 
concept became rooted in their knowledge. More importantly, the embodied form of 
cultural capital was incorporated in the translation agents' habitus. This reflects 
Bourdieu's notion of embodied capital which is an integral part of the person and is 
incorporated into habitus. Therefore, when dealing with CSIs in translations of 
fantasy fiction in Taiwan, the tendency towards foreignisation revealed from the 
translation agents' translatorial habitus appears because of their internalised belief in 
the primacy of faithfulness. 
Moreover, it should be noted that when the translation agents were asked what their 
translation principle is when translating fantasy fiction, the first thing that came to 
their minds was the tripartite principle of faithfulness, comprehensibility and elegance. 
However, this does not necessarily mean that they know that Yan Fu originated the 
tripartite principle or that they understand the essence of his theory. Most of them 
referred only to books by other Chinese translation scholars that mentioned the 
tripartite principle. Therefore, they may not thoroughly understand the historical 
context of Yan Fu's proposed principle. In other words, most translation agents simply 
read the secondary sources about the tripartite principle and internalise it into their 
knowledge. This knowledge, then, became the embodied form of cultural capital, as 
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Bourdieu (1986: 243) has suggested. The embodied cultural capital then constructed 
translation agents' translatorial habitus towards foreignisation when translating CSIs 
in the translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan. 
As to questions concerning the relationship between Bourdieu's sociological model 
and Yan's tripartite translation model, the answers should be straightforward. 
Bourdieu's model offers an opportunity to understand the socio-cultural determinants 
that construct human agents' habitus. If Bourdieu's theory is applied, it is not difficult 
to see Yan Fu as a social agent who constituted structures and made his theory a 
yardstick for other individuals in the literary field. Therefore, from a sociological 
perspective, the historical background of Yan's translation principle has been a good 
example. It shows that the habitus of translation agents revealed at the textual level 
seems to comply with the prevalent translation principle in the target literary field. 
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the three criteria for translation were constructed in 
response to the socio-cultural context in the late Qing Dynasty, when there was a call 
for the social and political reform of the Chinese Empire and the need to learn 
innovative ideas from the West. Yan's tripartite translation model became a normative 
belief that has, in turn, played a key role in constructing translation agents' habitus 
since then, shaping translation agents' translatorial habitus in translating the literary 
repertoires of fantasy fiction in Taiwan's literary field. This indicates that Yan Fu's 
translation principle has a symbolic value that enables Yan to possess symbolic capital 
and assume in a more powerful position in the literary field in China and Taiwan. A 
translation agent, such as Yao-yun Hsu, has actively participated in the production of 
fantasy fiction translation and her internalised translation belief is shaped by Yan's 
translation principle. As an agent situated in a more powerful position in the 
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production of translated fantasy fiction, Hsu has contributed to embedding Yan Fu's 
tripartite translation principle in translation agents' translatorial habitus at the textual 
level. 
However, Yan's tripartite translation principle was not the only socio-cultural 
determinants that contributed to the construction of translation agents' translatorial 
habitus. The influence of globalisation also helped to constitute a disposition towards 
foreignisation. 
5.2.2 The Impact of Globalisation: Bringing the Reader to the Author 
A micro-level investigation of the present study shows that the translatorial habitus 
revealed by the analysis of the textual level indicates translation agents' behaviour has 
a foreignising disposition, which partly results from the influence of Yan Fu's 
tripartite translation principle. However, Bourdieu (1977: 78) claims that the habitus of 
a human agent is produced by the social condition of the objective structure. It is 
difficult to imagine talking about habitus without associating it with the social space 
where it is constituted. Accordingly, it is important to consider which socio-cultural 
determinants helped to determine the foreignising disposition appearing in Taiwan's 
literary field. In this thesis, it is argued that one of the possible socio-cultural 
determinants is the influence of globalisation on Taiwan's literary field since the 
1950s. 
5.2.2.1 The Cultural Hegemony in a Globalised Context 
As discussed briefly in Section 1.3.3, translation is a means for transnational transfer 
and is carried out in the social conditions of the international circulation of cultural 
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goods. Indeed, from a sociological perspective, translation can be viewed as a 
cultural product produced by translation agents in the literary field and the production 
is largely affected by the power relations among nations and languages. The direction 
of translation can be from a culturally hegemonic one to a minority one, or vice versa. 
However, imbalances in power relations might create an imbalanced cultural 
understanding. The global distinction has changed significantly in recent years as 
human beings have become acquainted with one another's cultures. The development 
of globalisation should contribute to the elimination of cultural barriers and enhance 
the interconnectedness between people around the globe in all aspects of social life. 
Robertson suggests that globalisation is a process of "the compression of the world 
and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole" (1992: 8). The 
fundamental feature of globalisation is, therefore, overcoming the lack of shared 
knowledge and information, and strengthening the contacts between distinct linguistic 
communities. It is a dynamic dual process to particularise the universal and to 
universalise the particular (ibid: 177-178). Therefore, in the context of globalisation, 
translation normally acts as an intermediary, bridging a gap of this dynamic dual 
process to decipher cross-culture misunderstandings. Although translation can help to 
form cultural identities and can create a representation of a foreign culture, it is not 
often discussed in the literature of globalisation. By means of translation, the 
connectedness across the globe can be increased and linguistic and cultural barriers 
may be lowered. 
Since translation plays a central role in the shrinking of the world and the creation of 
instant communication across the globe, there is one important dimension linked to 
the development of globalisation. The significant growth of the translation industry 
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can be traced back to the past decades; foreign literary works are often tailored to 
meet the demands of a specific market (Bielsa & Bassnett 2009: 3 1). If translations are 
tailored, it actually implies the involvement of human agents during the production 
process. Therefore, from a sociological perspective, translation agents can be viewed 
as situated in a globalised social structure and globalisation can indeed be regarded as 
a major socio-cultural determinant that contributes to the construction of translation 
agents' behaviour. 
Robertson (1992) defines the present stage of globalisation as the intensification of 
global interconnectedness and the improving of global consciousness since the late 
1960s. The present phase of globalisation is the result of some developments, such as 
the deregulation of financial markets and new information technologies, transcending 
the space barrier so as to move commodities and people around the world at a faster 
rate and, last but not least, the advancement of global communication (Bielsa & 
Bassnett 2009: 21). Globalisation in the past had different approaches and purposes 
compared with those of the present. Throughout history, globalisation has always been 
associated with religious missions, such as Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, 
Confucianism, etc. (Xie 2008: 16). The process of globalisation in modem China can 
be traced back to the Qing Dynasty, when China lost its imperial power after its defeat 
by the Western powers in the Opium Wars (also known as Anglo-Chinese Wars). 
China was then marginalised in the global context politically, culturally and 
economically. China's marginalised status became worse after it lost the First 
Sino-Japanese War to Japan. Chinese reformists such as Yan Fu, Liang Qichao and 
Kang Youwei (W ) called for the nation to learn from the advanced countries in 
an attempt to reform the corrupt and rotten government, and by the late Qing Dynasty, 
China had begun to face its marginalised status in the global setting. The call to learn 
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from the West was not limited only to science and technology but also extended to 
culture and literature. The culture and literature from the hegemonic Western powers 
made an impact on China in the modern period through literary translation. 
When the Qing Dynasty was overthrown during the Xinhai Revolution in 1911, 
thousands of years of imperial rule in China were brought to an end and the 
Republican period began in Mainland China. During the Republican time, translations 
of Western literature continued to blossom; for example Lin Shu (1852-1924) 
translated over 160 Western literary works, which stimulated Chinese readers' interest 
in Western literature. 
The outbreak of the civil war between the Nationalists and the Communists led to the 
end of the Republican period on the mainland. After the Nationalists lost the civil war 
to the Communists and fled to Taiwan in 1949, Taiwan maintained a close political 
relationship with the United States. Between 1951 and 1965, Taiwan received direct 
financial aid from the American government and the subsidy was around 1.4 billion 
US Dollars (Zhao 2009: 234). Moreover, the American government also established 
some of its governmental offices in Taiwan, including U. S. Taiwan Defense 
Command (USTDC), Military Assistance and Advisory Group, Taiwan Joint 
Committee on United States Aid, etc. to provide direct financial and military aid to 
Taiwan (ibid. ). The assistance from the U. S. brought Taiwan onto the global stage. 
Besides the financial and military assistance, the American government also played a 
part in the production of cultural products in Taiwan. 
From the 1950s onwards, a number of American works, ranging from literary, social 
and cultural to artistic in nature, were translated in Taiwan with the support of the 
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Book Translation Program founded by the U. S. Information Agency. The programme 
was responsible for the translation, publication and marketing of American literature 
in other countries. Taiwan benefited from this programme from the 1950s to the 1970s. 
The selection of the American literature to be translated was based on the principle of 
propagating American literature and culture. It can be said that the programme helped 
strengthen the Taiwan-US relationship and improved the visibility of American 
literature and culture in Taiwan. 
The American assistance in Taiwan's economy and military and the Book Translation 
Program show how the hegemonic culture attempted to facilitate the diffusion of 
consciousness across geographically distinct civilisations. The enhancement of 
consciousness over geographical borders can be viewed as "a particular series of 
developments concerning the concrete structuration of the world as a whole" 
(Robertson 1990: 20). The development of globalisation has compressed the globe as a 
whole and enhanced connectedness and consciousness across geographical borders. In 
fact, this is a manifestation of powers from the political field influencing the cultural 
production in the literary field in Taiwan. According to Bourdieu (1992: 25-26), 
institutionalised political power is exerted in the political field in which agents 
continuously seek to construct a particular vision of the social world. American 
institutionalised political power transformed its influence from the political field to 
the literary field in Taiwan and broadened Taiwanese people's perception of the 
world. 
It therefore seems safe to argue that the translation phenomenon of fantasy fiction in 
Taiwan is a consequence of globalisation. In the production of fantasy fiction 
translations in Taiwan, Elaine Chuang, the editor-in-chief of the Titan Publishing 
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Company, believes the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan is linked 
with globalisation: 
It is globalisation and the current global situation that have facilitated 
readers' reading translations of fantasy fiction. A number of fantasy 
fictions in the West were written a long time ago. It is neither a literary 
genre being created just now, nor a literary genre coming after J. K. 
Rowling's literary creations... I would say media and globalisation 
affect reading trends. That is to say, in the publishing industry, you 
have to know what is going on around the globe. You cannot focus on 
yourself and Taiwan only. The reason why translated books are so 
popular nowadays also has something to do with globalisation. You 
would find that what is popular in the United States would also become 
popular in Taiwan. Take the best-selling chart for example. Basically, 
for best-selling books, the popular one always retains its popular status, 
while the least popular one is always unpopular. Why? It is because of 
globalisation. Everyone likes the same things, even if they are from 
different racial groups and speak different languages (my translation). 
The current author assumes that the development of globalisation has not only 
facilitated the publication of fantasy fiction in translation, but has also affected the 
final product in Taiwan, as translation agents tend to develop a foreignising behaviour 
in dealing with CSIs at the textual level. In fact, according to Venuti (1995: 20), the 
foreignising method emphasises restraining the "ethnocentric violence of translation" 
for the English-language nations. It means that because ethnocentrism is restrained so 
that foreign implantation becomes visible in the translation. From the Anglo-centric 
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point of view, the foreignising method is a suppression of "ethnocentrism" and 
"hegemonic English language nations" (ibid. ) because the method recommends 
retaining the linguistic and cultural otherness of the source text in the target text. It is 
therefore a realisation of improving the unequal cultural exchanges in the current state 
of global affairs. In other words, if a text from a lesser-known culture is translated into 
English in the United Kingdom, it is an intervention against cultural imperialism. The 
foreignising method, then, is in favour of moving the reader to the author and signifies 
the differences between the source and target culture in translation: for instance, 
choosing to translate a foreign text by introducing or retaining its foreignness. On the 
other hand, the foreignising method can also be viewed as a strategic intervention of 
ethnocentrism: for example if a text from a hegemonic culture is translated to a 
minority culture by retaining its foreignness in the translation. 
As a result of the micro-structural study of this thesis, it is argued that cultural 
minority nations, such as Taiwan, tend to sacrifice localness and implant foreignness 
when importing foreign literary works. This is in a direct response to the political 
influence from the U. S. since the 1950s whereby Ameircan financial and military aid 
and the Book Translation Program strategically generated its ethnocentrism in Taiwan. 
Therefore, Venuti's argument is reflected in the structure of Taiwan's literary field in 
that the hegemonic American culture was implanted and visualised through 
translations. The hegemonic American culture in Taiwan can also be explained 
through the notions of Bourdieu and Wacquant (2001: 4): 
[T]he effects of American imperialism in the trappings of cultural 
oecumenicism or economic fatalism and to make a transnational 
relation of economic power appear like a natural necessity. 
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The evidence from this thesis indicates that the cultural imperialism from America 
seems pervasive. If the whole globe is viewed as a social space, the cultural product 
from the American literary field is situated in a more powerful position than that of 
Taiwan's literary field. In these power relations, the cultural product from the 
American literary field has played a role in influencing the political, economic and 
cultural forces in Taiwan's literary field. The foreign implantation may impose a 
homologous perception on the target readers and may further assimilate cultural 
differences. It then affects the translation agents' translatorial habitus, which is in 
favour of a more foreignising approach in translation. 
Furthermore, the situation that has occurred in Taiwan's literary field is also in line 
with Cronin's argument that "the majority status of a language is determined by 
political, economic and cultural forces" (2003: 145). This means that if a language is 
situated in a more powerful position with respect to its political, economic and 
cultural dimensions, it then builds up the ground for that language to become a 
majority one and causes translation agents of minority languages to initiate intensive 
translation activities from that hegemonic language. 
Although the literary works from local Taiwanese writers also play a crucial role in 
Taiwan's cultural market, what happens in Taiwan is that a number of literary works 
are translated from English and published in Taiwan every year. Viewing the situation 
from a globalised perspective, it can be argued that the political and cultural fields of 
the English-speaking nations assume a powerful position in the struggles of power 
relations. Taiwan, whose political and cultural fields are in a peripheral position in the 
globe, has to depend on the importation of cultural products from dominant countries. 
This is in line with Evan-Zohar's argument about the circumstances in which 
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translated literary works from more powerful nations come to occupy the primary 
positions in the literary polysystem of less powerful nations. Taiwan is a region where 
the local literary works are either peripheral or weak, if viewed in a global context. 
Translated literary works are imported to Taiwan with the help of globalisation and 
have even influenced the literary repertoires of Taiwan's own literary field. This is 
why the translatorial habitus discovered in the present study shows a foreignisation 
tendency when translating fantasy fiction in Taiwan. 
Fantasy fiction lies in a peripheral position in Taiwan's literary polysystem and relies 
on foreign translations to enrich readers' reading experiences. The development of 
globalisation is largely a manifestation of cultural hegemony, bringing its influence on 
political, economic and cultural dimensions to the cultural minorities. In the case of 
Taiwan, the socio-cultural determinants from a close relationship with the United 
States and the cultural injection, through the Book Translation Program, are two 
catalysts in the political field. That is, the production and circulation of symbolic 
goods in Taiwan's literary field were politicised from the 1950s to the 1970s. In 
addition to the factor of politicisation, the influences from other fields, such as mass 
media, have contributed to the production and circulation of foreign translations from 
the 1980s to the present day. The influence of the mass media comes from the film, 
television, radio and multimedia industries and contributes to the development of 
globalisation, further intensifying the power of cultural hegemony. 
The film industry, especially the Hollywood studios, has played a significant role in 
enforcing the impact of cultural hegemony in Taiwan's literary field. A large number 
of cultural products from the field of mass media have been produced in the United 
States since the 1950s (Steven 2003: 36). The American-produced cultural products in 
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the field of mass media have strengthened the country's cultural hegemony and have 
helped people to become acquainted with another culture. In other words, because of 
the influence of mass media, human agents have been able to develop a higher degree 
of reception toward foreignness in the globalised context. Moreover, the influence 
from the field of the mass media is more commercially oriented than politically 
motivated. The production and circulation of foreign translations in Taiwan's literary 
field, from the 1950s onwards, can therefore be broadly related to politicised and 
commercialised factors. 
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the differentiated power relations 
among national cultures may have an impact on the construction of translation agents' 
habitus. The interrelation between the political, mass media and literary fields in 
Taiwan since the 1950s can thus be understood as a political and economic dimension 
leading to the canonisation of foreign translations and their literary repertoires. This is, 
in essence, the relationship between Bourdicu's field, habitus and capital. Bourdieu 
(1990a: 87-88) argues that the existence of a field is correlative with the existence of 
specific stakes and interests imposed in that particular field that are aroused in agents 
endowed with a certain habitus. Since fantasy fiction translations are a cultural 
product in Taiwan's literary field, the translatorial habitus revealed by the translation 
agents involved in the production of translations of fantasy fiction is also affected by 
the power of cultural hegemony and shows a foreignising tendency at the textual 
level. 
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5.2.2.2 The Mechanism of Readers' Anticipation 
In addition to the influence of cultural hegemony, it can be argued that the mechanism 
of readers' anticipation also plays a significant role in constituting the translatorial 
habitus in Taiwan's literary field. During the production process of any translated 
literary work, translation agents may anticipate the possible reactions of other agents 
in the field, such as critics and readers. While translating, they may construct an 
image of those other agents within the field in order to anticipate their judgements 
(Wolf 2002: 40). The mechanism of readers' anticipation indicates a complex web of 
power relations between various positions in the field. For example, translators and 
editors need to anticipate the target readers' tastes so as to produce an acceptable 
translation and to earn economic capital from the translation. In this case, the 
reception-end occupies a more powerful position in the field. This is a common 
phenomenon when a cultural product is situated in a field of large-scale production, in 
which translation agents may focus on producing a cultural product that can attract the 
widest general audience and achieve maximum economic profitability. In this sense, 
the cultural and social capital of translators and editors seem unable to help them 
situate the product in a higher position relative to the power relations. The priority for 
them must be to generate economic capital for the publisher. As a consequence, the 
struggle for the economic reason seems to outweigh the struggles for political and 
cultural reasons in the power relations. The powers exerted in a field, according to 
Bourdieu (1990a: 87-88), would become a conditioning of the functioning of a field. 
These powers are the interests that agents in the field pursue and over which they find 
themselves competing and struggling with each other. 
The mechanism of readers' anticipation is largely associated with globalisation. 
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Globalisation is a consequence of the intensification of transnational interaction and is 
strongly linked with the modernity of global society. This is in accordance with 
Robertson's claim that globalisation is a condition that facilitates the diffusion of 
general modernity beyond national borders (Robertson 1995: 27). Taiwan, as an 
industrialised country, is open to the world. Taiwanese people are able to receive 
up-to-date information easily. The development of globalisation stimulates 
cross-cultural interaction and pushes the globe towards becoming borderless as people 
start to become acquainted with one another's cultures. This is particularly true in 
industrialised societies. Because of the familiarity of foreign cultures, readers in 
Taiwan may tend to have a higher degree of tolerance for the fantastic elements or the 
foreign culture-specific references in the translations of fantasy fiction. Bearing such 
consideration in mind, the mechanism of readers' anticipation would be triggered 
during the production process for the translation agents. In this case, globalisation is a 
social determinant constituting individuals' reception of the world, which is further 
internalised in their knowledge as embodied cultural capital. The accumulated cultural 
capital enables agents to know the world, not consciously, but in a take-for-granted 
sense. Therefore, they are able to accept foreign elements when they read foreign 
literary works or translations. As for translation agents, they acquire knowledge 
through their previous socialising experience so that their strategies in the production 
of cultural products are revealed in their translatorial habitus. 
Translation agents' strategies can be seen from the fact that they keep the concept of 
readers' high degree of tolerance toward CSIs in mind so that they are more willing to 
adopt a source-oriented approach when producing fantasy fiction translations. In fact, 
all the translation agents interviewed stated that they would bear in mind readers' 
tolerance of foreignness in the translation. For example, Qiong-yi Feng, one of the 
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translators of the Harry Potter series, expressed the view that the overuse of 
domestication would give readers an impression that the translation was not faithful to 
the original. This is an indication that she thought of the possible consequences if the 
domesticating approach is used. Feng's translatorial habitus is a manifestation that a 
translation agent adopts a certain strategy based on the social knowledge she acquired 
through socialisation in that particular literary field. The social knowledge was 
reproduced as the logic of practice in the given literary field. 
Moreover, Emily Chuang provided an example about her experience when editing the 
Harry Potter translation. She pointed out that the name Hermione was originally 
translated as rJt (Phonetic Translation: He-Miao-Ni) but was later changed to 
Iff (Phonetic Translation: Miao-Li). The second version of the translated name for 
Hermione carries an image of a foreign name, while the earlier version invokes, to 
some extent, the image of a Chinese name because the first character fiJ (He) is 
actually a Chinese surname. According to Chuang, this translation behaviour takes 
into consideration two perspectives: readers' tolerance of foreignness and the reading 
appreciation of the young adult readers. When one compares the name f5JlIQ 
(He-Miao-Ni) with the name P! PH it is found that the latter is the better 
option, because the translation gives readers an image suggesting that ilermione is a 
clever (Pj/Miao) and attractive ( /Li) girl, and furthermore, the name is easy to read 
aloud to a child. 
Similarly, Yan Chang, one of the translators ofNarnia, also stands against the overuse 
of a domestication approach: 
I feel that it is weird to replace foreign items with Chinese ones with a 
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foreign environment as the background. Some people like to replace 
the foreign surnames with Chinese ones, but I feel this approach is odd. 
We, of course, hope the affection or inspiration readers of the 
translation receive is the same as those experienced by the source 
reader, but from our past reading experiences, we understand that most 
readers can accept foreign items nowadays (my translation). 
Yan Chang also mentioned that her translation approach to the name Puddleglum in 
The Silver Chair, the sixth Narnia novel, was to translate the name to be close to the 
image of the character; she did not consider replacing the name with a conventional 
Chinese personal name. She emphasised that she wanted to translate Puddleglum to 
be an acceptable and interesting name for readers who read the translation. Therefore, 
she translated the name to EWS, (Back Translation: Mud-pole kid), which carried 
the meaning of the first reference - "puddle" - in the source text, and the image of the 
character who was "tall and thin' via the translation. 
In light of the above information, it can be understood that, when translating fantasy 
fiction, globalisation has had an effect on the mechanism of readers' anticipation, 
which in turn also influences the final product. The three translation agents mentioned 
above considered target readers' reception when they translated CSIs in fantasy fiction. 
They are embedded in the same social context and their behaviours are constructed by 
the social determinant of this particular field, that is, globalisation. This is in 
accordance with Bourdieu's notion that field and habitus are dependent on each other. 
This study has revealed that, because translation agents consider readers' high 
tolerance of foreignness in a translation and concern about readers' acceptance of the 
overuse of the domestication approach, they tend to foreignise the CSIs when 
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translating fantasy fiction. This is the specific logic of Taiwan's literary field which is 
established in the form of a specific habitus. Such behaviour indicates that the 
economic capital associated with the translation process is powerful enough to 
constitute translation agents' translatorial habitus in the literary field of Taiwan. 
Further, it is because readers' reactions towards a domestication approach may be 
more negative in this globalised social environment that translation agents need to 
produce a product that is more favoured by readers, so as to acquire the economic 
benefit from translations. In terms of the mechanism of readers' anticipation, the 
struggles in the power relations show that the accumulation of economic capital is the 
key function in the production of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
The micro-structural analysis of the current study, focusing on a parallel corpus study 
of fantasy fiction translations in Taiwan, shows that 96.21% of CSIs were translated 
utilising a foreignising approach. Based on the data analysed in the present study, the 
translatorial habitus with a foreignising tendency was largely constructed by the 
prevalence of Yan Fu's tripartite translation principle and the impact of globalisation 
functioning in Taiwan's literary field which had both political and economic 
dimensions. This signifies that factors of politicisation and commercialisation are 
relatively powerful in the struggles of Taiwan's literary field and have played an 
important role in constituting translation agents' translatorial habitus. However, it 
should be clarified here that the politicisation mentioned in this context does not mean 
that the political power conditioned the cultural production in the way that might 
happen in the state-run publishing companies of communist countries, where the 
governments strictly control anything that might stir up any ideological rebellion. 
Rather, the politicisation stated here refers to close contact with English-speaking 
cultures through the operation of international relations. 
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In the next section, a macro-structural analysis of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction 
translations will be discussed for the purpose of acquiring a better understanding of 
the logic that is practised in the production of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
This will provide a deeper knowledge about which socio-cultural determinants 
constitute translation agents' habitus and how translation agents acquire capital to 
attain a more powerful position in the power relation struggles in Taiwan's literary 
field. 
5.3 The Macro-structural Study of the Translation Phenomenon of 
Fantasy Fiction in Taiwan 
In Section 5.2, a micro-structural study of translation agents' translatorial habitus was 
discussed. Yet, without a macro-structural study of the production mode of 
translations of fantasy fiction, a thorough understanding of the translation 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction in Taiwan cannot be achieved. The macro-structural 
investigation of translation agents' production mode of translations of fantasy fiction 
can help us to understand social agents' habitus in producing cultural goods in the 
literary field in Taiwan. Bourdieu's view on the habitus of human agency is based on 
two positions: the habitus of human agents is structured from social experience and in 
turn structures the social system. Indeed, when Bourdieu explains habitus, he points 
out that habitus is the generative principle of responses more or less well adapted to 
the demand of a certain field (Bourdieu 1990x: 91). Since agents need to adapt their 
behaviours to meet the demand of a field, their habitus is therefore established and 
maintained through strategies which presuppose the capacity for invention and 
adaptation (ibid.: 63). It is because strategies are acquired through individuals' 
socialisation and revealed in their behaviours in a take-for-granted sense. Therefore, 
to understand the logic of practice, the strategies of individuals must be studied. 
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Accordingly, Section 5.3 will discuss translation agents' production practices with the 
aim of unveiling their strategies in the production of fantasy fiction translation in the 
literary field in Taiwan. Moreover, with regard to the issue of how capital is 
accumulated and distributed, the objective social structure and the human agents 
should never be forgotten. To examine the tensions in the production of fantasy fiction 
translations in the literary field in Taiwan, this section also attempts to discuss the 
distribution of capital among translation agents. 
5.3.1 The Emergence of the Field of Large-Scale Production of Translations of 
Fantasy Fiction 
As briefly mentioned in Section 3.2.1.1, the production of translations of fantasy 
fiction in Taiwan focuses on a large-scale cultural production targeted at the general 
public rather than a small group of producers of cultural products or intellectuals. As 
Bourdieu (1992: 242) stated, "every field is the site of a more or less openly declared 
struggle for the definition of the legitimate principles of division of the field. " The 
boundary of a field is actually defined by the legitimate principles of division which 
in turn define the membership of that particular field. Therefore, in terms of the 
production of translation, translation agents impose the visions that they think belong 
to that field, so as to distinguish members of the literary field from other fields. 
Agents in a field bring the symbolic capital that they acquired in previous struggles to 
define the legitimacy of the boundaries (ibid.: 239). The status of a field, consequently, 
is determined by the struggles of agents who strive to meet the demands of the 
market. 
Translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan are initiated by two types of cultural groups: 
commercial publishing companies and publishing companies specialising in works of 
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fantasy fiction. At present, in Taiwan, most of the translations of fantasy fiction are 
produced by commercial publishing companies (e. g. Crown, Titan, Global Kids 
Books and so on), while Muse and Fantasy Foundation are the only two publishing 
companies which specialise in producing translations of fantasy fiction. 
Based on the findings revealed from the historical background of the development of 
translations of fantasy fiction, the production practice of translations of fantasy fiction 
before 2000 focused on the restricted field of cultural production in Taiwan. That is to 
say, translations of fantasy fiction were initiated, translated and circulated mainly 
among fantasy fiction fans. In her interview, Ching-wen Hsu mentioned: 
I think Xue-heng Zhu was the first one to promote this literary genre. 
He first translated and published the Dragonlance series and then 
persuaded AcerTWP to continue publishing fantasy fiction translations. 
Because the focus of AcerTWP was to publish translated books 
relating to computer games.. . and Baldur's Gate, the RPG computer 
game, was very popular at that time. Therefore, Mr Zhu and we other 
fantasy fiction fans from online fan clubs worked very hard to translate 
Baldur's Gate... Later, AcerTWP published the translation of The Dark 
Elf trilogy, which was translated by us as well (my translation). 
Hsu pointed out that the initiation and translation of fantasy fiction was mostly carried 
out by fantasy fiction fans between 1998 and 2001. In fact, it can be seen that the 
popularisation of computer games carried its power to the literary field and influenced 
the publication of fantasy fiction translation. However, it is important to note that the 
published fantasy fiction translation mainly circulated among a group of peers who 
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used to play fantasy computer games. Its readership was limited so that the kind of 
cultural production was in a field of restricted cultural production. The main concern 
for the agents is to gain the recognition for the point of view that they are seeking to 
impose in the field (Bourdieu 1992: 239). In the broad sense, the competition between 
agents is symbolic in the field of restricted production. In this case, translation agents 
accumulate their symbolic value and the economic profit is downplayed. What 
Xue-heng Zhu and other fantasy ficition fans strove for was to constitute a field in 
which the translation of fantasy fiction was better recognised and the symbolic value 
for those agents could be achieved through their cultural production. 
Fanny Yang (fns), the managing editor of Fantasy Foundation, also stated that 
when AcerTWP published the translation of Dragonlance, its publishing strategy was 
to link fantasy with computer games. Hence, most of the readers who read the 
translation were computer game players who used to play the Dragonlance computer 
game. Yang further said that the translation of fantasy fiction at that time was 
supported by the enthusiasm of fans of fantasy computer games. In the beginning, 
translators of fantasy fiction had a computing games background. Computer games 
are a type of cultural product and the influence of globalisation helped the cultural 
product to travel beyond national borders. People in Taiwan therefore got the 
opportunity to get to know the cultural product and some of them became involved in 
the introduction of the new literary genre. This can be explained by Bourdieu's 
(1993a: 16) idea that the logic of the restricted field of production makes it conducive 
to innovation. The introduction of a new literary genre can be seen as an innovative 
concept for the cultural product for readers in the given literary field. 
In this field of restricted cultural production, both fantasy fiction and fantasy 
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computer games fans played an important role in bringing about the recognition of 
fantasy fiction in Taiwan: Xue-heng Zhu, Ching-wen Hsu, Guang-lei Tan, to name 
just a few. Their purpose in promoting this literary genre was not necessarily for 
economic profit, but to acquire symbolic profit for the translation of fantasy fiction. 
The translation agents further developed symbolic value for themselves and they also 
accumulated their cultural capital from their translations. This is in accordance with 
Bourdieu's suggestion that economic profit for cultural goods, e. g. translations of 
fantasy fiction, in a field of restricted cultural production, is often disavowed 
(Bourdieu 1993a: 15). Such a field of cultural production per se tends to develop "its 
own nomos, its own fundamental laws, and introduc[es] the foreign on its own terms" 
(Hanna 2005: 182). This suggests that when the translation of fantasy fiction was 
situated in the field of restricted cultural production, translation agents strove to 
enhance its symbolic recognition and to introduce it on its own terms to Taiwan. In 
this light, the struggle of power relations for the production of fantasy fiction 
translation shows that the symbolic achievement tended to overpower economic 
profit. 
Both Guang-lei Tan and Fanny Yang pointed out that the field developed its own 
norms and fundamental laws for cultural production. In his interview, Tan pointed out 
that Xue-heng Zhu retranslated Rings, because, following interaction with members of 
fantasy fiction fan clubs, Zhu felt it was necessary to invent new terms to differentiate 
this literary genre from others. For example, Tan specified that the Chinese translation 
of words like sorcerer, wizard, magician and magus could be the same in many other 
literary works, yet they are totally different in a fantasy context. What Zhu and 
fantasy fiction fans did was to distinguish the words in Chinese translation and make 
them into genre-specific terms. In her interview, Yang also pointed out that she had 
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help from Xue-heng Zhu when she tried to edit the translations of fantasy fiction. Zhu 
checked the manuscripts and defined terms in translations. Here it is not difficult to 
see that translation agents internalised their knowledge of fantasy fiction and 
developed it into cultural capital, which was then transformed to shape translation 
agents' translatorial habitus. The behaviours of human agents, such as publishing 
self-translated fantasy fiction, introducing new terms, or operating genre specific 
norms, can be viewed as attempts to increase the "autonomization" (Bourdieu 
1993a: 53) for translations of fantasy fiction in the literary field in Taiwan. 
The translation of fantasy fiction enjoyed an autonomous status in the literary field of 
Taiwan in its early development stage, as it was initiated by fantasy fiction fans and 
many of the foreign terms were defined and introduced by that group of peers. The 
logic of the restricted field of production was brought up by the group of agents who 
were actively involved in the promotion of this literary genre and therefore made the 
innovation. Imposing or conforming to the existing norms of the field of large-scale 
cultural production when producing fantasy fiction translation did not achieve success 
at the early stage. Linking Publishing Company introduced the translation of Rings in 
1998, yet it did not receive much attention among either fantasy fiction readers or 
other readers. The failure of this translation was mainly because the translated foreign 
terms and the style of translation were not acceptable to fantasy fiction fans. For 
Linking, their main purpose might have been making economic profit from such 
cultural goods even if situated in the field of restricted cultural production. The 
translation was therefore conditioned by the laws of large-scale cultural production, 
which was not appreciated among the group of peers in this particular field of cultural 
product. 
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In the case of Taiwan's literary field, the production practice of translation agents 
(especially those fantasy fiction fans) involved in translations of fantasy fiction in the 
field of restricted cultural production aimed to achieve symbolic profit rather than 
economic profit. They attempted to produce the genre-specific fundamental 
conventions and introduce specific translations for different foreign terms in the 
translation of fantasy fiction. In this sense, the foreign terms they introduced tend to 
have a foreignising tendency: for example, in Hobbit, translated by Xue-heng Zhu, 
high-elves, light-elves, and wood-elves were translated according to their sense as 
7. (Back Translation: high rank elves), R)J(Back Translation: bright 
elves), and *Mjff (Back Translation: wood elves). In his translations of fantasy 
fiction, he did not generalise those terms simply to qa (Back Translation: elves) as 
translators were doing for many other genres of literary works. The multiplicity of 
choice of genre-specific terms shows that translation agents endeavoured to establish 
the semantic boundaries for the cultural production, namely translations of fantasy 
fiction. Following Bourdieu's concept, translation agents' behaviour in introducing 
new terms to the translated fantasy fiction reflects a tendency to autonomise the 
cultural production in the field of restricted cultural production and to free it from the 
requirements of the field of large-scale cultural production. 
However, powers carried over from other institutions (e. g. news agencies, the film 
industry, etc. ) that, owing to the influence of globalisation, do not belong to this field 
of cultural production may influence translation agents' production practice and may 
transform the field of restricted cultural production to a large-scale one. The field of 
large-scale cultural production is normally formed with a view to the production of 
cultural goods aimed at "non-producers of cultural goods" (Bourdieu 1993a: 115), that 
is, the general public. It aims for the conquest of as vast a market as possible. In the 
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field of large-scale cultural production, the constraint of economic profit overpowered 
the constraint of symbolic achievement in the stuggle of power relations. As discussed 
previously, in the literary field of Taiwan before 2000, translations of fantasy fiction 
were formed in the field of restricted cultural production. Bourdieu (1992: 17) has 
argued that fields are social spaces of constant conflicts and competitions. This view 
indicates that a field is dynamic rather than static. If powers from other institutions 
were to inject their influence to translation agents' production practice, the production 
mode of the cultural product in the literary field may be changed. 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the development of globalisation and the advance of 
technology have helped people to receive up-to-date information more easily. 
Translations of fantasy fiction also benefit from globalisation and informational 
development after 2000. Elaine Chuang pointed out that the phenomenon of fantasy 
fiction translation in Taiwan is a consequence of globalisation and media (See Section 
5.2.2.1). Powers from other institutions, such as the film industry and news agencies, 
therefore brought their influence to the production practice of this literary genre. 
Xue-heng Zhu played an important role, not only in the early development of 
translations of fantasy fiction before 2000, but also in the period after 2000. Owing to 
the advance of information technology, Zhu was able to receive updated information 
about fantasy fiction from foreign online websites and fan clubs. When he learnt that 
the movie of The Lord of the Rings was going to be released globally in 2001, he 
made an offer to Linking to retranslate the trilogy. He persuaded Linking to publish 
his retranslated version of Rings and the arrangement was that the publisher did not 
have to pay him any fee unless the retranslation sold over 10,000 copies. It can be 
inferred from Zhu's example that the field of cultural production was gradually 
changed to a large-scale one because the publisher aimed for an economic 
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achievement so that Zhu was able to retranslate Rings. 
In order to enhance the visibility of his translation of Rings, Zhu linked his literary 
work with the movie. Therefore, when the Taiwanese media reported about The Lord 
of the Rings' movie, the translation and the translator were also mentioned. With the 
help from the news media and the film, Zhu made a huge economic profit (30 million 
New Taiwan Dollars) from the royalties for his translation. Similarly, in an interview 
with the current author, Fanny Yang also mentioned that news media and film 
contributed to the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. She said: 
I think it is all because of movies and news media. Because the movie 
box office was very successful, the Taiwanese news media therefore 
followed it very closely. For example, when the translation of Harry 
Potter was published in Taiwan, the publisher did not even have to 
advertise it. Because of the huge success of Harry Potter in the West, 
Taiwanese media would report it as special foreign news report and the 
publisher took advantage of this (my translation). 
This is a representation of powers from other fields bringing their influence to the 
literary field and increasing the visibility of a particular literary genre. As Bourdieu 
argued, the journalistic field can impose a collective effect on different fields in a 
society (Bourdieu 2002: 116). It means that the impact of a particular journalistic field 
can be transferred to different fields in one society. Bourdieu further claims that the 
impact of the journalistic field to the field of cultural production should lie in the 
evaluation principles established by agents involved in both the literary field and the 
journalistic field (ibid. ). These principles have authoritative recognitions and increase 
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the impact on the acceptance of a cultural product through news reporting, audience 
rating or best-selling book list. As a result, the news reports established the 
authoritative recognition for the Harry Potter translation and enhanced its visibility In 
Taiwan. The translation therefore was not read by the group of peers only, instead it 
attracted a wide range of readers. Furthermore, in the interview with Emily Chuang, 
she also mentioned the influence of film and news media when she tried to advertise 
the translation of Harry Potter. She said: 
Actually, no-one in Taiwan knew what fantasy fiction was about at that 
time. It was all because of the success of Harry Potter and its 
translation that readers got an idea of what fantasy fiction is about. And, 
the retranslation of Rings and its movie caused a sensation in the news 
media (my translation). 
Moreover, Elaine Chuang, the editor-in-chief of Titan Publishing Company, reported 
that sales of the translation of Narnia increased tenfold after the film of The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe appeared in the cinema. Yao-yun Hsu, the editor-in-chief of 
Global Kids Books, also mentioned that sales of the translation of A Series of 
Unfortunate Events increased 20% after the movie version was released. The 
experiences of both Chuang and Hsu further prove Bourdieu's argument that, owing 
to the impact from the journalistic field or field of film, the authoritative recognition 
was imposed and the visibility of the translation of Narnia was enhanced in the 
literary field, so that the sales volumes were raised accordingly. 
These data suggest that the influence of other, non-literary institutions played a 
significant role in enhancing the visibility and recognition of translations of fantasy 
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fiction in Taiwan. This influence has helped the symbolic value of this literary genre 
to increase its visibility in Taiwan. In the case of Xue-heng Zhu, although he had been 
devoted to the promotion of translations of fantasy fiction before 2000, his efforts, 
and those of his group of peers, failed to improve the status of this literary genre. 
Translations of fantasy fiction were mainly read by fantasy fiction fans and still 
remained in the field of restricted cultural production. 
However, Zhu seized the opportunity that the film of The Lord of the Rings created 
and used the powers of the news media to enhance the visibility of this literary genre 
in Taiwan. In fact, what he gained from the translation of the Rings was not only 
economic profit but also symbolic capital. He used part of the earnings from Rings 
translation to set up a non-profit organisation, Fantasy Foundation, in an effort to 
promote fantasy fiction translations and local fantasy fiction creations. In 2002, he 
was involved in the establishment of Fantasy Foundation Publishing Company and 
worked as a literary agent for the publisher. Zhu also won the most prestigious honour 
in Taiwanese cultural circles, the Presidential Culture Award, in 2005, in honour of his 
contribution to the translation of fantasy fiction. Xue-heng Zhu's example 
demonstrates a translation agent's effort in promoting the visibility of a literary genre. 
In other words, Zhu tried to enhance the symbolic recognition of translations of 
fantasy fiction in Taiwan. The practice of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, before 
2000, consisted mainly in producing translations to be read by the group of fantasy 
fiction fans. Yet, to commission a translation product that would attract a wider range 
of readers, the struggle of powers exerted in the production of fantasy fiction 
translation aimed to prioritise the economic rather than symbolic achievement. In the 
present thesis, it is found that when the translation of fantasy fiction is situated in the 
field of large-scale cultural production, the production mode also changes in 
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accordance with the status of cultural product. 
That powers from other institutions imposed their impact on the production of fantasy 
fiction translation can also be seen from the marketing strategies of the translation 
agents in the production process. In the interview, Emily Chuang mentioned that the 
budget of the film industry is more than that of the literature industry. Therefore, 
when the first Harry Potter movie was released, the publisher worked closely with the 
movie company. On the poster for the Harry Potter film, the Chinese version of the 
Harry Potter books was mentioned. Besides, in the later Harry Potter translations, the 
publisher held premier sales on the first day when the translations were published and 
book-reading events for readers. Elaine Chuang also mentioned, in her interview, 
Titan's strategy in'working with the film industry. The publisher changed the version 
of the book cover for Narnia when the film was released and the movie company 
agreed to put a caption in the opening part of the film by indicating that the Chinese 
translation of Narnia was published by Titan. These examples all demonstrated that 
the economic capital of other institutions outside the literary field imposed their 
influence on it and changed the production practice of the translation agents. This is 
particularly true in capitalist countries and a field of large-scale cultural production 
therefore emerged. This phenomenon is in a reflection of Bourdieu's notion of the 
field of large-scale cultural production where the field is characterised by the 
subordinate position of cultural producers in relation to the diffusion media and a 
competition for the conquest of the market (Bourdieu 1993a: 125). The structure of the 
socially generated product therefore changed and aimed at the group of non-producers 
rather than a specific group of peers. 
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5.3.1.1 Economic Concerns Affect Translation Agents' Practice 
Bourdieu defines a field as a social arena and as a system of forces (Bourdieu & 
Wacquant 1992: 17). In this sense, struggles exist throughout the field that bring a 
dynamic nature to the field as agents or institutions struggle to maintain or change 
their positions within the field. This study has shown that the profit Xue-heng Zhu 
gained from the translation of Rings has provided him with massive economic capital. 
He gained a public reputation as a specialist in fantasy fiction translation from the 
interviews he received throughout the media. As Bourdieu (1992: 14) suggested, 
capital can be converted from one form into another in a field. In Zhu's case, it can be 
seen that his cultural and social capital helped him to acquire economic capital from 
translations that was then converted into symbolic capital, as he became one of the 
most well-known persons in the literary field of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
The amount of capital he accumulated helped him to achieve a more powerful 
position in the field. 
Because of Zhu's powerful position in the literary field of Taiwan, he was even able to 
influence other translation agents' production practice. As Fanny Yang mentioned in 
the interview, having established Fantasy Foundation Publishing Company, Zhu chose 
the foreign fantasy fiction for translation, proofread and edited the translated 
manuscripts, and even worked as a spokesman for the promotional activities. Zhu first 
helped Fantasy Foundation to publish some translations of epic fantasy fiction. 
However, epic fantasy fiction normally consists of several novels in a series, so a 
publisher has to incur very high costs to obtain the copyright for the translations. 
Moreover, because this type of fantasy fiction is very genre-specific, and has a high 
level of entry for readers, the sales of translations of epic fantasy fiction were not very 
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good. The high level of entry refers to the fact that this genre of fantasy fiction 
requires readers to have an abundant knowledge of Western classical mythology and 
mythopoetic history (Liang 2007a: 93). In other words, readers of this type of fantasy 
fiction will need to have a good sense of Western myth, folklore, legend and history to 
be able to appreciate the contents. In contrast, if a piece of fantasy fiction has a low 
level of entry, it means that although the storyline depicts the fantastic world, readers 
do not necessary require a knowledge of Western classical mythology and 
mythopoetic history to understand it. Therefore, Zhu had to change his selection 
practice from epic fantasy fiction to one with a lower entry level for readers. He 
selected fantasy fiction that is more suitable for readers who do not have any previous 
reading experience of fantasy fiction or fantasy fiction translation but could still enjoy 
and appreciate the fantastic world from the translations. 
The interview data suggest that Zhu's selection practice for Fantasy Foundation was 
conditioned by the economic concerns of the publisher. This implies that the 
production of translations of fantasy fiction may not only focus on fans of fantasy 
fiction but also on the general public, in order that economic profit can be earned from 
this cultural production. Furthermore, this also signifies that when powers from other 
institutions bring their influence to the field of restricted cultural production, there 
would be a transformation of translation agents' behaviour. This means that even if a 
translation agent has accumulated different forms of capital from his or her previous 
socialising activities and is situated in a more powerful position in the field of 
restricted cultural production, his/her behaviour would be conditioned by the demands 
of the market when other institutions impose their influence on the cultural production. 
The example from Xue-heng Zhu proves this statement. 
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Another example can be seen from the production practice of the Crown Culture 
Corporation, when the publisher published the translation of Harry Potter in the 
middle of 2000. According to Emily Chuang in the interview: 
Because Linking published the old translated version of Rings before 
us, and it did not achieve success, many other publishers did not even 
attempt to gain the copyright of Harry Potter... Therefore, when we 
signed for the copyright, we targeted a wide range of readership. Only 
by doing this could we achieve success for the translation of Harry 
Potter... And we categorised the Harry Potter translation in our Choice 
series, which means we treated it as ordinary fiction and aimed at a 
target readership aged from nine to 99 years (my translation). 
Crown's production practice for the Harry Potter translation did not focus on fantasy 
fiction fans because, as a commercial publisher, its main priority is to achieve 
economic profit. From the structural point of view, the field of cultural production is 
conditioned by the heteronomous powers from other institutions, rather than by the 
group of fantasy fiction fans, and aims to prioritise the economic over the symbolic in 
the production of fantasy fiction translation. Besides the commercial publisher, 
publishing companies specialising in fantasy fiction seem to be in line with such logic 
in their production practice. Ching-wen Hsu talked about Muse's concern for the 
selection of fantasy fiction to be translated: 
We tried to follow the reading trends and introduced more fantasy 
fiction to readers in Taiwan. It is because there is such a demand for 
reading fantasy fiction, especially after Xue-heng Zhu's promotion and 
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the news reports from media.. . When we selected 
foreign fantasy 
fiction books, we chose those which were suitable for the full range of 
readers and the classic ones. We did not choose one which would only 
attract readers who like to play fantasy computer games (my 
translation). 
Although Hsu did not explicitly point out that Muse's concern for the selection of 
fantasy fiction was for economic profit, her statement somehow implicitly conveyed 
the message that, as a publisher specialising in fantasy fiction, Muse's selection 
practice was to introduce translations of fantasy fiction which could attract the full 
range of readers, so as to gain as much economic profit as possible from readers' 
consumption. The production practice of publishers of fantasy fiction translation in 
Taiwan therefore tends to show that translation agents involved in this cultural 
product do not aim to achieve symbolic profit for such cultural goods but attempt to 
achieve economic profit from them. The producers of fantasy fiction translation in 
Taiwan became proponents of "bourgeois art" or "commercial art" (Bourdieu 
1996: 223) so as to gain large-scale and popular success for the cultural product as 
well as to accumulate economic capital. Seen in this light, the production of 
translations of fantasy fiction should be grouped under the field of large-scale cultural 
production, which targets the "non-producers of cultural goods", that is, "the public at 
large" (Bourdieu 1993a: 115). Accordingly, the struggle in the field of large-scale 
cultural production may be decided in favour of economic profit over symbolic 
achievement. 
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5.3.1.2 Translations of Fantasy Fiction: Targeting a Wide Range of Readership 
It is argued that the influences carried over from other institutions that do not belong 
to the literary field of Taiwan affect the production practice of translation agents 
involved in the translation of fantasy fiction. These influences can even transform the 
field of cultural production from a restricted one to a large-scale one. This is somehow 
in line with Bourdieu's notion that a literary field is a force-field as well as a field of 
struggles (Bourdieu 1990a: 143). The selection of foreign fantasy fiction to be 
translated and published in Taiwan therefore tends to focus on those requiring a lower 
entry in this literary genre in order to attract the entire range of potential readers and 
to gain economic profit. Moreover, it is interesting to note that, although many 
translations of fantasy fiction published in Taiwan are in fact children's or young 
adult's fantasy fiction in the source culture, translation agents in Taiwan tend to target 
the whole range of readers and do not emphasise that they are fantasy fiction stories 
for young readers only. For example, Ching-wen Hsu of Muse outlined her strategies 
when editing the translation of fantasy fiction: 
We have a goal that we hope the fantasy fiction translation we publish 
does not focus on one group of readers only or on a certain age group 
only. Therefore, what we do is to make the presentation of the 
translation more adult-like. The advantage of this strategy is that adults 
would read the translation and the young reader would also read the 
translation. This is based on my own experience and on other 
specialists' opinions (my translation). 
Muse, since 2002, has published translations of fantasy fiction such as Philip 
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Pullman's His Dark Materials, Ursula K. Le Guin's Earthsea and T. H. White's The 
Once and the Future King which were originally written for young adult readers in 
the source culture. However, the production practice of the publisher does not limit 
these translations to fans of fantasy fiction but instead targets a wider range of readers. 
To attract more potential readers, the publisher also has a strategy for the design of the 
book cover, which is different from the style of presentation of the source publishers. 
Hsu mentioned in the interview that the book covers of some fantasy fiction in the 
West are in a photographic style. In other words, readers would see a photographed 
character on the book cover wearing an outfit that is normally seen in the cinema. 
This kind of production mode, however, is not viable in Taiwan because it may only 
attract a certain group of readers. Therefore, what Muse does is to use a relatively 
plain cover in its production of fantasy fiction translations. 
Moreover, Fanny Yang of Fantasy Foundation also expressed a similar viewpoint 
regarding the production practice of translations of fantasy fiction. Yang mentioned 
that even if the selected texts to be translated are originally written for young readers 
in the source culture, they do not emphasise this aspect in translation because of their 
previous experience of failure. Both Muse and Fantasy Foundation are publishers 
which specialise in publishing translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan, but their 
production shows that they do not limit the promotion of their translations solely to 
readers of fantasy fiction. They produce the translations in an attempt to attract the 
whole range of readers. To achieve this goal, they tend to develop a behaviour which 
is similar to that of publishers whose cultural production is categorised as commercial 
production. Therefore, they will also choose to translate fantasy fiction which has a 
lower entry level, while the book jacket illustration of the translation will not be in a 
photographic style. 
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From the production practices of the two publishers which specialise in publishing 
translations of fantasy fiction, it can be discovered that translation agents seem to 
comply with the law of competition for conquering as vast a market as possible. The 
competition turns out to be in favour of a market that aims to achieve economic profit. 
This is a normal situation in capitalist countries where the circulation of a cultural 
product is in the sphere of "commercialization" (Heilbron & Sapiro 2007: 97). This 
can be called an impact of economic logic on literary production. In fact, the literary 
field in capitalist countries under the era of globalisation tends to be dominated by 
large business enterprises that impose criteria of profitability and modes of 
commercial operation to the detriment of literary logic (ibid.: 98). Here, it is not 
difficult to see that translation agents who were previously active in promoting the 
symbolic value of the literary genre have to obey the economic logic on their literary 
production. It proves once again that the production of fantasy fiction in Taiwan 
inclines to the field of large-scale cultural production and is operated with the aim of 
attracting non-producers, that is, the wider public. 
As to other publishing companies, their production practice is more or less similar to 
Muse and Fantasy Foundation. As mentioned previously, when Crown published the 
translation of the Harry Potter series, it aimed at a wide range of readership and the 
series was not categorised as fantasy fiction. Therefore, the Harry Potter translation 
was placed in their "Choice" series. It is a category that Crown keeps for their 
translated literary works. Titan also operated their translations of fantasy fiction in the 
same way, targeting the general public instead of fantasy fiction fans only. Hence, it 
did not set up a "fantasy" book series to categorise its publication of fantasy fiction 
translation. The examples from Crown and Titan infer that translation agents' 
production practice is conditioned by the liberalisation of the market under capitalism. 
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The supply and demand of fantasy fiction translation are not made and maintained by 
a specific group. The concern for profitability is imposed as a social determinant to 
influence the production practice. Yet, it may be interesting to note that when Titan 
published the first edition of Narnia in 2002, the names of J. R. R. Tolkien and J. K. 
Rowling as well as the literary genre of "fantasy fiction" were mentioned on the book 
cover. Elaine Chuang expressed the view that because the recognition of the two 
authors is higher than C. S. Lewis in Taiwan, she utilised this advantage to promote the 
translation of Narnia and to increase the attention given to the translation among the 
public. What happened in this case is that the symbolic capital of other authors played 
an important role in increasing the recognition of the original author in the target 
literary field. Once the recognition of the original author has been increased, the 
symbolic capital of the original author from the source target literary field may be 
able to have an impact on the target literary field. Here it can be seen that through the 
channel of translation the symbolic value of the original work and author would be 
conferred, and the translation may be recognised as the translation of a masterpiece 
from the West. What is further implied in Titan's production practice is that the 
publisher tried to confer the symbolic capital of the original work and author to make 
the best profitability possible in the target literary field. This is another example that a 
wide range of readers are targeted in pursuit of economic achievement. 
The above discussions indicate that ever since the influence of other institutions that 
do not belong to the literary field of Taiwan started to make an impact on the 
production of translation, a field of large-scale cultural production has been formed 
and the production practice of translation agents involved has been changed. That is to 
say, while the translation of fantasy fiction is still a cultural product in a field of 
restricted cultural production, translation agents' production practice may focus on 
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increasing the recognition of this cultural product in the literary field of Taiwan, that 
is, on the accumulation of symbolic profit. Translation agents may initiate the 
translation activity themselves and the circulation of the translated fantasy fiction may 
be appreciated among their peer group. Therefore, translation agents' selection 
practice for fantasy fiction to be translated has tended to choose fantasy fiction 
canonised in the West or one with a higher entry level. 
Indeed, translation agents' promotion (for example Xue-heng Zhu) and the influence 
of other institutions outside the literary field (for example the film industry and news 
media) have increased the publicity for the translation of fantasy fiction. This in turn 
has led to the establishment of two publishing companies which specialise in fantasy 
fiction translations, and many other commercial publishing companies starting to 
publish translations of fantasy fiction. Together, this created the field of large-scale 
cultural production for the translation of fantasy fiction. Although translation agents' 
intention to acquire symbolic profit may still exist, their main priority is to achieve 
economic profit. Hence, translation agents (e. g. publishers and editors) may operate 
their production of fantasy fiction translation in the same way as other literary 
translations. This means that production practice is conditioned by the pre-existing 
criteria of the literary field. The selection practice for fantasy fiction to be translated 
may tend towards choosing ones with a lower entry level, for example children's or 
young adults' fantasy fiction. Such an explanation may account for translation agents' 
production practice of translations of fantasy fiction being slanted towards economic 
success rather than symbolic value. 
The analysis outlined above shows that the selection practice of fantasy fiction to be 
translated can be broadly classified into three types. First, the publisher will select the 
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type of fantasy fiction which has been categorised as classic literature in the West: for 
example Tolkien's Rings was published by Linking. Such selection practice for 
translations of fantasy fiction continued the publisher's existing production mode. 
Linking is a publisher whose publications mainly focus on translations of classic 
Western literature. Therefore, when Xue-heng Zhu proposed translating Rings, 
Linking did not set up a "fantasy" book series for this cultural product, nor for its later 
published translations of fantasy fiction. Similarly, Ching-wen Hsu also admitted that 
the selection practice of Muse is to choose titles with a higher tendency toward classic 
literature rather than those written for players of fantasy computer games. Hsu further 
clarified that at the time when Muse was established, AcerTWP had already published 
some fantasy fiction translations. To avoid the repetition of text type of fantasy fiction 
in the market and to promote other types of fantasy fiction to Taiwanese readers, Hsu 
selected titles with a higher tendency toward classic "fantasy" literature in the West. 
Hsu's practice actually indicates two concerns: one is economic profit for the 
publisher, while the other is the symbolic profit for such a literary genre. Therefore, 
when Muse published Le Guin's Earthsea in 2002, the publisher put an introductory 
chapter about the author in the translation and mentioned that Le Guin's literary 
creation was influenced by the Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu Moreover, the 
publisher also listed the awards the Earthsea series had received on the book cover, 
including the Newbery Prize, Nebula Award for Best Novel, World Fantasy Award for 
Best Novel, etc., to emphasise that the series is a highly acclaimed literary work in the 
West. In 2002, the Earthsea translation won an award from Kai-Juan Book Award (If 
Sff 0r ) presented by Taiwan's mainstream daily newspaper - Chinatimes. This 
can be seen as an example of the translation agent trying to transfer the symbolic 
value of the original work onto the target literary field. 
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Second, the publisher would choose books originally aimed at young adults in their 
source culture. For example, Yao-yun Hsu of Global Kids Books selected several 
series of young adult fantasy fiction, such as A Series of Unfortunate Events, The 
Spiderwick Chronicles and Magic Tree House, to be translated and published in 
Taiwan as books not only for young adults but also for adults. Crown Culture 
Corporation's translations of Harry Potter and The Saga of Darren Shan, Titan's 
Narnia as well as Muse's His Dark Materials and The Once and Future King are 
some examples of translations of young adult fantasy fiction. However, one of the 
common practices for those publishers is that they do not emphasise that the fantasy 
stories are originally for young adult readers in the source culture. This is in 
consideration of economic profit because this type of fantasy fiction requires a low 
entry level and the publishers want to attract a wide range of readers to read and buy 
their translations rather than aiming only at young adult readers. In addition, many of 
these translated fantasy fiction books had been made into movies. The influence of the 
film industry has enhanced the recognition and sales volumes of these translations of 
fantasy fiction. Moreover, during the interviews, Elaine Chuang and Yao-yun Hsu 
talked about their cooperation with the film industry in marketing. It is understood 
that film companies have high budgets for marketing movies, and this has increased 
the visibility and sales volumes of the paper-based fantasy fiction. The influence from 
the film industry shows that the powers from institutions other than the literary field 
were imposed on the literary field and caused translation agents to produce a cultural 
product aimed at the wider public. 
Third, the publisher might choose a type of fantasy fiction which is highly 
genre-specific, such as epic fantasy fiction. This type of text is famous among the 
fantasy fiction fans and normally has a high entry level. Fantasy Foundation's 
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publication of the translation of The "heel of Time and Global Books' publication of 
the translation of A Song of Ice and Fire are examples of epic fantasy fiction being 
translated and published in Taiwan. However, this type of fantasy fiction translation 
did not bring economic profit for the publisher. As Fanny Yang pointed out in the 
interview, the sales volumes for the translation of The Wheel of Time series in Taiwan 
cannot compare with its success in the West. Besides, an epic of fantasy fiction is 
often composed of several novels; for example there are 17 novels in The Wheel of 
Time series so far. It is therefore time-consuming to publish this type of fantasy fiction, 
and with a high entry level required to read such novels, the publishers have gained 
limited profits. Hence, literary agents or editors would not normally recommend or 
choose this type of fantasy fiction for publishers. The publishing of translations of 
epic fantasy fiction in Taiwan usually comes about as a result of cooperation between 
publishers and fantasy fiction fans. Its main object is to help readers develop their 
interest in reading fantasy fiction rather than making economic capital from it. 
To sum up, the three types of fantasy fiction illustrate translation agents' tendency in 
selecting fantasy fiction to be translated. It is found that both the commercial and 
fantasy fiction specialised publishers tend to choose titles with a higher tendency 
toward classic "fantasy" literature and young adult fantasy fiction. It is believed that 
these two types of fantasy fiction can help the publishers achieve success with the 
public at large, so as to accumulate economic capital. According to Bourdieu 
(1990a: 91), the habitus of individuals is more or less in relation to the field and would 
be adapted to meet the demand of that particular field; in this case it means that 
publishers view the cultural products as a means of making a profit, as revealed in the 
current situation in the literary field in Taiwan. Therefore, the production practices 
were adapted to target a wide range of readers, as revealed in both the commercial and 
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specialist fantasy fiction publishers. This further suggests that the production of 
fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan is now situated in a field of large-scale 
production. 
5.3.1.3 Cultural and Economic Hegemony in the Production of Fantasy Fiction 
Translation 
In Section 5.2.2.1, it is argued that cultural hegemony is one of the socio-cultural 
determinants that constitute translation agents' behaviour at the textual level in 
Taiwan's literary field. In fact, such cultural hegemony also carries its influence over 
to the production practice at macroscopic level, especially in the selection practice. It 
is found that factors such as Taiwan's close political relations, economic relations and 
cultural exchanges with certain countries would contribute to the construction of 
translation agents' production practice in selecting foreign fantasy fiction books to be 
translated into Chinese. These factors play an important part in the production and 
circulation of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
As the data from interviewing the translation agents indicated, most of them agreed 
that the cultural exchanges between Taiwan and English-speaking nations play a 
major role in constructing the selection practice. For example, Fanny Yang of Fantasy 
Foundation mentioned this situation in the interview. She pointed out that English is a 
commonly accepted language worldwide and is the first foreign language in Taiwan; 
therefore, Taiwanese people have a close cultural exchange with English-speaking 
nations, such as the United States and the United Kingdom. It is believed that the 
intensive cultural exchange influences translation agents' selection practice because 
they tend to choose from the cultures they are familiar with and the language they 
understand. This is farther confirmed in the sales volumes. Fanny Yang recalled her 
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experience of attending the Frankfurt Book Fair. She said that when she walked over 
to the German stands she could only guess what the book was about from the cover of 
the novel because of her unfamiliarity with the language. Yang's experience revealed 
a case of cultural unfamiliarity on the part of the translation agent, but this could also 
apply to the reading public. They are situated in the same social space in which there 
are "homogeneous conditions" into a particular cultural practice by implementing 
homogeneous stylistic features (Bourdieu 1984: 208). The cultural hegemony of 
English-speaking cultures could act as a socio-cultural determinant for constructing 
translation agents' selection practice during the production process of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan. In addition, Yang also mentioned that some literary agents have 
tried to introduce German and French fantasy fiction to the publisher, but the resulting 
sales often turn out to be very limited. The selection practice of Fantasy Foundation 
therefore tends to be to choose a language or culture with which the majority of 
Taiwanese people are familiar. Here it is not difficult to see that the familiarity of a 
language, or maybe the familiarity of a culture, is the social determinant functioning 
in the selection practice in the literary field in Taiwan, but the ultimate factor 
underlying it is to pursue profitability for the cultural production. 
Besides Fanny Yang, Emily Chuang of Crown also explained her selection practice by 
addressing that Taiwan's close contact with the English-speaking cultures has affected 
her behaviour. She mentioned that although Crown has selected novels from many 
different languages, the majority of translations have been from English. This is 
because English is Taiwan's first foreign language and is the only foreign language to 
be taught as a compulsory subject in Taiwan's primary and secondary schools. The 
Taiwanese government believes that if Taiwanese people have a good competence in 
English, it will increase the competitive advantage of Taiwan globally. Therefore, 
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Taiwan's former president Chen Shui-bian made a proposal in March 2002 to make 
English Taiwan's second official language. The familiarity of the language and the 
high recognition of the culture of the English-speaking countries, have therefore 
underscored translation agents' selection practice in regard to translating fantasy 
fiction. 
What is revealed from the evidence in this thesis is that the English dominance in 
Taiwan also enhances the English-language information in circulation. It further 
creates a cultural hegemony in Taiwan. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2.1, American 
cultural imperialism seems pervasive and it imposes a homologous perception on the 
target readers and further assimilates cultural differences. When English-language 
information is received by any human agents in the society and is further internalised 
as cultural capital, the cultural capital will, in turn, construct translation agents' 
production practice so that they tend to choose literary works from the languages and 
cultures with which they are familiar. 
It is worth noting that fantasy fiction originating from Japan forms the second largest 
group of translated literary works in Taiwan's literary field. This can be seen from the 
example of CAEA, a publishing company that mainly translates and publishes 
Japanese fantasy fiction. This is because the Japanese colonisation (1895-1945) had 
significant effects upon Taiwan and brought cultural closeness to the people during 
the period of colonisation. For instance, the implementation of strict language policies 
showed that the Japanese government attempted to transform Taiwanese people into 
so-called real Japanese people (Suemitsu 2004). The influence of Japanese 
colonisation continues in Taiwan even after over 60 years following the end of the 
Japanese regime. It can be seen from the language used by Taiwanese people that this 
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has been strongly influenced by the Japanese colonisation. Furthermore, the trait of 
close contact with Japan can also be seen from the Japanese pop culture and young 
people's fashions prevailing in Taiwan. Japanese, therefore, provides the second 
largest group of translated literary works in Taiwan. According to the Taiwan 
Publishers Marketing Survey conducted by Taiwan's Government Information Off ice 
(GIO), the structure of the whole publishing market in Taiwan shows Chinese 
outnumbering other languages, occupying 75.7%, while 16.9% and 2.9% of literary 
works are translated from English and Japanese respectively. The remaining 4.5% are 
translated from other languages (such as German, Spanish, French, etc. ) (GIO 2007). 
To sum up, the data from the interviews suggests that one of the determinants 
contributing to the construction of translation agents' selection practice in producing 
fantasy fiction translation is the familiarity of the language and the culture. The 
implication for this determinant indicates that translation agents concerned about 
economic results tend to choose fantasy fiction that is written in English and 
originates from the English-speaking countries. For publishers and editors, the 
advantage of such a practice is that they are able to predict the success of the cultural 
product, and the recruitment of translators is far easier than for other, minor languages. 
For translators, because of the familiarity of the language and the source culture, they 
may be able to deal with the cultural barriers appearing in the text and tend to 
introduce more foreign implantations to the translation. This may explain why the 
collective translatorial habitus revealed at the textual level tends to include more 
foreignising. 
It may also safely be assumed that translation is closely linked with the status of the 
international economy and trade. Owing to the development of globalisation, Taiwan 
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has enjoyed a dynamic capitalist economy with a huge proportion of its economy 
dependent on the export market. According to the US Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA), the United States is Taiwan's second largest export market after China and 
second largest source of imports after Japan. In 2007, the United States occupied 
12.9% of Taiwan's export market after China's 32.6%, and 13.3% of Taiwan's import 
market after Japan's 22.7% (CIA 2009). Trade relations between the United States and 
Taiwan have increased the visibility of US cultural products in Taiwan. To develop 
export and import markets for a nation, knowing its trading partners' language is a 
necessity. In other words, the more powerful an economy is, the more demand there is 
for that economy's language. It is therefore fair to say that the economic relationship 
can also be one of the socio-cultural determinants constructing translation agents' 
production practice. The size of the population speaking the same language, such as 
Chinese, does not directly link to the demands of the translation. In the production of 
fantasy fiction translation, the demand for translation comes down to the following 
factors: the familiarity of the culture, the percentage of the language being used 
around the globe and the economic power constituting the translation agents' selection 
practice. 
5.3.2 The Translator's Role in the Production Process of Fantasy Fiction 
Translation in Taiwan 
In the previous sections, translation agents' production practices were discussed. It is 
found that when the production of fantasy fiction translation is situated in the field of 
large-scale production, translation agents' practices arc conditioned by the 
heteronomous struggles with an increasing aim for high profitability. In order to 
understand the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan from a 
macro-structural perspective, it is important to discuss the power relations among the 
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translation agents involved in the production process of fantasy fiction translation and 
examine what kinds of capital have been distributed among the translation agents. In 
Section 2.3.2, Simeoni's notion about translators' submissive status was reviewed and 
discussed. It is suggested that Simeoni's notion about the submissiveness of 
translators is too deterministic. The role of translator in the production of fantasy 
fiction translation in Taiwan's literary field should be understood from the following 
two perspectives: 
5.3.2.1 Cultural Capital vs. Economic Capital for Translators 
In the context of the field of large-scale production of fantasy fiction translation, most 
of the translation agents interviewed agreed that the achievement of cultural status is 
higher than that of economic benefit in the production of fantasy fiction translation. 
This is because translators are paid a one-off fee for their translation service rather 
than a royalty fee. Emily Chuang talked about the way Crown deals with the payment: 
Translators are in a more passive position. It is because Taiwan's 
publishing market is small compared with that in the West. Translators 
in the West may be able to earn the copyright and receive payment 
according to the sales volumes of their translated works. However, the 
situation in Taiwan is that the publisher hires translators to do the 
translation and translators receive a one-off payment only. Normally, 
the fee for the translation service is not high (my translation). 
According to Chuang, what translators earn for their translation task is a one-off 
payment, which sets them in a disadvantageous position to accumulate economic 
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capital. Qiong-Yi Feng's QWj '( ) viewpoint in the questionnaire is that translators 
definitely receive higher achievement from the cultural aspects rather than economic 
profitability. As a translator who has translated many fantasy fiction books, such as 
Harry Potter, she also mentioned that translators received a one-off payment. 
Translation is work which should be valued, but since translators are underpaid this 
situation may result in a subordinate role for translators in the literary field in Taiwan. 
Moreover, both Ching-wen Hsu and Yan Chang mentioned that translators' linguistic 
ability would create an impression among the general public in Taiwan that translators 
are well educated and are bilingual specialists. Indeed, the translation agents who 
were interviewed and took part in the production of fantasy fiction translation all hold 
at least a bachelor's degree and three of them even have a master's degree. Bourdieu 
(1986: 248) associates cultural capital with education and makes the point that the 
cultural capital developed from education has value in a field that recognises and 
shares this value. Such a claim is demonstrated in Taiwan's literary field when 
investigating the production of fantasy fiction translation. Ching-wen Hsu specified 
that translators' higher level of competence in a foreign language in comparison to the 
general layman is the prerequisite for recruitment in Taiwan's literary field. Taiwan is 
a Chinese-speaking environment and Taiwanese people need to receive foreign 
language training from educational institutions. Translators therefore acquire cultural 
capital from the language training offered by educational institutions. 
However, it is interesting to note that translators who hold certification in translation 
and interpretation do not necessarily enjoy much advantage in getting translation jobs. 
In his interview, Tan pointed out that translators with a certificate in translation and 
interpretation do not necessarily have more translating experience, nor can they do a 
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better job than other translators without a qualification in translation and 
interpretation. It could therefore be argued that the acquisition of an institutionalised 
form of cultural capital does not guarantee a more powerful position for the translator. 
Also, Bourdieu's (1986: 248) proposition of conferring institutional recognition on the 
cultural capital that may possibly guarantee monetary value can be overthrown 
because the situation in the literary field in Taiwan turns out to be quite different. It is 
assumed that translators get translation jobs not mainly based on their academic 
qualification; most of other translation agents' (e. g. editors and publishers) concerns 
are with translators' past translating experience. 
The findings indicate that the translator's role in the production process of fantasy 
fiction translation in Taiwan's literary field tends to be more subservient and situated 
in a position of acquiring more cultural capital than economic capital. Translators who 
engage in translating fantasy fiction in the literary field in Taiwan receive a low 
income based on one-off fees for their translation service. Most of the translators may 
take the initiative of sending their CV to a publisher in the hope of becoming a 
translator. Nevertheless, they then need to wait for a response from the publisher and 
may need to do a trial translation for the publisher/editor to determine whether they 
are competent. Even if they meet all the requirements following a trial translation, 
they still need to wait to receive a translation task. This forces translators into a 
subservient role in getting translation work and situates them in a disadvantageous 
hierarchical position in accumulating economic capital, as mentioned in Section 
3.2.1.1. 
Bourdieu (1986: 245) claims that the social conditions of the acquisition of cultural 
capital are "more disguised than those of economic capital" and cultural capital could 
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be recognised or transmuted to symbolic capital. This means that although the social 
space is being constructed in a way that is disadvantageous for translation agents in 
their attempts to acquire economic capital, they could still transform their cultural 
capital to symbolic capital through the recognition of their cultural products. In this 
light, even if translators have accumulated symbolic and cultural capital from their 
previous involvement in the production of translation, and they still have to wait for 
other translation agents to approach them with a translation task, they could stand in a 
position to turn their subservient role into a dominant one during the translation 
process because of the capital they have accumulated from previous cultural practices 
(see Section 5.3.2.2). 
Xue-heng Zhu is one exception who has accumulated both cultural and economic 
capital from his fantasy fiction translation; his role in the production process of this 
cultural product is dominant rather than subservient. Because of the social and 
symbolic capital Zhu had acquired from his previous socialising experiences, he was 
able to take the initiative to approach the publisher and make an agreement with the 
publisher to pay his fee based on the sales volumes of his translation of Rings. The 
success of the translation helped Zhu to accumulate his economic capital and all the 
capital he acquired from his social trajectory placed him in an advantageous 
hierarchical position in power relations with other translation agents. 
Owing to low income, most of the translators in Taiwan have to work as part-time 
translators and this also applies to those involved in translating fantasy fiction. 
Translators normally do not take the initiative to obtain an opportunity to translate 
fantasy fiction. On the contrary, they wait for the publisher to approach them. The low 
income for their translation service would set translators in a disadvantageous position 
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in accumulating economic capital. They may gain their cultural capital through 
objectified cultural goods, i. e. their translated works, yet very few of them are able to 
accumulate economic capital with their translated works. Thus it seems fair to say that 
the current situation is different from what the translators of fantasy fiction translation 
had before 2000. When this cultural product was still located in the field of restricted 
cultural production, translators were able to initiate a translation task and take more 
part in the production process. They enjoyed a higher autonomous status at that time. 
5.3.2.2 The Interrelation between Translators' Social and Symbolic Capital 
The findings of this study suggest that translators are unable to occupy an 
advantageous position in accumulating economic capital. The findings further suggest 
that the accumulation of social capital and symbolic capital is interrelated for 
translators in the production of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan's literary field. In 
this section, the interrelation between social and symbolic capital of translators will be 
discussed. 
(A) The Example of Guang-lei Tan 
It is found that if the translator has been involved and played an active role in the 
fantasy fan clubs in the late 1990s in Taiwan, he/she may have enjoyed a relatively 
powerful role in the production of fantasy fiction because of the accumulation of 
social capital. Bourdieu (1986: 250) argues that social exchange between agents would 
transform the things exchanged into recognition. They enhance their social bonding 
and improve their mutual recognition through such social exchange, and eventually 
transform their social capital into symbolic capital. Take Guang-lel Tan for example. 
He was an active member of fantasy fan clubs and exchanged his experience of 
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reading fantasy fiction with other members in the fan clubs when the production of 
fantasy fiction translation was still in a field of restricted cultural production. Tan 
gained mutual recognition through his social exchange with other fantasy fans and 
earned himself an opportunity to participate in the production of fantasy fiction 
translation. 
Tan pointed out in the interview that, because of his involvement in the fantasy fan 
clubs and his effort in promoting this literary genre in Taiwan, Global Books asked 
him to be a literary agent for them to select foreign fantasy fiction to be translated and 
published. He introduced George Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire to the publisher and 
later the publisher hired him to translate the book. Furthermore, owing to his 
connection with Muse's editor-in-chief Ching-wen Hsu and his reputation as a fantasy 
fiction specialist, the publisher approached him and asked him to translate T. H. 
White's Sword. Tan's example shows that his social exchange with other agents 
helped him to acquire social capital, which further allowed him to accumulate 
symbolic values because of the mutual recognition among the agents in the literary 
field. The power Tan acquired from his accumulation of social and symbolic capital 
later helped him to develop cultural capital through his translations of fantasy fiction. 
In addition, because of the symbolic capital he accumulated, he was even asked by 
publishers, such as Global Books, to work as a literary agent to suggest foreign 
fantasy fiction to be translated into Chinese in Taiwan. The experience of being a 
literary agent for the publisher helped him to gain some economic profit, in which the 
income was earned from a cultural practice other than translation. 
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, interpersonal relationships in Chinese discourse can be 
referred to as guanxi, in which the connections between social agents are developed 
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upon the basis of mutual interests or benefits (Yang 1994: 1). It is not difficult to see 
that Tan developed guanxi with other translation agents because of their mutual 
interest in foreign fantasy fiction and acquired symbolic capital through mutual 
recognition among agents in the literary field. Moreover, Tan's example also 
demonstrates that someone who has accumulated social and symbolic capital from his 
previous cultural practices occupies a higher position in the power relationships 
among the translation agents. He mentioned that when he translated Sword, he did not 
encounter too much intervention from other translation agents, such as the editor or 
the publisher. He believed that this was because he was one of the earliest fantasy 
fiction readers, who tried hard to promote the literary genre in Taiwan and engaged in 
translating fantasy fiction. As a consequence of that, he was able to reinforce the 
cultural capital he accumulated, and this is tantamount to Yan Fu's triad translation 
principle, in his translation task. Besides, when Tan decided to provide additional 
information to explain the CSIs, that is employed the strategy of extratextual addition, 
in his translation of Sword, he did not receive any interventions from the publisher 
and editor. In fact, Ching-wen Hsu, the editor-in-chief, even recruited a subordinate 
research assistant to help Tan find the historical and cultural meanings of the referred 
CSIs that would be added in the form of footnotes in the translation. 
As with Xue-peng Zhu, illustrated in 3.2.2, the social capital Tan acquired through his 
social networking with group members was transformed into symbolic capital and 
was further converted to cultural capital through his translations of fantasy fiction, 
which in turn brought him symbolic capital. Yet, even if the translation agent occupied 
a more powerful position in the literary field, social factors that constitute the status of 
the field seem to condition the translation agent as well. Indeed, in the case of the 
field of cultural production, it may be conditioned by the demands of the market. In 
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Taiwan, the outcome of struggles between agents and institutions made the field of 
cultural production become a large-scale one, so that the economic achievement is 
prioritised. Therefore, the production practices of more powerful agents in the literary 
field, such as Zhu and Tan, were affected. 
(B) The Example of Yan Chang 
Some other translation agents, on the other hand, accumulated their social and 
symbolic capital from other activities in the literary field and brought over the capital 
they acquired previously to the production of fantasy fiction translation. In her 
interview with the current author, Yan Chang talked about her experience in being 
asked to translate Narnia and how the cultural, social and symbolic values she 
obtained from previous translation activities contributed to her translation of fantasy 
fiction. She became involved in the production of fantasy fiction translation because 
of the social and cultural capital she had accumulated from her previous cultural 
practices in the literary field. 
Yan Chang's example also signifies that translators' previous socialising experience in 
the production of cultural products will add to the accumulation of social and 
symbolic capital, which in turn would further contribute to the acquisition of cultural 
capital. Yan Chang translated Louisa May Alcott's Little Women for Titan Publishing 
Company and therefore developed a social connection with Elaine Chuang, the 
editor-in-chief. When Elaine Chuang was looking for translators to translate Narnia, 
she approached Yan Chang and asked about her availability for translating the two 
novels of Narnia. Little Women and Narnia are both novels for young adults. 
Therefore, Yan Chang's previous experience helped her not only in developing a 
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familiarity with the stylistic requirements for her potential readership but also in 
building up mutual recognition and interaction with other translation agents. In the 
interview with Elaine Chuang by the current author, she therefore pointed out that her 
previous cooperation with Yan Chang and the reputation Yan Chang had gained from 
her previous translations were the two main reasons for recruiting Yan Chang to 
translate Narnia even though she had no previous experience of translating fantasy 
fiction. It is fair to say that the practice of publishersleditors when recruiting 
translators for fantasy fiction no longer focuses on translators with an abundant 
knowledge of fantasy fiction but looks at literary translators in general. The 
translation of fantasy fiction in the literary field in Taiwan is no longer the province of 
specialist fantasy translators but of literary translators in general. 
From Yan Chang's case, it can be seen that a translator's cultural capital accumulated 
from the cultural products he/she previously produced and the social exchange with 
other translation agents can help the translator occupy a more prestigious position 
than that of novice translators. Elaine Chuang mentioned that because Yan Chang is a 
professional translator, she did not have to worry about the translation quality and this 
gave her more freedom in the production of the cultural product. The interview data 
revealed that Yan Chang acquired her social and cultural capital from the literary 
works she translated and then the two forms of capital further transformed to 
symbolic capital. In addition, it is found that because of her more prestigious position 
in the literary field in Taiwan, the embodied form of cultural capital Yan Chang 
acquired from her previous socialising experience was also able to play a constituting 
role in the production practice. The translated CSIs in Prince Caspian and The Silver 
Chair, two Narnia novels, show a strong tendency toward foreignisation. This is in 
accordance with Yan Chang's translation belief: that is, faithfulness. Because of 
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Chang's accumulation of symbolic capital, her embodied form of cultural capital 
could be incorporated in her translatorial habitus and affect the final production of the 
cultural goods. 
It is interesting to note that both Tan and Chang became involved in the production of 
fantasy fiction translation because of their social exchange with other agents involved 
in the literary field. Their social exchange with other agents enhanced the social 
binding and mutual recognition between agents. 
Moreover, it is found that when the production of translations of fantasy fiction in 
Taiwan aims for large-scale cultural production, most of the publishers and editors do 
not recruit translators based on whether they are fans of fantasy fiction, whether they 
translated fantasy fiction before, or whether they are members of fantasy fan clubs. 
They tend to rely on the symbolic values the translator has accumulated in their 
previous activities involving the production of other cultural goods in Taiwan's 
literary field. It is partly because the literary genre for fantasy fiction translation is a 
newly emerging one in the literary field in Taiwan that experienced translators are 
difficult to find. From the examples of Tan and Chang, the capital they acquired from 
previous literary activities gives them a more powerful position in the literary field in 
Taiwan. They therefore enjoy a more autonomous status in the translation process. In 
their textual behaviour, they utilised the internalised knowledge of Yan Fu's 
translation principle when translating CSIs. This demonstrates that translation agents' 
different forms of capital are intertwined and would enable them to be more powerful 
in the power relations in a field. 
In addition, time concern for translated works to be published is another factor why 
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publishers and editors do not resort to the help from agents who have abundant 
knowledge of fantasy fiction. Compared with literary translators in general, specialist 
fantasy fiction translators in Taiwan are still scarce. Moreover, as mentioned in 
Section 13.1, the fashion for trilogies in fantasy fiction also contributes to the factor 
of time concern. Some fantasy fictions appear in a series of several novels: for 
example Narnia, Harry Potter, The Saga of Darren Shan, etc. This aspect is far more 
apparent in epic fantasy fiction, such as A Song of Ice and Fire by George Martin, The 
Wheel of Time by Robert Jordan, etc. Both Tan and Hsu revealed in the interview that 
publishers sometimes face pressure for translations to be published as early as 
possible. In that case they may recruit general literary translators to translate fantasy 
fiction. It seems reasonable to suppose the intention behind such behaviour is the 
publisher's desire to acquire economic profits. 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has attempted to explain the socio-cultural determinants that construct 
translation agents' translatorial habitus at the textual level during the production of 
fantasy fiction translation. Furthermore, this chapter has also attempted to elucidate 
translation agents' production practice on a macro-structural level to understand the 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. The reasons that made CSIs in 
the translations of fantasy fiction tend toward foreignisation have been discussed. The 
prevalence of the tripartite principle of faithfulness, comprehensibility and elegance 
and the impact of globalisation, as argued in this chapter, have been shown to be 
associated with the constitution of translation agents' translatorial habitus at the 
textual level. In the production of fantasy fiction translation in the literary field in 
Taiwan, the concept of faithfulness seems to be internalised in translation agents' 
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knowledge and they tend to have the principle as their uppermost belief. In the literary 
field in Taiwan, cultural hegemony and the mechanism of readers' anticipation have 
been associated with the conditioning of translation agents' translatorial habitus in 
dealing with CSIs when translating fantasy fiction. 
Fantasy fiction translation used to be carried out by members of the fantasy fan clubs 
who intended to achieve symbolic profit rather than economic profit from their 
translations. However, factors such as globalisation and informational development 
have been analysed as two significant factors that have moved translations of fantasy 
fiction in Taiwan from a field of restricted production to a field of large-scale 
production and have been considered to construct translation agent's production 
practice. 
When translations of fantasy fiction are situated in the field of large-scale production, 
it is found that translation agents' production practice, especially publishers' or 
editors' production practice, are likely to focus on economic achievement rather than 
on the symbolic value for the literary genre. Furthermore, translations of fantasy 
fiction in the literary field in Taiwan were produced with the object of targeting a 
wide range of readers. Consequently, the presentation of the translated works does not 
cater merely to the interests of a limited group of readers. Besides, cultural hegemony 
of English-language cultures also plays an important role in the production practice at 
macroscopic level, especially in the selection practice. It has been observed that 
familiarity with the language and the culture contributes to the construction of 
translation agents' selection practice in producing fantasy fiction translation in the 
literary field in Taiwan. Bourdieu's sociological model can help to explain the 
socio-cultural determinants and forces operating in a given field and the kind of 
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struggles appearing among human agents. In studying the phenomenon of fantasy 
fiction translation, profitability was the force operating in the literary field in Taiwan 
and it shaped the modes of producing fantasy fiction translation. Thus, translations of 
fantasy fiction in Taiwan share a similarity with market-oriented societies in that the 
mode for the production and circulation of such cultural products is situated in a high 
degree of "commercialization" (Heilbron & Sapiro 2007: 97). 
Moreover, in the analysis of the translator's role in the production process of fantasy 
fiction translation, it is found that the types of capital translators have accumulated are 
interconnected and help them occupy a more prestigious position in power relations 
with other translation agents. Translators of fantasy fiction in Taiwan, however, 
acquired more cultural capital rather than economic capital. The cultural capital they 
have accumulated can help them develop symbolic capital and would further allow 
them to enjoy a relatively autonomous status at the textual level in the production 
process of fantasy fiction translation without much intervention from other translation 
agents. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
6.1 Synopsis 
The macroscopic examination of translation as a cultural production and phenomenon 
at a given time and in a given society has been implemented in TS for quite some time. 
Yet, in recent years, the lack of discussion on the role of translation agents in TS has 
aroused interest from translation researchers and scholars. To explain the phenomenon 
of a translation activity, the human factor is one of the components that must not and 
should not be ignored. 
In order to understand the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan, this 
thesis has had three major goals. The first goal was the attempt to explain why 
Bourdieusian sociology is a more comprehensive theoretical model to account for a 
translational phenomenon. Even-Zohar's polysystem model and Toury's concept of 
translational norms were reviewed and were compared with Bourdieu's sociological 
model in Chapter 2. It was found that Bourdieusian sociology can complement 
Even-Zohar's notion of "system" with the notion of "field", and Toury's concept of 
"translational norms" with the notion of "habitus". 
Even-Zohar's notion of system failed to show the' struggles between systems. His 
theory turned out to be too deterministic without emphasising the primary factor that 
actually takes place in literary evolution: that is, human agents. In the literary 
polysystem, the evolution of a literary system may be nudged from a peripheral to a 
centralised position, or vice versa, based on manipulation from human agents. As a 
result, Bourdieu's notion of field is able to supplement the viewpoint regarding the 
powers existing between agents of a field. Furthermore, in his concept of translational 
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norm, Toury only emphasised the structured mechanism. In Toury's view, human 
behaviour is constrained by the socio-cultural factors in the society in which they are 
situated. Bourdieu's notion of habitus, on the other hand, can explain human 
behaviour which is constructed by the objective social structure and in turn can 
reproduce the objective social structure because of the structuring and structured 
mechanism of habitus. Hence, when investigating the phenomenon of fantasy fiction 
translation in Taiwan, Bourdieusian sociology can be applied to explain the practices 
of translation agents within the literary field in Taiwan as well as to understanding 
how and why translation agents' behaviour is formed in the production of the 
translation of fantasy fiction. 
The second goal was the attempt to find out if there is any collective behaviour in the 
translation of fantasy fiction and, if there is, what kinds of socio-cultural determinants 
constitute the translation agents' behaviour at the textual level. To find out the 
collective behaviour of translation agents, that is, translatorial habitus in translating 
fantasy fiction at the textual level, a parallel corpus study was conducted to show 
translation agents' textual practice when translating CSIs in fantasy fiction (see 
Chapter 4). The result showed that of the 895 CSIs analysed, 96.21% were translated 
with a foreignising flavour (see Section 4.7). 
It was found that several socio-cultural determinants played a part in the constitution 
of translation agents' translatorial habitus: for instance Yan Fu's tripartite principle of 
faithfulness, comprehensibility and elegance, and the impact of globalisation (see 
Section 5.2). It was discovered that although translators and editors might not be 
aware of the essence and historical background of Yan Fu's triadic translation 
principle, they somehow incorporated that principle into their knowledge as cultural 
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capital and converted it to their translatorial habitus (see Section 5.2.1). Therefore, the 
translated CSIs in fantasy fiction translations in the literary field in Taiwan revealed 
that translation agents tended to be in favour of faithfulness: that is, foreign 
implantation. More importantly, this socio-cultural determinant shows that translation 
agents subjectively participated in the construction of a social space and impacted on 
the social space in an idiosyncratic way. The subjectivity of translation agents is 
therefore capable of influencing the structure of the translation, as shown in the case 
of translation agents of fantasy fiction in Taiwan. 
In addition, the impact of globalisation is another major socio-cultural determinant 
that constructs translation agents' translatorial habitus. There are two major factors 
involved in the impacts of globalisation: cultural hegemony and the mechanism of 
readers' anticipation (see Section 5.2.2). The cultural hegemony of English-speaking 
cultures has facilitated cross-cultural understanding and enhanced readers' tolerance 
towards foreign implantation. The impact of globalisation, on the other hand, has 
demonstrated that human agents are objectively constructed by their social structure. 
According to Steven (2003: 32), three of the most apparent products of globalisation 
are the global financial market, the United Nations and the Internet. When human 
actors are situated in a society where they are able to receive information about other 
cultures through mass media and the Internet, their behaviours are constituted by the 
structure of their social space. In this study, it has been noted that foreign implantation 
is a common approach in the translation of fantasy fiction. It demonstrates that the 
transparency of foreignness characterises the role of translation in globalisation. 
The third goal was to provide a full account of the translation agents' habitus in the 
production process of fantasy fiction translation. In the present study, the data 
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revealed that the production of fantasy fiction translation was previously carried out 
by fantasy fiction fans whose intention was to increase the symbolic value of the 
literary genre. However, because of the impact of globalisation, powers from other 
institutions, such as news agencies, the film industry, etc., outside the literary field 
constructed translation agents' production practice and even transformed the 
production of fantasy fiction translation from a field of restricted cultural production 
to a field of large-scale cultural production (see Section 5.3). 
When the production of fantasy fiction translation is situated in the field of large-scale 
cultural production, the translation agents (e. g. editors and publishers) tend to follow 
the existing conventions in the literary field in order to achieve economic profit. Their 
production of fantasy fiction translation therefore targets the full range of readers, 
even if in the source culture the source work is for a child reader. They publish more 
low-entry level foreign fantasy fiction in order to attract more readers to fantasy 
fiction and to gain economic success (see Section 5.3.1). This would suggest that 
publishers who have published fantasy fiction in translation in Taiwan after 2000 aim 
for a "commercialization" (Heilbron & Sapiro 2007: 97) of the cultural product in that 
they follow the modes of commercial operation as well as the criteria of profitability. 
Moreover, because of the familiarity of the language and the intensity of the 
cross-cultural exchange with English-speaking nations, the translation agents tend to 
select fantasy fiction stories originally from those countries to be translated in Taiwan. 
The impact of cultural hegemony contributed to the sale of translated literary works in 
Taiwan because books translated from English sell better than those from other 
languages. Considering the profitability, publishers and editors would therefore 
choose to translate and publish fantasy fiction from a language and culture with which 
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Taiwanese people are familiar. This suggests that the habitus of translation agents in 
the production of fantasy fiction translation in the literary field in Taiwan showed a 
tendency toward profitability and was not situated in the field of restricted cultural 
production. 
The fourth goal also aimed to explore the power relations among translation agents 
that might affect translation agents' habitus in the production process. According to 
the data provided in the study, it was found that translation agents, especially 
translators, accumulate more cultural than economic capital. Most of the translators 
gained remuneration for their translations in the form of one-off payments. Translators 
of fantasy fiction therefore accumulate their capital from both the objectified and 
embodied forms of cultural capital. Their foreign language ability is embodied as 
cultural capital and helps them to translate the fantasy fiction, which eventually turns 
out to be an objectified form of cultural product. It was also found that translators who 
had been involved in the fantasy fan clubs before 2000 developed their social 
networks with other agents, ultimately transforming mutual recognition into symbolic 
capital. The social and symbolic capital these translators accumulated helped them to 
occupy a higher position in the power relations within the literary field in Taiwan. As 
a result, they encountered less intervention from other translation agents during the 
translation process. Furthermore, translators who acquired cultural, social and 
symbolic capital from other literary activities in the literary field in Taiwan are able to 
achieve a powerful position in relation to other translation agents and to enjoy a 
relatively autonomous status in the production of fantasy fiction translation. 
For this thesis, the descriptive study of the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation 
in Taiwan from a sociological perspective has two implications: (a) the textual 
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behaviour of translation agents in translating CSIs in the fantasy fiction assumed a 
tendency toward foreignisation that was guided by the prevalent belief of faithfulness 
to the original text as the fundamental guideline for any translation work in the 
literary field in Taiwan and by the influence of globalisation; (b) translation agents' 
production practice, especially that of the publishers', tended to regard economic 
profitability as a priority. Consequently, the production of fantasy fiction translation 
was done in such a way as to attract as many readers as possible. 
6.2 Concluding Remarks 
The sociology of translation practices motivated by the work of Pierre Bourdieu to 
study translation phenomenon from the angle of human agency has emerged recently 
in TS. As indicated in Section 2.2, the neglect of agents implicated in translation in 
Even-Zohar's polysystem model and Toury's theory of translational norms has 
gradually gained the attention of translation scholars. The recent orientation signifies 
that TS has gone through different phases, broadening its focus from linguistic to 
cultural study and, more recently, to sociological study. 
The sociological model adopted in this study has offered some new perspectives and 
advantages to the study of translation. It attempts to draw attention to the translation 
agents themselves rather than to the socio-cultural dimensions of the source and target 
text and the factors that influence them. It therefore gives the study of a translation 
phenomenon a new perspective in which the phenomenon is constructed by the 
interplay among different powers in the objective structure of the literary field and 
individuals involved in the production of translation. 
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A detailed discussion of translation agents' production practice for the translation of 
fantasy fiction was undertaken in Chapter 5, focusing on the socio-cultural 
determinants that have constructed translation agents' behaviours. Those agents have, 
in turn, constituted the social structure. This proves that Bourdieusian sociology can 
be applied to transcend the traditional dichotomy between objectivism and 
subjectivism in the studies of human sciences. It further demonstrates that a 
translation phenomenon should be understood through a relational analysis of the 
relationship between the objective social structure and human agency. The behaviour 
of translation agents can therefore. be formed or, in turn, construct the structure of the 
literary field by considering the cultural, economic, political and social determinants. 
In fact, the premise of the Bourdieusian sociological model in TS is that translation is 
viewed as a socially generated activity. The focus is on translation agents and their 
social contexts. In this study, the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan 
has been regarded as a socially generated activity with the view that agents in the 
literary field participate in and mediate the production process. The data indicated that 
translation agents' collective textual behaviour in translating CSIs was constructed by 
the social context in which they are situated. It was found that translation agents' 
collective textual behaviour in dealing with CSIs when translating fantasy fiction has 
an obvious foreignising tendency. As discussed in Section 5.2, the translation agent's 
translatorial habitus on this foreignising tendency was constructed by the 
socio-cultural determinants of the principle of faithfulness and the influence of 
globalisation. However, this does not mean that translation agents' textual behaviour 
was passively constructed by the social context in which they are situated. In fact, 
when taking economic profitability into account in the production of fantasy fiction 
translation, translation agents would employ an approach that would guarantee high 
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acceptance from the readers - this is foreign implantation in the translation. From the 
textual evidence revealed in this study, it is understood that the socio-cultural 
determinants that constructed translation agents' translatorial habitus and translation 
agents also, in turn, constituted the structure of the literary field in Taiwan. It can 
further be argued that the evolution of a literary system is largely dependent on the 
manipulation of human agents, and agents' behaviour is not passively conditioned by 
the norms of the given field, because they participate in forming the laws and the 
logic for the field. 
With respect to the production mode of fantasy fiction translation, translation agents 
are conditioned by economic concerns, so that the behaviour they showed was 
directed at gaining the highest profitability. It is therefore argued that the production 
of fantasy fiction translation in the literary field in Taiwan in recent years is highly 
associated with "the logic of the market" (Heilbron & Sapiro 2007: 98). The logic of 
the market refers to the fact that symbolic goods are viewed as commercial products 
and are governed by the criteria of profitability. The macro-structural study of this 
thesis therefore attested that the editors' or publishers' habitus in the production of 
translations of fantasy fiction in Taiwan was structured in the field of large-scale 
production, where the involved translation agents sought profitability. As discussed in 
Section 5.3, these translation agents hence endeavoured to make their cultural 
products attract as many readers as possible, for example by advertising the fantasy 
fiction translation without emphasising its original source as a book for children, or by 
replacing a strong (genre-specific) image with a plain (generic) one on the book cover. 
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6.3 Contribution 
The results of this thesis contribute to research in TS in several dimensions. First of 
all, the findings of the textual study on the CSIs in the translations of fantasy fiction in 
Taiwan have offered a broader vision for the adoption of Bourdicu's sociological 
model in TS if compared with previous research. Translation used to be regarded as a 
linguistic phenomenon and can now be generally viewed as an interlingual process 
(see Section 3.1). Studies about translation mostly focus on equivalence-based 
conceptualisation. The reception of translation as a cultural and historical 
phenomenon since the 1990s has contributed a descriptive analysis of translations and 
enabled researchers to consider the socio-cultural factors that affect the linguistic 
repertoires of the target texts (Schäffner 1998: 7). 
Nevertheless, if the role of the human actor is ignored in the study of translation, it 
becomes difficult to understand whether or not the behaviour of translators has been 
conditioned by socio-cultural factors and why translators have adopted a specific 
tendency in their translation. This study therefore leads the way in employing an 
empirical parallel corpus study to investigate translation agents' textual behaviour in 
translating fantasy fiction in the Chinese context. The empirical parallel corpus study 
helped to find a striking foreignising tendency embedded in translation agents' 
translatorial habitus when dealing with CSIs in fantasy fiction. From the perspective 
of the textual materials, it may be that fantasy fiction is atypical because of the 
relatively large amount of "specialist" vocabulary in this literary genre. Yet, a further 
investigation of the socio-cultural factors constituting translation agents' translatorial 
habitus was able to study the foreignising tendency from the sociological angle. This 
provides a new perspective on the study of translation from the aspect of human 
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agents. The method applied in the present study transcends the purely linguistic 
examination of a translation phenomenon and integrates agents into the analysis. 
From the perspective of Bourdieu's sociological model, it enables the understanding 
of translation to take into account the social space in which the cultural product is 
located and the socio-cultural contingencies that condition translation agents' 
behaviours. 
Second, the adoption of Bourdieu's sociological model as a framework for describing 
and analysing translation agents' production practice of fantasy fiction translation in 
the literary field in Taiwan has turned out to be successful. According to the findings 
of this study, Bourdieu's sociological model contributes to describing power struggles 
in the literary field in Taiwan, and the result shows that economic profitability 
outplayed other factors in the production of fantasy fiction translation. This is in line 
with Bourdieu's notion of the field of large-scale production, that agents' practice is 
based on "subordination to the demands of economic capital" (Bourdieu 1993a: 16). 
The adoption of Bourdieu's sociological model therefore enables researchers to 
understand the interactive relations within a given socio-cultural context, and 
questions relating to how and why a translation agent revealed certain kinds of 
behaviour in one given field could be answered. 
From the perspective of methodologies, the research transcends the traditional cultural 
studies of translation, which depend overly on the descriptive level of the cultural 
context, and attempts to import the concept of human agency. It provides a pathway to 
combine the conceptions of ethnography and translation studies. By doing so, it can 
further prove that TS is an interdisciplinary subject. The integration of other 
disciplines, such as sociology, ethnography and corpus linguistics, helps to 
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demonstrate how an empirical technique and conceptual theories can be combined 
and applied to the study of a translation phenomenon. 
6.4 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Studies 
The findings of the present research open new avenues for the understanding of the 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in the literary field in Taiwan. However, 
there were inevitable constraints on the scope and the availability of resources, which 
may need to be overcome in further research. 
In this study, Bourdieu's sociological theory was discussed and was applied to explain 
a translation phenomenon. As mentioned in Section 4.7, a surprisingly high tendency 
for the translatorial habitus was found at the textual level. The result may reveal the 
current social structure in the literary field of Taiwan for the production of fantasy 
fiction translation. More engagement with the language of translation in other literary 
genres or translation phenomena is needed in future research through the lens of 
Bourdieu's sociology. 
It was found that when translations of fantasy f iction are located in a field of restricted 
production, translation agents aim to increase the symbolic value of this literary genre. 
However, the emergence of the field of large-scale production has changed translation 
agents' production practice, and powers from other fields also contributed to the 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. Regrettably, the complex 
interactions between various fields could not be fully addressed in this thesis. Future 
research could investigate the practice of agents outside the literary field and explore 
how their practices influence the production of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
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In Section 5.3.2, the power relations among the translation agents involved in the 
production process of fantasy fiction translation and the kind of capital that is 
distributed among the translators were discussed. The findings showed that translators 
of fantasy fiction accumulate cultural capital from the publication of their translated 
fantasy fiction, and they might also obtain symbolic capital from the translation. In 
addition, if translators have a good social exchange with other agents in the literary 
field, they would be in a more advantageous position to accumulate symbolic as well 
as cultural capital. However, it must be admitted that only agents in more powerful 
positions were explored and discussed here. A more thorough study is necessary to 
show the complex interactions between the various positions in the literary field in 
Taiwan: for example the power relations between senior and novice fantasy fiction 
translators, between literary agents and editors, between target readers and translators, 
etc. Therefore, it is suggested that future research could scrutinise the interactions of 
more translation agents involved in the translations of fantasy fiction in the literary 
field in Taiwan in order to draw a clearer picture for the explanation of the 
phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in Taiwan. 
This thesis has attempted to study the phenomenon of fantasy fiction translation in the 
literary field in Taiwan through the lens of Bourdieu's sociological model. Bruno 
Latour's Actor-Network Theory (ANT) is another sociological model which has been 
mentioned by translation scholars (e. g. Buzelin 2005). Buzelin (ibid.: 215) claims that 
Bourdieu's approach tends to consider the agency from an individualistic perspective. 
Latour's ANT theory, on the other hand, emphasises that actor-networks are the 
constitution of a network of both human and non-human actors. The present research 
is limited by the extent to which translation agents' and a network's agency can 
provide a new configuration of the production of translation. In future research, it is 
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suggested that Latour's ANT could be adopted to observe how a network of contacts 
links different human actors and produces a cultural product, especially in terms of 
the process of production, to see if it is a process of negotiation and tension between 
human actors. 
Future research could also investigate the production of fantasy fiction translation in 
China and Hong Kong. For example, the publication of the translation of Narnia in 
Hong Kong was initiated by a Christian group (Chinese Christian Literature Council 
Ltd. ) in order to publicise a literary work written by a Christian writer and to promote 
Christianity in Hong Kong. Keeping such intentions in mind, the translation agents 
involved might reveal different practices on the production mode, such as the 
language, the book cover and the advertisements, etc. in comparison to what was done 
by the translation agents in Taiwan. Moreover, translations of fantasy fiction 
published in China, a country controlled by a communist government, might show a 
tendency for the production and circulation of cultural products to be highly 
politicised. Bourdieu argues that habitus is the product of history and is developed by 
internalised similar and shared historical conditions. Consequently, it could be 
assumed that the translation agents' habitus textually and extra-textually in different 
societies might differ. It would therefore be interesting to carry out a further study to 
compare and analyse the production of fantasy fiction translation in Chinese-speaking 
regions, such as China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 
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Appendix I 
The Chronicles of Narnia 
Source Text Target Text Translation Procedure 
Name of the Characters 
(Personal Names) 
[First Name+ Surname] 
olly Plummer ' V"TJ " ransliteration 
igory Kirke SUM - WE Transliteration 
Jack Robinson misssion 
Sherlock Holmes AM " *NMIWT Convention 
ustace Clarence Scrubble WTTI, Q " SZAzfiI WT "T ransliteration 
Marjorie Preston ,-" *WT 
U, I Transliteration 
Anne Featherstone " RE" ransliteration 
ill Pole MR - 99 Transliteration 
leanor Blakiston " Hß}ß " 4M-A W, Transliteration 
dela Pennyfather p4" MEM Transliteration 
dith Jackie ;ý"W slitcration 
holmodely Major uJ MU Transliteration + Rendition 
dith Winterblott ;ýý"Y$ fýý ' rransliteration 
[Family Name] 
the Bastablesm km Transliteration + Rendition + 
Extratextual Addition 
The Passarids Transliteration 
The Pevensies Transliteration + Rendition 
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[Single Name (Last Name)] 
etterley 11M Transliteration 
efay Transliteration 
Plummer PA ransliteration 
Kirke a3t Transliteration 
99M Ransliteration 
olumbus {("i Convention 
Cornelius W Transliteration 
rizzle NOR Transliteration 
[Single Name (First Name)] 
etty Transliteration 
Jadis Transliteration 
Helen Transliteration 
Frank Transliteration 
Digory Transliteration 
Andrew Transliteration 
Jadis Transliteration 
etitia i1 Transliteration 
Sarah Transliteration 
Marbel WAR Transliteration 
Constable Wr r, V, Transliteration 
ward M. V Transliteration 
Arthur 21 Transliteration 
Nellie 4MIJ Transliteration 
eter W. Transliteration 
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Susan T ransliteration 
Edmund ROW T ransliteration 
Lucy J IM T ransliteration 
Ivy T ransliteration 
Margaret T ransliteration 
Betty T ransliteration 
Anradin T ransliteration 
is ZAN Transliteration 
Kidrash ff lilt Transliteration 
Rishti Transliteration 
11sombreh Transliteration 
deeb Transliteration 
oshta W)z Transliteration 
Lasaraleen X- S; * Transliteration 
badash RA51-2 Transliteration 
Darrin Transliteration 
Bar E Transliteration 
rsheesh etw] Transliteration 
Shasta NOT Transliteration 
Alimash 3M 19 Transliteration 
eridan ufl Thnslitcration 
Corin Transliteration 
orradin aL; Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
ooh pýCý; TYanslitcration + Intratextual 
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ddition 
hlamash T ransliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Dar Transliteration 
Tran x1a ransliteration 
Shar 649 Transliteration 
Cole Transliteration 
Colin Transliteration 
Caspian Transliteration 
Prunaprismia Transliteration 
ain Transliteration 
Miraz ME Transliteration 
elisar gf& Transliteration 
vilas t9IM Transliteration 
Tian Rmpc Transliteration 
rimon RRE Transliteration 
wendolen W- MA 
Drinian igfg5rc Transliteration 
evilian f 'Transliteration 
ern 09 Transliteration 
rgoz p literation 
avramom MAM Transliteration 
ctesian MLL Transliteration 
estimar WTlt<, ransliteration 
oop Transliteration 
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G=ras t VOWT T ransliteration 
Tinian lrbye T ransliteration 
Harold I' A"A Transliteration 
Alberta KJOR Transliteration 
Rynelf Transliteration 
Tacks Transliteration 
Pug ransliteration 
Coriakin Transliteration 
Nancy Transliteration 
TOM MAU Transliteration 
ynelf r ransliteration 
Ramandu ML A f± Transliteration 
ittencream Ip. 4AV* Transliteration 
Ulysses qN Transliteration 
Hamlet Transliteration 
Rilian Transliteration 
Carter ransliteration 
Spivvins Transliteration 
Plato Transliteration 
Irian Transliteration 
ale Rendition 
Harpha Transliteration 
rlian IC, Transliteration 
Rlshda ANA Transliteration 
meth *p] ransliteration 
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[Diminutive] 
Digs Jak Transliteration + Cultural 
Dilution 
o11 J Transliteration + Cultural 
Dilution 
d Transliteration 
u ransliteration 
Su Transliteration 
as Transliteration + Cultural 
Dilution 
Reep Transliteration + Cultural 
Dilution 
[Epithet] 
Imperial Majesty Jadis il U; t-T-R-F Transliteration + Rendition 
Sir Peter Wolfs-Bane r 1911 i R140-± Transliteration + Rendition 
King Peter the Magnificent ; w]MOM- Transliteration + Rendition 
Queen Susan the Gentle J9I$; ýý Transliteration + Rendition 
King Edmund the Just O! EJgOfT Transliteration + Rendition 
ueen Lucy the Valiant M Jftc sliteration + Rendition 
Son of Adam R ransliteration+ Rendition 
Daughter of Eve JIIJZ Transliteration + Rendition 
ing Lune ofArchenland i°M, 1A Transliteration + Rendition 
High King of Narnia Transliteration + Rendition 
lgamuth of the twisted lip ºtj11; Transliteration + Rendition + 
ntratextual Addition 
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His Royal Highness Prince Cor 
fArchenland 
)Zt b{, M®1`j J} Transliteration + Rendition 
badash the Peacemaker A2FMt Transliteration + Rendition 
badash the Ridiculous ptJll Transliteration + Rendition 
Fair Olvin IMAMAR93Z Transliteration + Rendition 
orin Thunder-Fist R f7 Transliteration + Rendition 
Ram the Great jCnw Transliteration + Rendition 
Caspian the Conqueror RA N; Transliteration + Rendition 
Duke of Lantern Waste MM Rendition 
ount of the Western March Rendition 
fight of the Noble Order of 
the Table 
Rendition 
Duke of Galma Transliteration + Rendition 
Duke of the Lone Islands em Rendition 
ueen of the Deep Realm lýlJ; rý Rendition 
Father Time 4MA. Rendition 
Caspian the Seafarer AM Transliteration + Rendition 
Spotty Sorner r J\IEj v#, j Transliteration + Rendition 
Big Bannister Transliteration + Rendition 
The two loathsome Garrett 
ins 
kj * Transliteration + Rendition 
wanwhite the Queen endition 
[Title] 
Empress Rendition 
Queen ] endition 
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King WEE Rendition 
Sir A i± Rendition 
Duke alff endition 
Duchess ýaiq endition 
Tarkaan l; ransliteration 
isroc Transliteration + Intratextual 
Addition 
Lord Cultural Dilution 
Prince Rendition 
rand Vizier MH Cultural Dilution 
Lord Chancellor f Cultural Dilution 
Lord Protector JAR Naturalisation 
Governor r, ff Rendition 
Name of the Characters 
(names of mythological and supernatural beings and animals) 
Fledge Rendition 
Tuninus Transliteration 
ilenus Tim rransliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
acchus $EA Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
augrim VM* Transliteration 
slap Transliteration 
ilith m Rendition + Extratextual 
Addition 
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Giant Rumblebuffin )ll FIA T ransliteration + Rendition 
ree WIR9 sliteration 
w ransliteration 
allowpad NY Rendition 
Duffle ýEapb Rendition 
ogin Transliteration 
ricklethumb MNIM Rendition 
hervy YVA Transliteration 
ornbut IA Transliteration + Rendition 
Giant Pire jI, j Transliteration + Rendition 
God Tash t, 9, Transliteration + Rendition 
mot a ILMI$ Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
omona &rza Transliteration 
ilygloves 4EMMI-- Transliteration 
azya p Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
lambil p -tim Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
estrier Transliteration 
ikabrik --ýTlffi Thrisliteration 
rufflehunter Ara Rendition 
Trumpkin )II Transliteration 
ettertwig IYansliteration 
Seven Brothers of Shuddering Rendition 
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Wood 
Glenstorm. Rendition 
eepicheep T ransliteration 
lodsley Shovel the Mole A0WT*U' Transliteration + Rendition 
Hardbiters Transliteration 
Camillo the Hare Transliteration + Rendition 
ogglestock the Hedgehog Transliteration + Rendition 
Mentius Transliteration 
bentinus ýPll VX *ßI Transliteration 
umnus 0 i7 ransliteration 
oluns Spa I Transliteration 
oltinus MINXT- Transliteration 
irbius h-atMi Transliteration 
imienus R*#ßw ransliteration 
Nausus -M W, WT Transliteration 
scuns %WWT Transliteration 
1d Raven of Ravenscaur AM, 'ii 3`C;; Transliteration + Rendition 
Wimbleweather UMM Transliteration 
romios %%* ransliteration 
assareus B ransliteration 
Peepiceek Transliteration 
lipsie transliteration 
aster Glimfeather Naturalisation, 
Urnus Transliteration 
uddleglum endition+ Substitution 
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King of the Gentle Giants RfQp-),. Mn ME Rendition 
ullugutherum *%-amm Transliteration 
oalblack 1711% 
Rendition 
Snowflake Wrb Rendition 
olg 5MF Transliteration 
Orruns, Transliteration 
loudbirth Rendition 
Shift Transliteration 
Puzzle Rendition 
Jewel the Unicorn rc Transliteration + Rendition 
oonwit Transliteration 
riffle MMS Transliteration 
oggin ransliteration 
finger tyf ultural Dilution 
arsight ýFMIPI Naturalisation 
ashlar tIAM Transliteration 
Slinkey the Fox 0'J' Rendition 
Wraggle the Satyr 1I' Transliteration + Rendition 
Diggle FA iteration 
Geographical Names 
[Institutional Buildings] 
St Paul's RI, tik- Convention + Intratextual 
Addition 
uckingham Palace n! kmg Convention 
House of Parliament - MC( Rendition 
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the great castle of Cair Paravel is Transliteration + Rendition 
Ouse of Imperial Posts Rendition 
Tombs of the Ancient Kings Rendition 
all of Pillars fill Rendition 
all of Statues Rendition 
all of Black Marble Rendition 
astle ofAnvard Transliteration + Rendition 
Castle of Tormunt qP Substitution + Rendition 
eruna's Bridge NEW% Transliteration + Rendition 
Castle of Harfang * Transliteration + Rendition 
[Institutionalised Geographical Areas] 
India Mgt Convention 
Greece Convention 
tlantis Convention 
ngland Convention 
rchenland tab Transliteration + Rendition 
Felinda Transliteration 
Sorlis Transliteration 
Bramandin EIRAT Transliteration 
harn IES Transliteration 
Baker Street ? Transliteration + Rendition 
Lewisham Road TAV94 ransliteration + Rendition 
Narma Transliteration 
alormen ransliteration 
ashbaan sliteration 
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eaversdam endition 
Province of Calavar Transliteration + Rendition 
ity of Azim Balda ýLýIL Transliteration + Rendition 
ulindreh Transliteration 
eebeth Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
edhaven Rendition 
ambridge j Convention 
arrowhaven Transliteration + Rendition 
ernstead Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
ity Ruinous Rendition 
Trafalgar Square C r`týIA a Transliteration + Rendition + 
ntratextual Addition 
[Natural Features of the Environment] 
orsetshire qJ30 Transliteration + Rendition + 
tratextual Addition 
the Alps qw*)Wt1j Convention 
the land of youth Rendition 
outhem Mountains ( Rendition 
one Island Rendition 
ords of Beruna r J2 Transliteration + Rendition 
Secret Hill % Fz Rendition 
Lake of Mezreel ?9 ransliteration + Rendition 
alley of the Thousand Rendition 
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Perfumes 
Mount Pire I I4 T ransliteration + Rendition 
lkeen Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
coding Arrow fin IR Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Stornmess Head j l$ endition 
Southern March MZ&A Rendition 
Seven Isles Rendition 
antern Waste M Rendition 
elmaz Q1 * Transliteration 
Great River )CM Rendition 
astern Ocean Rendition 
Dancing Lawn & Rendition 
Badman's Hill 1.11 Rendition 
slan's How WTK + Fr Transliteration + Rendition 
lasswater Creek ANS Rendition 
Terebinthia Transliteration 
alma Rim . ransliteration 
Seven Isles iJ\, endition 
Rush 99- n Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Somerset *10290 Transliteration 
Isle of Wight Transliteration + Rendition 
alma literation 
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uil !M Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
sie of Brenn t Transliteration + Rendition 
elimath JJI% Transliteration + Intratextual 
Addition 
Doom Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
vra R *92A Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
orwegian fjord MI i Transliteration + Rendition 
Dragon Island 10.6 1 Rendition 
urnt Island MA Rendition 
Goldwater Island x: ftMzJ% Rendition 
eathwater Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
The land of the Duffers {l{lU, Rendition + Naturalisation 
Island of the Star Rendition 
Lily Lake Naturalisation 
Silver Sea Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
ttinsmoor UMNXT, nsliteration + Rendition 
The river Shribble MU&MJ Transliteration + Rendition 
Stonehenge Ilä Rendition 
Sunless Sea Rendition 
and of Bism at T ransliteration + Rendition 
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Shallow Lands Rendition 
Really Deep Land Rendition 
Caldron Pool MAN Rendition 
table Hill Rendition 
laming Mountain of Lagour l (! Transliteration + Rendition 
Shadowlands A a, Naturalisation 
Supernatural and Mythological Beings 
demon 11A Rendition 
fairy Rendition 
Satyrs Substitution 
River-god Rendition 
aiad }cif endition 
Talking Beast GQ endition 
Faun Rendition 
Nymphs Rendition 
Dryads endition 
Ann m mission + Extratextual 
ddition 
Centaur jqQ m ransliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Ghouls Rendition 
Boggles I Substitution 
inotaurs QÄ)11-4' Rendition 
reels 051: 9 Substitution 
rags Rendition 
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Spectres Rendition 
Toadstools Rendition 
Father Christmas Cultural Dilution 
Emperor-beyond-the Sea Rendition 
Son of Earth Rendition 
Zardeenah, Lady of the Night C# r'. iý ransliteration + Rendition 
Ogre Rendition 
Hamadryad Rendition 
Sirens Transliteration 
Marsh-wiggles Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Measurements 
yard Convention 
pound Convention 
pence Convention 
feet Convention 
overeign endition 
crown ubstitution 
gallon 04 -onvention 
files onvention 
inch TIf Convention 
minim ' fT Transliteration + Intratextual 
Addition 
pint C. C. Substitution 
fathom onvention 
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acre M onvention 
eague (t: _qf4 -R 
[ 
ransliteration + Extratextual 
Addition 
Items of Domestic Life 
[Food+ Drink] 
plum cake E Rendition 
toffee Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Turkish Delight Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Marmalade roll Rendition 
eat pasty Rendition 
herbet Rendition 
ame pie Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
oast chestnuts Rendition 
[Clothes] 
Eton collar Rendition 
Norfolk suit Transliteration + Rendition + 
tratextual Addition 
judge's wig Rendition 
[Household Architecture] 
the railings of the "area" Vm Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
arder 
pq endition 
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[Game] 
ig r ILk jR 
A 
endition + Intratextual 
ddition 
'de-and-seek Rendition 
lind Man's Buff Rendition 
antomime 1ý® Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
Hunt the Slipper r VZ. t j 22l fc Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
[Books and Songs] 
Treasure Island ! kfaxb Convention 
ulverulentus Siccus +W`; ß'Zm Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
ndrocles and the lion 4AAw % Transliteration + Rendition + 
xtratextual Addition 
The Arabian Nights i onvention 
Festivals 
Christmas 
001, 
Convention 
Proper Nouns 
Id Egyptian Transliteration + Rendition 
abylonian Eý jrýr Transliteration 
Hittite ffiq Vm Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition + Extratextual 
ddition 
Yeomanry ultural Dilution 
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Crusaders I Rendition 
Anglo-Saxons WMA i(3t ransliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
dent Britons ft %TTJý A. Transliteration + Rendition 
Wars of the Roses WIRT Rendition 
summer term XJ Rendition 
British Consul ; IMMM Rendition 
Model school AMA Rendition 
ueen Mary "ý ransliteration + Rendition + 
ntratextual Addition 
drocles and the Lion , sýG+ (171-1: 
ýj() 
ransliteration + Rendition + 
xtratextual Addition 
The Hobbit 
Source Text Target Text Translation Procedure 
Name of the Characters 
(Personal Names) 
[First Name+ Surname] 
[Family Name] 
[Single Name (Last Name)] 
[Single Name (First Name)] 
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Gandalf Transliteration 
Bladorthin Transliteration 
ecromancer MEMO Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Radagast 9MOM Transliteration 
Bard EM Transliteration 
[Diminutive] 
[Epithet] 
Trion Lord of Dale a'Ä3 SKLI Transliteration + Rendition 
ntratextual Addition 
and the Dragon-shooter f OML Transliteration + Rendition 
and the Bowman f Ll Transliteration + Rendition 
[Title] 
squire ultural Dilution 
Name of the Characters 
(names of mythological and supernatural beings and animals) 
ilbo Baggins bL9If14. Ei&WT Transliteration 
Belladonna Took Transliteration 
ungo Baggins Transliteration 
Old Took jJy Týransliteration + Rendition 
Dwalin Transliteration 
alin Transliteration 
Kili Transliteration 
ili j7 Transliteration 
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Dori U7 T ransliteration 
on Wfj T ransliteration 
Ori T ransliteration 
Oin T ransliteration 
Loin Transliteration 
Bifur Transliteration 
ofur Transliteration 
Bombur Transliteration 
orin Oakenshield Transliteration + Rendition 
ullroarer 4 Rendition 
olfimbul Transliteration 
Tbror Transliteration 
Old Smaug Transliteration + Rendition 
Thrain Transliteration 
zog the Goblin Transliteration + Rendition 
William Transliteration 
Bert Transliteration 
Bill Transliteration 
ill Huggins Transliteration 
om M Transliteration 
lrond Rßß ransliteration 
ollum ItM Transliteration 
eorn ýLft sliteration 
alion )75r Transliteration 
rd Smaug the Impenetrable hA fi(`Jý'ý ransliteration + Rendition 
265 
Carc ransliteration 
undin ZT T ransliteration 
Rok RA T ransliteration 
Dain M, T ransliteration 
Nain ransliteration 
olg* 
Son of Azog. 
(fs7) Transliteration + Rendition 
Grubb Main Transliteration 
urrowes IM Transliteration 
Sackville-Bagginses 13VS1VE! k)W Transliteration 
Geographical Names 
[Institutional Buildings] 
Green Dragon Inn aftmix Rendition 
Great House )CM Rendition 
[Institutionalised Geographical Areas] 
Dale u 'p Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Lake-town O Rendition 
sgaroth Wipp Transliteration 
[Natural Features of the Environment] 
The Hill /i I. ri Rendition 
T1he Water /JNIq Rendition 
Mount Gram ORVOi ransliteration + Rendition 
Green Fields Rendition 
irkwood RAM# IR endition 
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)hFithered Heath R endition 
Long Lake R endition 
River Running J rf AIR R endition 
oria T ransliteration 
Bywater 1,7?, Rendition + 
Intratextual 
ddition 
ne-lands Ut. Rendition 
Rivendell 1053M Transliteration 
Misty Mountains itsolm endition 
Wilderland xxfl endition 
Lonely Mountain {. 14 Rendition 
ondolin TZ iý Transliteration 
Land Beyond Cultural Dilution 
reat Shelf Rendition 
mock Transliteration 
High Pass Rendition 
aerie in the West Naturalisation, 
Wide World Naturalisation. 
orest River Rendition 
Dorwinion Transliteration 
venhill Rendition 
Bag-End MAN Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
ron Hills E Rendition 
Pundabad " jýý ransliteration 
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obbiton a Lull 
frransiiteration 
+ Intratextual 
ddition 
Supernatural and Mythological Beings 
goblins 
Rendition 
Ives Rendition 
warf Rendition 
oll Rendition 
High Elves Rendition 
ogre POIN Rendition 
rc Jk endition 
cgs ubstitution 
Wood-elves *Mff Rendition 
Light-elves )ýVjjmjf Rendition 
Deep-elves p- a, Ia Rendition 
ea-elves Rendition 
hobgoblins ubstitution 
Measurements 
mile -onvention 
int Cultural Dilution 
yard -onvcntion 
eet R Convention 
quart ultural Dilution 
Items of Domestic Life 
[Food+ Drink] 
uttered scones 
ý-Tnnm# IRendition 
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apple-tart Aft 
T ransliteration + Rendition 
mince-pies MT ransliteration + Rendition 
bacon )C ubstitution 
[Clothes] 
[Household Architecture] 
and, äqß Rendition 
mantelpiece 
I Rendition 
[Game] 
quoit Rendition 
dart-throwing NAM Rendition 
ninepins PIMM Cultural Dilution 
jack-in-the-boxes MMMTIb* Rendition 
[Books and Songs] 
Festivals 
midsummer's eve Naturalisation 
urin's Day Z E1 Transliteration + Rendition 
Yuletide 21 ultural Dilution 
Proper Nouns 
tars of Wain ý1(--ý 
[Naturahisation 
Northern Lights 
Source Text Target Text Translation Procedure 
Name of the Characters 
269 
(Personal Names) 
[First Name+ Surname] 
Stanislaus Grumman 1 UMWT "-r ransliteration 
John Calvin " RM3Z T ransliteration 
Tony Makarios ", 5ýiuf T ransliteration 
Simon Le Clerc m"#" Awt Transliteration 
rancis Lyall M MW "R ransliteration 
gnatius Cole fliJ T- Transliteration 
Simon Parslow Pi " mw ransliteration 
ugh Lovat Transliteration 
Johnny Morelli rmnsliteration 
Jessie Reynolds `oT Transliteration 
Broken Arrow MA "ý literation 
Erik Andersson A" YCIVIA Transliteration 
dale Starminster " ,ýf( ransliteration 
Tony Costa " 51W TZ 
John Faa r" M- 11 Transliteration 
yra Belacqua rI " Q12 Transliteration 
Raymond van Gerrit " J1, "rr`a a ransliteration 
arder Coram &M - Awl Transliteration 
illy Costa fU " --PIM* Transliteration 
ernie Johansen nru " MMA Transliteration 
dward Coulter RVIV " ýUwtl Transliteration 
icholas Rokeby qp? #AWi "7 At ransliteration 
irk Vries 11 . 5A " ROOM ransliteration 
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Sam Broekman tWq " MAR Transliteration 
uud Koopman 106 "O Transliteration 
Nellie Koopman "W Transliteration 
dam Stefanski = "WT Transliteration 
ogger van Poppel Rim " JL9 T ransliteration 
Simon Hartmann Pl " *14 ransliteration 
Benjamin de Ruyter a, ý " Omn Transliteration 
Michael Canzona &j " VZNUA Transliteration 
driaan Braks EA Transliteration 
acob Huismans `, ýi "ii Transliteration 
Peter Hawker Transliteration 
cans Brockman Transliteration + Omission 
Hannah Relf Transliteration 
Tom Mendham Transliteration + Omission 
ack Verhoeven Transliteration 
Martin Lanselius T- 
9211 Transliteration 
erafina Pekkala "G71jI Transliteration 
ee Scoresby " ; ý=}ýý Transliteration 
izzie Brooks UrA " 4MM Transliteration 
ridget McGinn m" ITA'pffl, Transliteration 
otham Santelia A" MM#, ransliteration 
[Family Name] 
The Parslows f7F Transliteration + Rendition 
The Costas p ßfä 
fTransliteration 
+ Rendition 
[Single Name (Last Name)] 
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awson Transliteration 
Gnuman Transliteration 
Magnusson AMANA Transliteration 
Lonsdale Transliteration 
Coulter Transliteration 
Carbon Transliteration 
Hudson M V. Transliteration 
Margaret U Transliteration 
Cooper N ransliteration 
[Single Name (First Name)] 
Lyra *1 UL Transliteration 
sriel Transliteration 
Rukh ransliteration 
Boreal Transliteration 
ostnikova "Aupml Transliteration 
Belacqua IAA Transliteration 
Wren Transliteration 
Shuter Transliteration 
orold Transliteration 
relawney 3rr Transliteration 
Charles jug_wf Transliteration 
Roger w1m, Transliteration 
eyst QWT* Transliteration 
illy VU Transliteration 
harlie Transliteration 
272 
Dick k Transliteration 
oust A 
Transliteration 
usakov Transliteration 
lice Transliteration 
Jaxer Transliteration 
erim Transliteration 
Stefansk! Transliteration 
ell Transliteration 
Gerard Transliteration 
Jerry Transliteration 
Annie Transliteration 
Bella Transliteration 
Martha Transliteration 
Simon Transliteration 
Clara 3t M Transliteration 
Betty Transliteration 
McKay Fransliteration 
[Diminutive] 
[Epithet] 
Bernie the pastrycook V-10MVE 
I 
T5hiteratb0n + Rendition 
Lyra Silvertongue 
ItransliteratiOn 
+ Naturalisation 
[Title] 
Butler e 
ord e 
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rime Minister ýý. Rendition 
Dame Rendition 
Count Rendition 
Princess Rendition 
Pope Rendition 
Sultan Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Name of the Characters 
(names of mythological and supernatural beings and animals) 
antalaimon 
ý429 
Transliteration 
an Transliteration 
Stelmaria "42 Transliteration 
ofur Raknison c- MM Transliteration 
Ratter ransliteration 
erebaton IXME49 Transliteration 
Zohariel Transliteration 
Musca Transliteration 
Sophonax Transliteration 
Belisaria Transliteration 
orek Byrnison ;M- MO. Transliteration 
Kaisa mix Transliteration 
Slcilia Transliteration 
arossa ransliteration 
yrillion Fmnsliteration 
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ambe-Akka vltb-fpj-ý Transliteration 
jalmur Hjalmurson 'iL Transliteration + Omission 
Soren Eisarson ( Transliteration + Omission 
Anfang srM Transliteration 
Geographical Names 
[Institutional Buildings] 
ordan College ,-9. ßßn Transliteration + Rendition 
White Hall Rendition 
Melrose Quadrangle Transliteration + Rendition 
St Michael's College Mßc Transliteration + Rendition 
St Catherine's Oratory W, äf, j'ii Transliteration + Rendition 
Gabriel College A-aFIR Transliteration + Rendition 
Pilgrim's Tower W Rendition 
almer's Tower TI Transliteration + Rendition 
Sheldon Building Tº Transliteration + Rendition 
Shot Tower ßfä Transliteration + Rendition 
imehouse Transliteration + Rendition 
Hangman's Wharf AF5 Transliteration + Rendition 
axley Quad AWNYPR ransliteration + Rendition 
King George's Steps ': Ff T ransliteration + Rendition 
Port Meadow WiTA Transliteration + Rendition 
overed Market 44r r Transliteration + Rendition 
häteau-Vert Transliteration + Rendition 
Westminster Convention 
alkeshall Gardens AIRMEN1 ransliteration + Rendition 
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hthonic Railway Station - *rb, Ak*' ransliteration + 
Rendition 
bbey of St Johann ransliteration + Rendition 
Port Galveston ransliteration + Rendition 
[Institutionalised Geographical Areas] 
St Petersburg RMW C onvention 
Berlin Convention 
nbaric Park L52ýý Transliteration + 
Rendition 
arnton VMS 
Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Denmark Convention 
Geneva Q NE onvention 
Oxford onvention 
Bristol VIM Transliteration 
Manchester Convention 
Jericho rransliteration 
Henley Transliteration 
Maidenhead. Transliteration 
Teddington *TO Transliteration 
larice Walk AVIRMS rransliteration + Rendition 
Denmark Street ffW#j Transliteration + Rendition 
Norwich ransliteration 
Sheffield TUPIT Transliteration 
Northampton ol ransliteration 
Stratford MR19 Transliteration 
Abingdon ºý ansliteration Fr 
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Banbury UT ransliteration 
Cowley º1t7 Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
1 Street f7 Transliteration + Rendition 
White Ham rf Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
pen 4419 Transliteration + Rendition 
Embankment ä±V-ft Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Watlington MRIM Transliteration 
isters of Obedience DIAIMR Rendition 
College of Izmir ß Transliteration + Rendition 
Heidelberg Convention 
lerkenwell = Transliteration 
Morocco Convention 
Langlokur Street rransliteration 
rague Convention 
Uppsala Transliteration 
Amsterdam Convention 
[Natural Features of the Environment] 
altic Sea R Convention 
Lapland Transliteration 
Siberia MOM- Convention 
Tungusk Transliteration 
valbard ALE ransliteration 
277 
River Isis UI)VIN Transliteration + Rendition 
German Ocean H 9R Transliteration + Rendition 
Mortlake "' A Transliteration 
alkeshall AR Transliteration 
North Pole I ME Convention 
Godstow ANN Transliteration 
Holland p Convention 
Byanplats ff IS-Aft 
Transliteration 
Oxfordshire Convention + Rendition 
liver Cole wl-q Transliteration + Rendition 
Greenland Convention 
astern Anglia Transliteration + Rendition 
Lake Enara ß j# 1 Transliteration + Rendition 
Kamchatka Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Bolvangar Transliteration 
nguska ransliteration 
Supernatural and Mythological Beings 
daemon 5f lendition 
Sphinx )IJOWR onvention 
älkainens Jýf ransliteration 
Measurements 
yard Convention 
hilling Convention 
bot onvention 
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sovereign Cultural Dilution 
mile Convention 
inch onvention 
Items of Domestic Life 
[Food+ Drink] 
okay rMINUMA Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
brantwijn w fla Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Canary pf J' Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Burgundy )tf Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
offee , 
P'21%ß Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
fish and chips MUQUA Rendition 
bacon %MON Rendition 
anapds endition 
[Clothes] 
[Household Architecture] 
Retiring Room ce}. Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition 
Common Room Rendition 
ecture Theatre Rendition 
279 
rench window endition 
[Game] 
[Books and Songs] 
Proper Nouns 
Royal Mail 071*04 Rendition 
University of Gloucester WWC- 
frransiiteration 
+ Rendition 
The Sword in the Stone 
Source Text 
7 
Target Text Translation Procedure 
Name of the Characters 
(Personal Names) 
[First Name+ Surname] 
rummore Grummursum Transliteration 
Bruce Saunce Pitt (" ý c$ Transliteration 
Peter Scott " ,ý transliteration 
lavius Arrianus p ým mission + Transliteration + 
E xtratextual Addition 
Rabbi Jachanan ýfjiilrý® Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
John Naylor ,-M"M Transliteration 
obbin Hood MWX Convention 
obbin Wood ransliteration + Rendition 
Rowland Ward Transliteration + Intratextual 
280 
ddition 
William TWyti Transliteration 
ther Pendragon ýý " fý Transliteration 
Ralph Passelewe " IMWT Transliteration 
filbert White (n "t ono Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
[Family Name] 
The Pellinores ik 
frransiiteration 
+ Rendition 
[Single Name (Last Name)] 
Shakespeare mission+ Extratextual 
ddition 
Herddia mission 
fp"Wlq) Transliteration + Extratextual 
Addition 
instein RM19 Convention 
Baden-Powell Transliteration 
[Single Name (First Name)] 
Wart Transliteration + Cultural 
Dilution 
ay = Transliteration 
Hob 3-11-10 Transliteration 
Jacob AO Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Wat Transliteration 
Merlyn Transliteration 
281 
Menzies r ransliteration 
alziel r ransliteration 
Aristotle C onvention 
Cleopatra C onvention 
uncelot -W1 ransliteration 
Tristram T ransliteration 
Elijah rmnsliteration 
Much Transliteration 
Marian ' rmnsliteration 
Scarlett Transliteration 
rumocke ransliteration 
Ector Transliteration 
Borge ransliteration 
[Diminutive] 
Art ransliteration + Cultural 
Dilution 
[Epithet] 
['Title] 
archbishop Rendition 
andgrave aturalisation 
tributary King Rendition 
pope Rendition 
sultan Transliteration 
Transliteration + Intratextual 
282 
ddition 
bey i Cultural Dilution 
mahatma Rendition 
knight Rendition 
Sir Rendition 
St. Transliteration 
rd f endition 
Name of the Characters 
(names of mythological and supernatural beings and animals) 
papas Transliteration 
Cully U Transliteration 
east Glatisant MA Transliteration + Rendition 
Archimedes Convention 
Archie Transliteration 
Athene Convention 
Hecate Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Clumsy Transliteration 
Trowneer WEN Transliteration 
Phoebe TI-ansliteration 
olle ransliteration 
erland a Transliteration 
Talbot rmnsliteration 
kath $ Transliteration 
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ugra WZrA Transliteration 
pollon efft Transliteration 
Orthros OMM Transliteration 
Bran ; ftim Transliteration 
elert XMI4 ransliteration 
Bounce NEW Transliteration 
Boy J. Cultural Dilution 
ion Rendition 
gey Bun ransliteration 
Toby Transliteration 
iamond D M-19 Rendition 
avali 9 Transliteration 
Old Jack 1X sliteration + Rendition 
Black Peter ,,, 
Transliteration + Rendition 
alin E#® Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
clan MM® Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Castor Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
roserpine Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Pollux ' DA ® Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Feaumont 
ransliteration 
284 
Geographical Names 
[Institutional Buildings] 
Trinity Convention 
ton (11) Convention + Extratextual 
ddition 
Saint Mark's Church pJý Transliteration + Rendition 
Tower of London tq Convention 
British Museum Cultural Dilution 
[Institutionalised Geographical Areas] 
ixbury Plantation WTM-q; fx® Transliteration + Rendition + 
Extratextual Addition 
Grafton Transliteration 
Buckingham OVA Convention 
Daventry M Transliteration 
Bristol ArT ransliteration 
Rome FRA Convention 
Warrington NAM Transliteration 
Cambridge Convention 
Moor Park 11 jm Transliteration + Rendition + 
xtratextual Addition 
Cardoyle Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Winsor Convention 
Merry England Pubstitution 
[Natural Features of the Environment] 
285 
eedon Bushes nfira® Transliteration + Extratextual 
ddition 
Bicester Transliteration 
ecken Wood {fif' Transliteration 
gincourt p=ý Transliteration 
amelot Transliteration 
Salisbury W, XT- M _q 
Transliteration 
Exmoor 1, -, ct Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Bermuda Convention 
Lincoln Transliteration + Intratextual 
Addition 
Herefordshire Transliteration + Rendition 
Supernatural and Mythological Beings 
thropophagi QE[Affi Substitution 
Scythian bait Substitution 
Arabian Bird lm aturalisation 
Measurements 
mile Convention + Extratextual 
ddition 
acre Convention 
yard 19 Convention 
inch Convention 
feet Convention 
ream onvention + Extratextual 
286 
Addition 
and ORO Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
of Convention + Extratextual 
ddition 
loth-yard Convention + Extratextual 
ddition 
hundredweight ® Convention + Extratextual 
Addition 
hilling Convention 
gel m Rendition + Intratextual 
ddition + Extratextual 
ddition 
pound YIN Convention + Intratextual 
ddition 
Items of Domestic Life 
[Food+ Drink] 
port As Cultural Dilution + Extratextual 
ddition 
Barley Sugar ? (15) Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
urgundy i b, sm Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition + Extratextual 
ddition 
herry =ýjm ransliteration + Intratextual 
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ddition + Extratextual 
ddition 
malmsey IAEAM Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition + Extratextual 
ddition 
unch >j&A® T ransliteration + Intratextual 
ddition + Extratextual 
ddition 
[Clothes] 
dunce's cap m Rendition + Extratextual 
d 
[Household Architecture] 
ombination Room 
ý 
Rendition 
[Game] 
nap-dragon IMMMIMID Rendition + Extratextual 
Addition 
[Books and Songs] 
ummulae Logicales iffqnk-! ý: O Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
The Organon AqA ® Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
Encyclopaedia, Britannica -9W Convention 
Morning Post Rendition 
deste Fideles ; PI, I, -'-. ® Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
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Sing of a Maiden P ; ZZV® Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
Festivals 
Michaelmas *0-1"ii Transliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
oxin' Day I Tim ® Rendition + Extratextual 
ddition 
Proper Nouns 
ed Indian ttlza Transliteration + Rendition 
Battle of Cressy gýg UCD Transliteration + Rendition + 
Extratextual Addition 
English Aristocracy AI ubstitution + Rendition 
Saracen alb ransliteration + Intratextual 
ddition 
Aldebaran MHm Naturalisation + Extratextual 
ddition 
Betelgeuse a 
mV30 Naturalisation + Extratextual 
Addition 
irius m Substitution + Extratextual 
ddition 
Little Bear Rendition + Intratextual 
Addition 
North Star 1LOM Rendition 
Bolshevik Mr&9cD Substitution + Extratextual 
ddition 
289 
friar 3ybjtCD Substitution + Extratextual 
ddition 
adies of Britain 
ýMmtcta# 
endition 
290 
Appendix II 
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Appendix III 
Letter of Consent 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
My name is Wen-chun Liang, a PhD student of the University of Newcastle, UK. I am 
currently writing a PhD thesis and will need your assistance for collecting data. 
The overall aim of my thesis is to investigate translation phenomenon of fantasy 
fiction in Taiwan. In order to gain the appropriate data for analysis, I will be recording 
your talk during the interview. Your recorded talk will be transcribed into written 
document and digitalized as well as archived in electronic forms for possible later use 
on further research. 
If you agree to participate, please sign this letter. Agreeing to participate in this 
research does not commit you to anything, and you may change your mind and 
withdraw at any time. 
I will be happy to discuss any aspect of the research with you, so if you have any 
questions or comments, please don't hesitate to inform me. 
Best wishes, 
Wen-chun Liang 
I understand that my speech will be recorded. I also agree that my recorded talk may 
be used later for archiving and for further studies. 
Signed: Date: 
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Appendix IV 
' eug Kai ' Qýý11ý týT `ýC aQn hýfTI 
J±3I' UQtill 
r. ýAýý__ýäýýý1ºI#sh ? rp 
_fý 1azn `17c 1ý"t'iA,; ' äýpý1ýQ ýzý `1`J 
2. 
nth ýn r ýn ; 
4.1I ' i*A± (fl: 
UJ) *TVb? 1A±i? 
S. 3ZAn ? 
6.1/WiJ? 
ZM AW,, kEL(43 
3ZOUIP'TOEX, ? 
8. uiIrg 'fLfRA*A' bi? 1L11? 
9.1 1 ýI i Jß l7 ? 1ý t1 A=' al1ß t (MM 
-1121-1 ? )e WW? 
AT ? PDA UK 
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11.14 ä1% ýt7 Ä ýff k`IýJT± {J? 1 'zwei 'G1 LIAMM 
pTfýý']Gý. ý t7 ? 
12.15ýtJ JF'c 1ü' egPn T fýý1 ? 
13.2 1, c, A1 ý±- Mg 11 Mp19- AcP INI M, 1 V'c; hA1 t Apb ? 9A-10 ' q7' 
aMloll-WORne I? 
14.1 71fp Jý 1 tý gf 1'J 1%A ?-i: J° 
15. J -' CTG ?ýý fi p Sýf? ýi 1Jh ¬ý 
Fý171IýQ ?: 
ýAJ*bLÄq ? 
16. ßw ` '1 % ý3}i 7týý fý `7 c ýýS'Lf GS Gf 
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